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Preface

The Workshop on e-Business (WeB) is a premier annual conference on e-business and
e-commerce. The purpose of WeB is to provide an open forum for e-Business
researchers and practitioners worldwide, to share topical research findings, explore
novel ideas, discuss success stories and lessons learned, map out major challenges, and
collectively chart future directions for e-Business. Since 2000, WeB has attracted
valuable and emerging research and followed closely the developments in the technical
and managerial aspects of e-business. The 16th Annual Workshop on e-Business (WeB
2017) was held in Seoul, South Korea, on December 10, 2017.

The theme of WeB 2017 was “Digital Transformation: Challenges and Opportu-
nities.” Digitalization, consumerization, global platforms, and transformative innova-
tions are causing industry convergence at a record pace. Information technologies are
constantly changing business models and firms cannot but lag behind competitors in
industry without understanding new information technology. That is to say, informa-
tion technology can give firms great opportunities and it can give some firms critical
challenges. New information technologies such as business analytics and social media
networks are constructed properly and effectively engage customers. This enabled both
firms and consumers to take advantage of the global supply of goods and services over
the Internet and logistics.

WeB 2017 provided an opportunity for scholars and practitioners to exchange ideas
and share findings on the themes. Original research articles with a broad coverage of
behavioral issues on consumers, citizens, businesses, industries, and governments,
ranging from technical to strategic issues were presented at the workshop.

Among 43 papers presented at WeB 2017, 11 paper were selected to be published in
this volume of LNBIP. We would like to thank all the reviewers for their time and
effort and for completing their review assignments on time despite tight deadlines.
Many thanks to the authors for their contributions.

July 2018 Wooje Cho
Ming Fan

Michael J. Shaw
Byungjoon Yoo

Han Zhang
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Attracting Versus Sustaining Attention
in the Information Economy

Yimiao Zhang(&) and Kim Huat Goh

Nanyang Business School, Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore, Singapore

yzhang090@e.ntu.edu.sg, akhgoh@ntu.edu.sg

Abstract. Attention is a scarce resource possessed by a person. In the infor-
mation age, we observe the rapid increase of information available and the
decrease of individual’s attention. This calls for efficient attention allocation
amidst information overload. Prior literature suggests attention allocation is a
two-stage process – attracting attention and sustaining attention. In this study,
we refer to attention theory from psychology literature to explore what attract
users’ attention and why users stay on with particular social media content. We
use YouTube as the empirical setting to differentiate attracting attention from
sustaining attention and examine factors that influence attracting and sustaining
attention. The results of this study show that factors that attract attention are
different from the factors that will sustain attention in the information age.

Keywords: Attention economy � Attention theory � Econometrics
Social media � YouTube

1 Introduction

The exponential growth of the information brought about immense competition within
the attention economy. Attention is defined as “focused mental engagement on a
particular item of information” [1]. In the attention economy theory, attention is a
resource possessed by a person and this resource is constantly facing competition and
scarcity [2–4]. This argument is premised on two tenets. First, attention is a resource.
Specifically, information consumes the attention of its recipients [5] to the extent
whereby attention is touted by some as the new currency in the information age [1].
Consumers are spoilt for choices in information content and content which are able to
attract and maintain the attention of individuals will be able to use this window of
opportunity to shape their beliefs. Naturally, the ability to shape beliefs on issues
ranging from what brand of soap to buy to which politician to vote for translates into
value which the content provider or carrier can monetize [3]. Second, attention is
scarce. The attention possessed by any person is limited [1, 2] and it is impossible for
people to “pay attention” to every item, or every piece of information in the world. As a
result, information competes for individual’s attention [2]. For example, when you load
your Facebook page, you are not able to check out every post, every advertisement, or
every notice which are competing for your attention.
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With the features of the attention economy in mind, there are two notable phe-
nomena. First, people’s attention span is short and is decreasing. Brown [6] argued that
exposure to the digital world diminishes our attention span in work, entertainment and
learning. Liu [7] surveyed reading behavior in the digital environment and found that
online users spent less time on in-depth, concentrated reading compared to ten years
ago. Second, the amount of available information is rapidly increasing. In the infor-
mation age, people are able to explore vast amount of information online. The last
decade witnesses the rise of social media, from the likes of knowledge-driven Wiki-
pedia to the likes of relationship-driven Facebook. Incredible amount of information is
generated in social media every second. For example, 7599 Tweets are send and 779
Instagram photos are uploaded in one second [8].

Juxtaposing the tenets of the attention economy with the phenomena of declining
attention within a climate of growing information, begs the following question. What
attracts and more importantly sustains individual’s attention in the information econ-
omy? Given that attention is scarce and declining, attracting and sustaining attention
will become increasingly more difficult with more avenues of competition from dif-
ferent information sources. In this study, we take exploratory steps to examine what are
the factors that attract and sustain attention of individuals in this information economy.
We situate our study in an empirical context and hope to unpack the psychological
underpinnings which lead to greater focus and attention. We use YouTube as the
empirical setting to distinguish attracting and sustaining attention on social media. We
apply attention theory from psychology literature to explore what attract users’ atten-
tion and why users stay on with particular social media content. The results of this
study show that factors that attract attention to informational content are different from
the factors that will sustain the attention. For example, we see positive relationship
between color contrast and attention attraction. To sustain the attracted attention on the
other hand is a result of consistency in content.

2 Literature Review on Attention in Social Media

Prior literature has shown that individuals pay attention to a piece of online information
is a two-stage process [7, 9, 10]. In the first stage, a user is attracted by a piece of
information because of some reasons, for instance, the highlighted words, the promi-
nent position, or the attractive picture. Once a user is attracted, in the second stage, he
or she spend some time with this piece of information by reading the content.
Therefore, online content creators are facing the challenges of (1) attracting user
attention and (2) sustaining user attention.

Some research efforts have been made to examine the factors that attract users’
attention [10–13]. In many social media platforms, for instance Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram, whereby there is no direct measurement of view count, indirect proxies such
as number of likes, number of comments, or number of sharing are used to reflect the
attraction of users’ attention. These proxies are used based on the assumption that the
social media content has attracted a user’s attention earlier which ensue these user
activities. Chatzopoulou et al. [14] showed that number of comments, number of like,
and number of favorites are highly correlated to social media content view count.
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In other online platforms such as YouTube, where we can observe the number of views
of each video, we know how many individuals who have clicked on the content and
spent some time with it – hence a more direct measurement of user attention attraction.

Prior studies have investigated various factors that impact YouTube video view
count. Zhou et al. [15] found that YouTube recommendation system is an important
factor that drives video view count. Recommendation systems generally provide
content related to the referent video a user is watching and this supplements the view
instances from direct searching of a video [9, 15]. As in any social media platform,
social factors on YouTube can play an important role to video popularity and view
instances. In particular, social networks sizes of the YouTube video and YouTube users
contribute positively to video view count. View count of a focal video is highly
correlated with view count of videos in the same playlist [16]. Further, YouTube user
friends’ network size has significant impact on the growth of view count over time [17].
Extant literature also point out the effect of geographic locality on video view count.
About 50% of videos receive more than 70% of their total view count from a single
country, however, social sharing widens a video’s geographic audience [18]. To the
best of our knowledge, prior studies only examined what attract user attention rather
than sustaining user attention in the social media context. In this paper, we will look at
both processes that influence the attraction as well as the retention of attention.

3 Theory and Hypotheses Development

In this study, we refer to psychology theories to guide our hypotheses.

3.1 Visual Attention – The Bottom-Up and Top-Down Frame

Online platforms such as YouTube tend to adopt visual stimuli (such as placement of
links, color, font size etc.) as the predominant cues to attract attention. To this end, we
look at some factors that influence visual attention for online videos. Visual attention is
also known as selective attention in vision. The stimuli that are to be processed are the
characteristics of images received visually. Literature has point out that people have
limited attention because of cognitive bottlenecks when processing incoming stimuli
[19–23]. Similarly, individuals can only pay attention to a limited number of visual
objects. In the visual attention research, a bottom-up and top-down framework provides
an explanation for the mechanism which helps determined which visual cues are being
passed through the bottleneck for processing [24–31]. Briefly, the bottom-up mecha-
nism is a stimuli-driven mechanism which posits that visual attention is attracted by the
saliency of the stimulus. The top-down mechanism is a knowledge driven selection
mechanism whereby the individual intentionally locate the visual target based on some
subjective, pre-determined criteria.

In the bottom-up selection, the saliency of a stimulus drives visual attention. When
the characteristics of a stimulus stands out from the environment on one dimension or
combined dimensions [30, 32], it attracts visual attention. The features of visual stimuli
that gains visual attention can be on various dimensions, such as color, orientation,
brightness, size, location, and intensity [27, 30]. Experiments have shown that salient
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color comparing to surroundings helps to facilitate visual selection [30, 33, 34]. Other
studies have also shown that luminance contrast is a primary feature that makes the
stimulus salient and contributes to attracting visual attention [35]. In particular, high
contrast luminance of an image triggers visual attention. Similarly, we expect that high
color contrast is a salient stimulus that attracts visual attention. Therefore, we
hypothesize that an image with high color contrast on a social media page is more
likely to attract users’ visual attention.

Hypothesis 1 (H1): An image with high color contrast on a social media platform is
more likely to attract users’ visual attention to click on it.

When an individual has a predetermined selection criterion or a clear intention of
what he or she is looking for, the visual attention selection follows a top-down
mechanism. In the top-down selection, subjective intention is the key driver of visual
attention allocation. The top-down selection is an important mechanism in the social
media context. Social media platforms allow users to “follow” accounts they are
interested in. The ability to search for various themes using keywords will allow the
individual to identify the source of such content and allows these sources to be “fol-
lowed”. Given that there is more information on social media than any user could pay
attention to, the act of “following” creates the necessary filters to allow only infor-
mation is going to focus more through the processing bottleneck and leads to users to
pay visual attention to the content posted by the accounts they are following. Therefore,
the more followers an account has, the more visual attention it will attract.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): On social media platforms, the number of followers is positively
related to the visual attention it receives in the form of click views.

3.2 Sustained Attention: Stimulation Level

Capturing the attention of individuals online is the first integral part of this study;
examining what helps maintain this attention is probably the more important issue in
social media platforms. To look at what influences continued interest and attention, we
will have to examine how individuals perceive environmental stimuli over time.

We are constantly bombarded by different types of environmental stimuli every day
which vary in terms of their level of excitement. Research has shown that people have a
need for an appropriate stimulation level which is called optimal stimulation level
(OSL) [36–38] to maintain interest and attention. Optimal stimulation level is an
individual characteristic that varies from person to person. If the environmental stim-
ulus is lower (higher) than an individual’s optimal stimulation level, she will feel bored
(uncomfortable) and want to increase (reduce) the stimulation level by changing the
environment stimulus.

In the social media context, we argue that the temporal stimulation level influences
users’ sustained attention. When a social media user views a particular content, sus-
tained viewing is contingent upon the pace of which the content is being delivered.
Based on the theory of optimal stimulation level, maintaining stimulation consistently
within a reasonable range is essential to prevent the user from being under or over-
stimulated and hence discontinue viewing. Further, inconsistency and punctuation in
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the simulation levels is likely to cause a drop in the simulation level. For example, a
professor is giving an interesting lecture but interrupted by some technical fault. In this
case, the consistent informational content pace is interrupted and students’ attention are
likely to be momentarily lost. Therefore, we expect that consistency in informational
content pace facilitates sustained attention.

Hypothesis 3 (H3): On social media platforms, consistency in informational con-
tent’s pace is positively related to sustained attention.

In addition, we also expect consistency (coherence) in content topic variety is
important to sustaining attention. Although prior research in consumer behavior has
shown that variety in general increases stimulation level [37–39], it is important to note
that the relationship between variety and heightening interest is not without bounds.
For example, an individual who loves to ski might wish to ski in different parts of a ski
mountain (variety in the view, difficulty and gradient), he or she however might not like
the idea of say snowboarding instead of skiing. Similarly, to sustain user’s attention,
content topic variety maybe helpful, it has to be coherent. Coherent topic helps to
maintain the content stimulation level at a certain level. Besides, if the content topic
varies without coherence, the content falls to low quality and user’s attention could be
distracted by other stimuli. Therefore, we expect coherence across information content
is positively related to sustained attention.

Hypothesis 4 (H4): On social media, coherence in content topic variety is positively
related to sustained attention.

4 Methodology

4.1 The YouTube Context

We use YouTube as the research context in this study. On YouTube, each registered
user has a YouTube account (also known as channel) and can subscribe to one another.
The act of subscription is just similar “following” on Twitter. To view videos, users can
either browse the videos on home page or actively search for videos. For registered
users, popular videos uploaded by accounts they have subscribed to are also presented
on their home page when they login. The predominant information content provide on
YouTube is video and limited information (such as title, content source, and publish
time) is presented with the link prior to watching the video. Users need to click the link
in order to view the full content and like most information good, consumption of the
good requires the investment of time and attention.

4.2 Data Collection Approach

We collect the data from YouTube between 22 July 2016 and 22 September 2016. We
create Python scripts with YouTube data API to extract all the accounts from the
entertainment and sports categories. We choose these categories because they contain a
wide variety of videos with great heterogeneity in terms of viewership lengths and
popularity. We tracked all the videos published in these categories from all the

Attracting Versus Sustaining Attention in the Information Economy 5



accounts from 22 July 2016 till 19 Aug 2016 (4 weeks duration) and for each video, we
continuously collect all relevant data on a daily basis for at least 1 month. Daily
collection is required as some data, such as number of views, number of likes, and
number of comments is dynamic over time. Data from a total of 13784 videos is
collected.

In order to investigate how the video conversation pace and video topics affect
sustained attention, we extract the video captions generated by YouTube for the
uploaded videos. Account owners have an option enable the caption function. In
addition, we also filter out videos with only one-sentence caption, as they commonly
include only the video title and not the contents of the video. Given that the captions
are automatically generated by YouTube system, we often observe that poorly-shot
videos with inferior sound quality are often without captions due to difficulty experi-
enced in the captioning process. The data set has 370 videos with captions. Each video
on YouTube belongs to video type, while an account is assigned to a channel category
(e.g. sports) by YouTube only when the account have uploaded a certain number of
videos, most of which belongs to a same video type (e.g. sports). In total, we get 986
channels from the two categories (sports and entertainment). That’s why the final
sample size is not very large. This data represents a sample of relatively well-designed,
properly formatted, quality social media content, and this makes it an ideal sample for
us to examine the factors that impact attention attraction and retention. For the
remaining videos that do not have captions, we used them as the comparative data
points for Heckman selection bias correction (details later). We are currently in the
process of randomly selecting additional videos that do not have captions and subject
them to YouTube’s captioning process to test the robustness of our initial results
presented later.

4.3 Text Mining

To obtain the proxy measures for coherence in video topic, we conduct topic modeling
that applies statistical methods to discover the topics that appear using the video
captions. We adopt the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model [40], which is
commonly used in prior studies [41–43]. In running the algorithm, we define the total
number of topics (k) that will be generated and tried various iterations of k (k = 10, 20,
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100). Each discovered topic is represented by the most
frequent words and topic modeling generates loadings of each document for each topic.
The loading measures the likelihood of the content belonging to the corresponding
topic. For every video caption, it is scored against all topics, k, and we use the loadings
to calculate the degree of video topic coherence (operationalization details in the next
section).

In this study, we performed sentiment analysis on video title and video description.
Sentiment analysis is a text mining technique that identifies the sentiment of text basing
on the polarity (positive, neutral, or negative) of words occur in the text. We use the
Stanford coreNLP R package to conduct the sentiment analysis [44]. The Stanford
coreNLP package first splits the texts into single sentences and sentiment analysis is
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conducted on each sentence. As a result, each sentence gets a sentiment score (from 0
to 4) and sentiment score of the sentences are aggregated and averaged. The corre-
sponding representation of 0 is very negative, 1 is negative, 2 is neutral, 3 is positive
and 4 is very positive.

4.4 Variables and Measurement

This study has two dependent variables, visual attention and sustained attention. Visual
attention is the attracted attention of a video and we use daily view count to proxy the
visual attention. View count is the number of users who have clicked on to a link to
play the video regardless of the duration they watch it. Sustained attention is the
amount of attention a user pays to a video. Conceptually, the longer one spends
watching a video, the longer the attention is being attributed. We use the ratio of daily
average video view duration to the total video duration to measure sustained attention.
We use the ratio rather than the absolute video view duration as videos vary in
duration, and taking absolute duration will result in dependent variable that has dif-
ferent upper limits for this metric. The higher the ratio, the higher proportion a video is
watched i.e. the longer attention is sustained with this video.

There are four key independent variables of interest in this study. Color contrast is
measured by the average gradient of each pixel on red, green, blue (RGB) values in a
video thumbnail. We choose to measure the contrast of the video thumbnail as this is
the only image users will see before clicking onto the video. We calculate the gradients
on R, G and B of each pixel in thumbnails and then get the average gradients of all
pixels on R, G and B respectively. A higher gradient represent an image with more
vibrate and striking variation in color tones. Finally, we take average of the three
average values to measure the color contrast. Number of followers is measured by the
total number of subscribers of YouTube channel. Each YouTube channel represents an
account which is permitted to post videos and subscribe to.

To proxy the pace of information content, we measure video conversation pace.
Here, we identify all the periods of silence whereby there is no conversation in the
video. We measure the time duration of each block of silence and compute the variance
of these durations throughout the video. A video that has a consistent (inconsistent)
video conversation pace has a low (high) variance. Given that the videos in this sample
have substantial captions, we believe that these videos are conversational in nature and
do not contain solely moving imagines. As a result, the conversational content repre-
sents an important part of the stimuli that is required to maintain the user’s attention.
The last independent variable is video topic coherence. We adopt the economic concept
of Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) which measures the industry concentration to
calculate video topic concentration and coherence [45]. A high (low) HHI represents
high (low) concentration. We adapt the HHI for video topic coherence, Ci:

Ci ¼
Xk

j¼1

ð LijPk
j¼1 Lij

Þ2 ð1Þ
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Where Lij is the loading of video i on topic j, (i.e. the degree of which the contents
of the video i fall into topic j). k is the total number of topics for all the videos. Given
that each topic constitute a collection of commonly occurred words which are lexically
similar, a video which spread across multiple topics (low Ci) is likely to be less
coherent than another which is concentrated into fewer topics (high Ci). In our analysis,
we use 60 as the number of topics (k = 60). Given that the dataset contains many
videos on various topics, to cover these topics, a large k is more reasonable than a small
k [46]. We try various iterations of k from 10 to 100 (in intervals of 10), and found that
k > = 60 is more meaningful than k <= 50 as the classification results appears to be
more stable beyond 60. In addition, empirical estimation of our regression models
revealed similar results for k = 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100.

Control variables in this study include video age, video duration, sentiment of video
title (sentiment_title), number of meaningful words1 of video title (no_word_title),
sentiment of video description (sentiment_des), number of meaningful words of video
description (no_word_des), daily sharing count (daily_sharing), video cumulative view
count (video_view_cum), video tag count (tag), video category2, daily video like count
(daily_like), daily video dislike count (daily_dislike), daily video comment count
(daily_comment), channel age, channel location3, channel video count (channel video),
and channel comment count (channel comment).

4.5 Analysis and Models

We propose the visual attention for a video, i, at time, t, days since data collection, is a
function of the color contrast (color) of the video thumbnail (H1), the number of
followers (no_followers) the channel (H2) has as well as other exogenous time
invariant factors Ui and time variant control factors Pit. Specifically:

Visual attentionit
¼ b0 þ b1Colori þ b2No followersit þ b3Ui þ b4Pit þVi þWt þXi þ eit

ð2Þ

Where b represent parameters of the model, e represents stochasticity across video
and time, V represents video level stochasticity, Xi represents the inverse mills ratio to
control for self-selection biases in the presence of subtitles, and W represents time level
stochasticity.

Additionally, we proposed that the sustained attention (sust_attention) of the video
is a function of the conversation pace (conv_pace) (H3), topic coherence (topic_cohe)
(H4) and other exogenous time invariant factors Ki and time variant control factors Jit.

1 Meaningful words contain non-function words such as conjunctions, pronouns, and auxiliary verbs.
2 Video category of our dataset includes film & animation, sports, travel & event, people & blogs,
comedy, entertainment, howto & style, and education. Video category is based on the video content
and is different from channel category.

3 The channels of the dataset are from four countries, US, CA, GB, and CH.
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Sust_attention is a portion of two variables and the value is between 0 and 1. In the
regression, we multiply the value of sust_attention by 100, so the unit of the variable
sust_attention becomes %.

Sust attentionit
¼ c0 þ c1Conv pacei þ c2Topic cohei þ c3Ki þ c4Jit þVi þWt þXi þ eit

ð3Þ

Where c represent parameters of the model, e represents stochasticity across video
and time, V represents video level stochasticity, Xi represents the inverse mills ratio to
control for self-selection biases in the presence of subtitles, and W represents time level
stochasticity.

In both Eqs. (2) and (3) we included a time-related error term W to partial out any
stochasticity due to temporal differences (e.g. time periods with more online traffic due
to seasonal differences). Similarly, we also included a video-level error term V to
control for any video-level idiosyncrasies which were not captured by our exogenous
variables. Notably, we applied Heckman selection model on the 13,784 videos to
correct for potential sample selection bias given that the presence of captions is elec-
tive, and estimate (2) and (3) using random effects model with white-adjusted standard
errors to mitigate any heteroscedasticity issues.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Attention Attraction

For the testing of H1 and H2, we refer to the results of Model 1 in Table 1. We
suppressed all the control variables for brevity and list them in the footnote below the
table. In model 1, the link between thumbnail color contrast and visual attention is
positive and significant (coeff: 69.660; p-value < 0.05), which means, higher color
contrast is more likely to attract users’ attention, indicating support for Hypothesis 1.
The results also show significantly positive relationship between number of followers
and visual attention (coeff: 0.002; p-value < 0.001), indicating support for Hypothesis 2.
The coefficient of number of followers may be numerically small, but it does not suggest
the lack of physical significance because of the large number of followers relative to
daily view count.

The estimates of Eq. (2) suggest the existence of both bottom-up and top-down
visual attention selection processes in the social media platform. In the bottom-up
process, image color contrast is an important stimulus to facilitate visual attention when
many images are shown at the same time. The relationship between number of fol-
lowers and user attention attraction suggests the importance of personal interests in
determining selection. Overall, although attracting attention on social media may be
interest or intention driven (top-down), the importance of bottom-up salient stimuli on
users’ visual attention selection process cannot be overlooked.
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5.2 Attention Sustaining

The estimates of Eq. (3) are used to test Hypothesis 3 and 4 (refer to Model 2 in
Table 1). As hypothesized in H3, we find negative and significant relationship between
video conversation pace value and sustained attention (coeff: −0.197; p-value < 0.01).
When the variance in the conversation pace increases, we see a drop in the proportion
of the video being viewed, supporting Hypothesis 3. The relationship between video
topic coherence and sustained attention is positive and significant (coeff: 24.532;
p-value < 0.01), suggesting users’ attention are more likely to be sustained by a videos
with more coherent topics throughout the clip. Hypothesis 4 is supported.

The estimates from Eq. (3) suggest that consistency in stimulation is important to
sustained attention. Consistent video conversation pace and coherent video topic keeps
the stimulation at a certain level and maintains the interest level of the viewer. When
video conversation pace is not consistent, users will experience varied stimuli with
periods of intense content followed by slow, monotonous content. Additionally,
maintaining coherence across the video topics over time also helps maintain the stimuli
at a certain optimal level. Although variety can increase the stimulation level, the
coherences within the variety across different topics in a single video is essential.
Further, we can infer from the results that users have their preference when they watch
a video. If a user is attracted to a video because of the account or title information, the
user may have a clear, desired video topic in mind. When the video deviates from the
desired topic by introducing more topics than the user expects, the added irrelevant
topics will make it hard for the user to sustain his or her attention. In sum, consistency
in video conversation pace and coherence in video topic are significant factors to
sustained attention.

Table 1. Regression results for visual attention and sustained attention

Model 1 DV: Visual attention Model 2 DV: Sustained attention
Variables Coefficients (Std. Err.) Variables Coefficients (Std. Err.)

Intercept 3650.077 (17181.470) Intercept 10.082 (41.140)
No_follower 0.002*** (.000) Conv_pace −0.197** (0.070)
Color contrast 69.660* (34.944) Topic_cohe 24.532** (8.273)
Controlsa <suppressed for brevity> Controlsb <suppressed for brevity>

Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001
aControl variables for H1 and H2 are video age, video duration, sentiment_title,
no_word_title, daily_sharing, video_view_cum, tag, video category, channel age,
channel location, channel video, and channel comment.
bControl variables for H3 and H4 are sentiment_title, no_word_title, sentiment_des,
no_word_des, color contrast, video age, video duration, video_view_cum, tag,
daily_like, daily_dislike, daily_comment, daily_sharing, video category, channel
age, channel location, no_follower, channel video, and channel comment. Controls
omitted for brevity in presentation.
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6 Contribution to Literature and Practice

In this study, we use YouTube as the research context to distinguish attracting attention
and sustaining attention on social media and take exploratory steps to examine what are
the factors that attract and sustain attention of individuals in this information economy.

This study contributes to the existing conversation of attention theory in psy-
chology particularly within the social media context. In deconstructing how social
media users get attracted to information content visually, we showed that they follow a
bottom-up and top-down process [24–31], such that color contrast of a video’s
thumbnail is an important stimulus which triggers the bottom-up process of attracting
attention to the referent video thereby increasing the click through rate; and users also
click through social media videos via a top-down process where their video selection is
more directed as a result of having followed the video channel.

The current bottom-up and top-down mechanisms within the attention literature
only explains what kind of stimuli can get through the information processing bot-
tleneck, with limited discussion on what contributes to sustaining attention of the
stimuli beyond the bottleneck. Our results suggested that consistency in stimulation
level is critical to sustaining attention in the social media context. Further, we found
consistency in video conversation pace and coherence of video topics over time are two
factors to sustain users’ attention. We believe that the results of this study are not just
limited to video, but can be generalized to other text-based user generated contents or
audio recordings on social media platforms.

This study also contributed to the practice. As discussed before, due to the limited
attention possessed by people, there exist severe competitions among social media
online content creators. The results of this study provide implications for online content
creators by identifying factors that can attract users’ attention and sustain users’
attention, especially for YouTube video uploaders. Content creators can adjust their
content creation strategies, for instance, choosing high color contrast images as
thumbnails of their videos, encouraging users to subscribe to their accounts, and
designing the content with consistent informational pace and coherence in topic
selection, to attract and sustain more attention, and achieve success.

7 Limitation and Future Research

This study is not without limitations. Due to practical data collection reasons, we
examine the phenomenon using individual video over time as the unit of analysis and
not individual user viewing patterns. As a result, we are unable to measure individual’s
optimal stimulation level, and rely on the law of averages to approximate that if a user
is attracted by a video (by viewing it), the initial or expected stimulation level should be
close to his or her optimal stimulation level. One possible way to mitigate this limi-
tation is to consider conducting experiments to track users’ physiological response to
videos with different conversation pace and videos with different topic coherence level.

The presence of advertisements in a video may affect the sustained attention as
advertisements interrupt a video and provide irrelevant information. In this study, we
didn’t consider the effect of advertisements because the insertion of advertisements in a
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YouTube video is not readily measured and can be dependent on various factors such
as timing and browsing history of the individual. Nevertheless, assuming that the
algorithmic process of inserting these advertisement are consistent within the time
period of two months of which we collect the data, we should see limited impact on our
results as they can be captured by the video level error term specified in our estimation
model. Nevertheless, to completely mitigate this issue, future research can consider
conducting experiments to test the effects of advertisements in a video on sustained
attention, as it will be interesting to investigate the effects of position in a video and
length of advertisements on sustained attention.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we took exploratory steps to examine the factors that attract and sustain
attention of individuals in this information economy. We situated our study in an
empirical context and hope to unpack the psychological underpinnings which lead to
greater focus and attention. We used YouTube as the empirical setting to differentiate
attracting attention from sustaining attention on social media and examined the dif-
ferent factors that influence attracting and sustaining attention. The results of this study
showed that color contrast of a video thumbnail and number of followers for a social
media content creator has are important factors to attract attention following a bottom-
up and top-down search process respectively. Further, consistency in stimulation level
and coherence in content topic matter were found to sustain the attracted attention.
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Abstract. Understanding business-IT strategy misalignment is an increasingly
important area of research in digitalisation of different business sectors. How-
ever, there is currently a dearth of research investigations of misalignment
between business and IT strategic objectives in public-sector organisations.
Considering the nature of business, the structure of organisation, and the
organisational resources of public-sector organisations, the investigation of
business-IT misalignment can significantly enrich our theoretical exemplifica-
tion of the relationship between business and IT in the public sector. Moreover,
it provides some insights for managers to identify and avoid the possible pitfalls
during the IT implementation process. Anchoring on the strategic alignment
model, this research aims to identify and analyse the factors that contribute to
business/IT strategy misalignment in Saudi Arabian public-sector organisations.
Using a qualitative study design that included semi-structured interviews in five
public-sector organisations in Saudi Arabia, our findings indicate that the
human, operational, and IT system factors lead to business-IT strategy
misalignment. This study also finds that those practical approaches for avoiding
the misalignment in Saudi public-sector organisations sometimes lack structure
and consistency.

Keywords: IT strategy � Business strategy � Business and IT alignment
Business and IT misalignment � Public sector � Saudi arabia

1 Introduction

The alignment between information technology (IT) strategy and business strategy is
widely acknowledged as an important determinant of business success in IT-enabled
organisations. By definition, misalignment between the IT strategy and business
strategy is thus a key concern for managers. Business-IT misalignment is characterised
as the breakdown or lack of coordination between business and IT to deliver the
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coherent management of information to meet business needs (Enagi and Ochoche
2013). Based on this definition, the misalignment is likely to negatively impact busi-
ness performance given that business-IT strategy alignment is required to increase
business value (e.g., Dulipovici and Robey 2013; Handley 2017; Rai et al. 2015). As
stated by Fichman and Melville (2014), business performance is ‘conditioned’ by the
business IT system.

Given the ever-increasing prevalence of IT infrastructures to support business
operations in a digitalisation era, businesses across the world are increasingly required
to develop and align an IT strategy with their business strategy as they seek to
incorporate IT into their daily operations (Martinez et al. 2015; Seman and Salim
2013). An IT strategy is typically defined as the identification and adoption of relevant
‘digital’ technologies necessary to meet a set of objectives and goals by an entity
(Alsudiri et al. 2013). Research on the business-IT alignment/misalignment is therefore
of critical importance and an ongoing challenge within the information systems
(IS) discipline (Luftman and Derksen 2012).

In recent decades, researchers have developed different models and theoretical
explanations to explicate how IT alignment creates value for private sector organisa-
tions (Reynolds and Yetton 2015). The implications of these studies for operational
outcomes are worthy of consideration, yet the research findings cannot be easily
adopted in public-sector organisations to improve overall business performance.
Indeed, the identification and measurement of strategic misalignment is made com-
plicated by the fact that alignment is largely “unobservable” and that measuring IT and
business strategy is highly complex (Tallon 2007). Hence, there are managerial con-
cerns in the continuous failure of IT projects in public organisations (Alsudiri et al.
2013; Byrd et al. 2006) and there is increasing concern that optimal return of invest-
ment (ROI) in IT projects is not being achieved (Gerow et al. 2014; Henderson and
Venkatraman 1999; Rai et al. 2015; Wu, Straub and Liang 2015). Governments would
therefore benefit from further research into the main factors contributing to IT-business
strategy misalignment.

The issue of IT-business strategy misalignment is important to the government of
Saudi Arabia given its National e-Government strategy to improve technology-based
operations and service delivery in public-sector organisations (Shehry et al. 2011;
Rai et al. 2015; Yesser 2016). The implementation of the e-government project how-
ever faces many technological, cultural, organisational, and social challenges and
issues, which have to be considered carefully by the Saudi government given the
limited research evidence and insights on this issue to guide the successful adoption of
e-government services (Bélanger et al. 2008; Shehry et al. 2011). This point is rein-
forced by the fact that there is no practical model available to test strategic alignment at
the strategic plan level in Saudi Arabia (Alshehri and Drew 2010).

Based on the above discussion, the intent of this study is to further develop our
understanding of business/IT strategy misalignments in public-sector organisations in
Saudi Arabia. Towards this objective, this study aims to answer the following research
question:

What are the factors leading to the misalignment between business and IT strategic
objectives in public-sector organisations in Saudi Arabia?
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Misalignment: An Overview

The way in which business-IT strategy misalignment is conceptualised will strongly
influence the process undertaken to identify the misalignment indicators and to
implement solutions (Tallon 2007). Schniederjans and Cao (2009), for instance, con-
ceptualise misalignment as a mismatch between functional-level strategic planning and
support for business-level strategies. Misalignment has also been conceptualised as a
coordination issue, whereby poor coordination exists between business and IT to
deliver the coherent management of information to meet business needs (Enagi and
Ochoche 2013).

2.2 Sources of Business-IT Strategy Misalignment

Misalignment between an organisation’s IT and strategic goals invariably emerge from
the dynamics and complexities of general business practices (El-Telbany and Elragal
2014). The three broad source categories for business-IT strategy misalignment iden-
tified in the literature are: human factors (e.g., perceptions, expectations, skill levels
etc.), business operation factors (e.g., knowledge assets, operational model, IT exe-
cution model etc.), and IT design factors (e.g., infrastructure components, assumptions
made by IT developers).

Human Factors as a Source of Business-IT Strategy Misalignment
With regard to human factors, misalignment can occur when employees conceptu-

alise the IT tools such as knowledge management systems (KMS) and their strategic
function differently (Dulipovici and Robey 2013). This points to the need for businesses
to ensure there are the appropriate mechanisms of verification to detect possible
misalignments (Corsaro and Snehota 2011). Furthermore, misalignment may emerge
due to differences between the social and material interactions surrounding the IT
practices, particularly the use of new technology. According to Leonardi (2009), the
social interactions underpin the way in which new technology is ‘interpreted’; that is to
say, what the technology is “meant to do”. Employees’ skills to manage IT effectively
are also identified as a human factor leading to business-IT strategy misalignment. For
instance, the skills with which employees can operate IT in combination with the out-
sourcing knowledge management practices initiated by managers will impact out-
sourcing performance and the relationship to organisational governance (Handley 2017).

Business Operational Model as a Source of Business-IT Strategy Misalignment
Enterprise architecture refers to a suite of domains such as business processes,

information management, application systems and IT systems (Enagi and Ochoche
2013). Misalignment occurs when the business fails to adopt the necessary enterprise
architecture to align the business and IT strategies. In turn, the extent of the
misalignment/alignment between business and IT strategies can be analysed through a
symptoms approach (Őri 2017). Towards this end, he proposed a model to conduct an
enterprise architecture-based systematic analysis of disharmony (misalignment)
between business and IT dimensions. The (IT) innovation posture of the business can
also contribute to business-IT strategy misalignment when the strategic posture profile
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of (IT) innovation in the organisation does not match, or is not supported by, the
resource profile of the organisation (Fichman and Melville 2014).

IT Solution as a Source of Business-IT Strategy Misalignment
At the IT source level, the primary focus is on the disconnection between what is

assumed about business strategy objectives by IT developers and the actual business
strategy objectives on the ground. For instance, when the a priori views of business
managers and IT developer differ, misalignment between the IT system and business
strategy is more likely because of the disconnection that emerges between the potential
affordances of the IT system and the operationalisation of the capabilities (Heath et al.
2013). Wei et al. (2005) explained that misalignment between the functionality of an
ERP system and the strategic objectives of the business can emerge from the ‘dis-
ruptive’ change dynamics necessitated through the introduction of the new system.
Lastly, Soh and Sia (2004) explained business-IT misalignment from a structural
perspective suggesting that it emerges due to opposing forces in the structures
embedded in the IT system and the business operations. Misalignment is more likely to
occur when some of the IT structures are imposed onto the organisational structures
rather than voluntarily accepted, which consequently reduces the organisation’s level of
control over its structures leading to misalignment (Soh and Sia 2004).

Overview of Saudi Arabia Digital Government Adoption
In recent decades, IT has played a significant role in the Saudi Arabian economy.

According to The Global Information Technology Report 2015, Saudi Arabia is ranked
35 out of 143 countries surveyed and 4.7 out of 7 in value (Dutta et al. 2015). As stated
above, however, there are presently a range of technological, cultural, organisational,
and social issues facing the Saudi Arabian government in its efforts to implement the
adopted National e-Government strategy. On the other hand, although Saudi Arabia is
classified as a high-income country, there is little research and insight to guide the
successful to adoption of digitalised government services in Saudi Arabia (Shehry et al.
2011). Currently, there are a limited number of studies focusing on how organisations
achieve the alignment between IT and business while developing or implementing IT
projects. As such, there is no practical approach available to test strategic alignment at
the strategic plan level in Saudi Arabia (Alshehri and Drew 2010). Studies in the field
of business-IT alignment are mainly conducted in China, the United States and Aus-
tralia (e.g. Al-Hatmi 2012; Al Omari and Barnes 2014). In turn, there is little empirical
research provision on how to carry out alignment in a large IT project in a public-sector
organisation in developing countries. Most studies focused on separate aspects and
domains of the alignment model (Al Omari and Barnes 2014).

2.3 Theoretical Framework

Notably, since the 1990s, a range of models have been developed to explain and inform
alignment strategies as well as to identify and/or remedy business-IT strategy
misalignment. For example, the list includes, but is not limited to, the strategic
alignment model (SAM) developed by Henderson and Venkatraman (1999). The SAM
is an IT/business management system that enables the successful implementation of
information systems/technology and businesses and their resulting infrastructural
components (Renaud et al. 2016). The SAM can be based on, integrated and defined by
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its four core building blocks and fundamental strategic choice domains, including IT
strategies, business strategies, organisational process and infrastructure and the infor-
mational systems and technologies processes and infrastructure (Luftman 2000). Each
domain and feature behind the building blocks of the SAM has significance and fea-
tures that mainly consist of three components, i.e., strategic fit, cross-dimension
alignment and functional integration. According to Luftman and Jerry (2000), the
components and features that form the components and basis of business and IT
strategic alignment are the twelve components of alignment. This model emerged as
one of the top business and IT alignment tools used by scholars and experts seeking to
achieve business-IT alignment (Renaud et al. 2016). Therefore, applying SAM model
might be presented as a logic diagram, a visual representation of relationships among
the alignment between business and IT and to investigate the factors that may lead to
business-IT strategy misalignment.

Notwithstanding the differences in the above mentioned conceptualisations of
misalignment, the literature invariably points to three main sources of business-IT
misalignment.

2.4 Methodology

Qualitative research is essentially dialectic with a core goal to reveal the truth about the
research phenomenon through the analysis of data for the identification of salient
themes and concepts (Benton 2014). This research philosophy was applied to explore
the above research question in relation to different public-sector organisations in Saudi
Arabia.

Study Design
Qualitative research paradigms were applied for this study as they support a deep-

level of understanding of the research problem from the participants’ perspectives
(Creswell 2013). Additionally, the paradigms provide a flexible way to collect, analyse,
and interpret the research data. Furthermore, using primary and unstructured data gives
qualitative research a descriptive capability (Creswell 2013).

Study Sample
The sample included eight senior and executive managers in IT and business at

multiple public-sector organisations in Saudi Arabia. The different job descriptions of
the participants included business strategy officers, project managers, IT department
managers and strategy-management offices with the governance unit. Participant
recruitment was limited to senior managers or above because of their background and
experiences in formulating business and IT strategic goals and objectives.

Data Collection
Semi structured interviews were conducted with eight managers from the selected

organisations. Table 1 summarises the participant details1:

1 Participant anonymity and data were achieved by assigning codes rather than names during the
duration of the study to ensure the privacy of any given information.
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The interview schedule included 13 open-ended questions intended to elicit views
and opinions from the participants related to business-IT strategy and the potential
factors contributing to strategy misalignment. The interviews were conducted via
telephone interviews and email. With the participants’ consent, the phone interviews
were recorded to facilitate the data analysis process.

Data Analysis
The data was analysed using NVivo. The program supported an inductive content

analysis to identify the prominent themes in the qualitative data set (Creswell 2013).
A theme was defined as a recurring topic or suggested meaning in the interviewees’
comments related to the main components of the research question (Clarke and
Braun 2013).

3 Results

Most participants acknowledged the importance of aligning business strategies with IT
strategies to improve business performance. In turn, participants’ responses also
revealed they perceived there to be eight factors that contribute to business-IT strategy
misalignment. These factors are grouped below into the broader category sources of
misalignment established above:

1. Human factors

• Lack of employee awareness and support from business decision makers (BDM)

Dulipovici and Robey (2013) found human factors to be a significant contributor to
misalignment, primarily due to different employee perceptions and expectations of the
IT system. The results of the data analysis also pointed to the relationship between the
qualifications and actions of employees within the organisation and the realisation of
desired IT strategic outcomes.

Staff qualifications and training were identified as important factors to impact
business-IT strategic alignment, for example, one of the interviewees indicated:

“Most of the key IT staff members have sufficient training and qualifications”. (DII)

Table 1. Interview participants’ job titles

Job titles Abbr. Department Experience

Business Development Manager BDM IT 15 Year
Business Development Manager BDM IT 13 Year
Applications Department Director ADD IT 23 years
Strategy Analyst SA Business 6 years
Business Architecture BA Business 25 years
Directorate of Communications DCIT IT 21 years
Director IT Infrastructure DII IT 25 years
Business Strategy Consultant BSC Business 20 years
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However, three managers also indicated that there was no clear plan in their
organisation to improve the skills of IT staff to meet the organisation’s needs:

“There is no clear plan to improve the skills of employees to meet the needs of the
organisation”. (ADD)

Employee skills typically represent a critical success factor (CSF) in an organisa-
tion, particularly the skills of the CEO and IT managers (Coltman et al. 2015). As such,
the findings indicate that the participants perceive the IT training provided to
employees as weak; in other words, it does not provide them with sufficient skills and
qualifications to support effective business-IT strategy alignment.

Furthermore, three participants indicated that the IT projects in their organisations
were not underpinned by employees’ clear understanding of processes, procedures and
governance regulations during project lifecycle. In contrast, two participants indicated
that each IT project in their organisation was governed by a steering committee
comprising of various stakeholders, another participant also reported that acceptance
criteria were established for IT projects in the company that identify and evaluate the
achievement of key milestones to ensure continuous alignment with business needs.

2. Business operational model

• Lack of coordinated communication (SA, BA)
• Unclear requirements and responsibilities (SA)
• Unrealistic requirements and expectations from the business (BA, SA)
• Lack of clear business objectives (BDMs & ADD)

Nigeria et al. (2013) found that factors related to business operation also con-
tributed to business-IT misalignment through the failure by the business to implement
the necessary enterprise architecture to align the business and IT strategies. In turn,
some managers indicated the importance of clearly stated business goals and objectives
to support agile and flexible IT infrastructures, and of having regular auditing of
processes, for example one of the BDMs comments:

“Developing clear and solid strategy and objectives, and developing mature KPIs
to measure the alignment level” (BDM).

The finding in this study concerning a relationship between operational audits of IT
system KPIs and business-IT alignment/misalignment, is also supported in other
research studies. Ayoup et al. (2016) conducted a case study of a large Malaysian
Government-Link Company and found that audits and reviews of the IT system KPIs
using the balanced scorecard (BSC) approach supported improvement in operational
processes.

In addition, most managers believed there was not a sufficiently effective approach
or method in place in their organisation to measure the profit-driven traditional, ROI
and the limit of optimum project profitability:

“Generally, our origination does not have a dependable and clear approach to
measuring ROI in public organisations”. (ADD)

The finding of an inconsistent approach by organisations to measuring the profit-
driven traditional, ROI, and the limit of optimum project profitability suggests a lack of
synchronisation between business processes and business objectives leading to busi-
ness turbulence (Melnyk et al. 2014).
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The manager participants also varied in their views on the pattern of engagement
with IT innovation in their organisation and how it was aligned with the broader
organisational strategy to improve profit and performance outcomes. Some participants
pointed to an automated approach; whereas others indicated that their organisation did
not have an overall innovation plan or a rule for IT-led innovation, for instant two of
participants commented:

“Automating all manual processes where applicable and keeping up to date with
the latest technology to eliminate legacy processes where possible”. (DII)

“Our origination does not have innovation strategy. Questionnaires have been
used to collect new ideas from the employees”. (ADD).

In terms of IT and innovation strategy, the findings in this study correlate with those
presented by Fichman and Melville (2014) that misalignment between an organisa-
tion’s position on IT innovation and its IT innovation resource profile shapes the
relationship between IT innovation and the performance of the organisation.

In terms of the organisation’s use of specific frameworks to avoid and detect
misalignment between the enterprise architecture, the primary business objectives, and
the level of engagement between the business and IT domains, the participants varied
in their responses. For instance, one BSC spoke about the use of TOGAF and enter-
prise architect; whereas, another BDM described how his organisation had a committee
comprised of sectors head, who was responsible for ensuring that all decisions were
aligned also with the organisation’s goals and objectives.

Also, organisations were found to use varied approaches to managing risks related
to business-IT misalignment. This is consistent with other studies. Hinkelmann et al.
(2016, p. 78) assert the effectiveness of the TOGAF enterprise architecture framework
in an organisation to “continuously monitor itself and be prepared to react quickly to
threads and opportunities”. As (Őri 2017) explains, the identification, examination and
correction of misalignment can be accomplished through the utilisation of the enter-
prise architecture model.

3. IT solutions

• Lack of IT agility (BA)
• Legacy systems not aligned to any of the IT standards or best practices (DII)
• When IT adopts the rule of planning and accountability instead of business

(BSC)

Prior research also shows the IT system itself can be a contributing factor to
business-IT misalignment. Most respondents confirmed that there was not a suitable
enterprise architecture framework dedicated for use in their company:

“Our origination does not use any kind of architecture frameworks”. (ADD)
The Saudi organisations generally do not employ an Enterprise Architecture

framework to achieve core business objectives, as consistent with the finding reported
by Alshathry (2016). Specifically, the same author reported that there was a “sharp
disjoint between IT and business strategy” in Saudi organisations due to a lack of
maturity in their understanding of business process management and the utilisation of
relevant measurement tools (Alshathry (2016, p. 507).
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However, some participants added that they were using the customised The Open
Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) to manage enterprise architecture along with
Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) to ensure consistent delivery of IT appli-
cation and projects:

“Our IT organisation is aligned to Information Technology Infrastructure Library
(ITIL) best practices, and complies with ISO 20 K standards, and we have an enter-
prise BMC solution aligned to all ITIL V3 processes”. (DII)

In terms of the organisation’s IT strategy for performance appraisal, three partici-
pants indicated that the organisation’s IT KPIs were reviewed every quarter, and one
participant indicated that the organisation’s IT projects included two KPIs: average
issue resolution time, and system availability. Another participant commented that IT
project KPIs were reviewed by the board to agree on corrective actions or to implement
new projects.

As stated by one participant, “KPIs are an essential component to manage the
organisation and to provide an objective tool to measure progress in achieving the
enterprise strategy. Strategic level KPIs are cascaded into department and project
scorecards, which are then rolled up to measure the actual performance of our
organisation as-a-whole. The IT strategy scorecard includes various objectives and
KPIs to measure different perspective such as internal growth, process efficiencies, and
financial contribution. (BA)”

Regarding the organisation’s use of technology solutions to share knowledge and
information, most participants revealed that their organisation was using SharePoint
software:

At the department level, we are using MS SharePoint and Document library. (BA)
The finding that technology-based solutions for knowledge management are used in

the Saudi organisation reflects current commentary in the literature. For instance,
Khaled et al. (Khaled et al. 2017) claims that the Saudi government is actively pursuing
initiatives to implement Knowledge Management (KM) tools, methods and philoso-
phies in public-sector organisations to improve operational outcomes.

Some participants (ADM and BSC) acknowledged that their organisation did not
apply specific control procedures or standards at their organisations. One participant
however indicated that implementing IT projects involves the application of global
standard procedures, and rules and methodologies to accommodate those standards. In
addition, two participants stated that their IT service management solution complies
with ITIL V3 Standards and all its processes are based on ITIL best practices.

In sum, when considered collectively, the factors contributing to business-IT
misalignment identified by the participants cover a wide range of operational aspects
including the clarity of the business and IT objectives; communication pathways;
employee knowledge and skills; the agility of internal control mechanisms (e.g.,
policies, procedures); and the nature of the expectations placed upon the IT systems. As
such, the results identify human, business and IT factors as potential sources of IT-
business strategy misalignment. The participants’ views confirmed that a few well-
known but diverse factors contribute to business-IT strategy misalignment.
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4 Discussion

The primary objective of this study is to answer what are the factors leading to the
misalignment between business and IT strategic objectives in public-sector organisa-
tions in Saudi Arabia. The main finding to emerge from the analysis of data is that
misalignment between the business and IT strategy objectives in Saudi public-sector
organisations can emerge as a result of human, operational, and/or IT systems issues,
and that the avoidance or remedy of misalignment issues requires a well-structured and
model-based misalignment detection processes. Furthermore, when seeking to properly
align business and IT objectives it is crucial for Saudi organisations to ensure
employees have a good understanding of the capabilities of the IT systems and how
such capabilities can be optimised to achieve the core business goals and objectives.

This finding suggests the importance of a coordinated and sophisticated approach
by Saudi public-sector organisations to manage business-IT misalignment issues and
outcomes. Given that lack of employee awareness and support from business decision
makers emerged as a human factors source of business/IT strategy misalignment in the
Saudi public-sector organisations, it is arguably the case that organisations need to
consider human resource management issues and how they manage social interactions
to facilitate optimal IT system use outcomes. Employees’ knowledge of the system and
their expectations of how the IT system contributes to the achievement of core business
goals and objectives are of particular importance (Dulipovici and Robey 2013). In turn,
one of the implications for practice is the need in Saudi organisations to incorporate
more informal workplace training activities into operational practices to better deliver
the anticipated benefits of the IT systems (Esteves 2014).

In addition, the findings in this study of inefficiencies in the business operational
models of the Saudi organisations related to lack of clear business objectives and
unrealistic managerial expectations of IT systems and infrastructures points to the need
for the organisations to improve their approaches to IT utilisations. As Enagi and
Ochoche (2013) point out, as business goals objective are adjusted or modified, so must
the technological architectures be modified. Furthermore, a related implication for
practice is the increasing need for organisations to ensure the regular audit or review of
the IT systems for their alignment with business objectives. Audits and reviews in this
context are crucial to managerial decision making as they provide managers with a
basis by helping them to clarify their strategic objectives, measures, and targets
(Aversano et al. 2012; Ayoup et al. 2016).

Governance structures and processes in an organisation can significantly impact the
successful implementation of IT projects (Wu et al. 2015). Regarding control proce-
dures, Saudi organisations attempt to achieve strategic alignment through a range of
internal control mechanisms. Similarly, Cram et al. (2016) also found that organisations
used a range of control mechanisms to address four core IT control dimensions: the IT
system environment, the control mechanism itself, socio-emotional behaviours of
employees, and the execution of control procedures. Notwithstanding the heavy
investment in IT by the Saudi Arabian government in all public-sector organisations,
many organisations are still not able to allocate sufficient management, operational and
governance resources towards the implementation of IT projects.
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Lastly, the findings of a lack of IT agility and misalignment between the legacy
systems and IT standards suggest more efficient and effective use of misalignment
detection and remedy models and frameworks are needed. This will facilitate better
business-IT strategic alignment in Saudi public-sector organisations. Therefore,
stakeholders’ expectations for quality product and service delivery from these organ-
isations, along with the organisation’s priority to achieve key goals and objectives,
should dictate that greater attention must be paid by the Saudi government to imple-
menting and properly utilising suitable IT systems and platforms.

5 Conclusion

It is well-established that IT and business strategic misalignment is a critical and
fundamental issue of concern to both executives and IT professionals in contemporary
organisations around the world. In Saudi Arabia, specifically, executive staff and IT
managers are under increasing pressure to support the service quality and sustainability
of the organisation by avoiding and remedying business-IT misalignment issues. This
study identified the human, operational, and IT system factors that contributed to
misalignment between business and IT strategic objectives in Saudi public-sector
organisations. As a result, well-structured and continuous efforts are required by
managers and IT staff in Saudi organisations to eliminate misalignment and thus
optimise organisational performance. Towards this outcome, employees at all levels
must have a sound knowledge of the goals and objectives of the business operations
and understand the role IT playing in supporting their achievement.

5.1 Theoretical Contribution

This study contributes to our academic and practical understanding of business-IT
strategy misalignment through its analysis of the main causal factors of IT and business
misalignment and their implications for organisational performance. Also, in order to
and investigate the most important attribute and perspective to verify the alignment
between IT and business by exploring the misalignment factors to improve IT and
business strategy alignment, a growing up number of studies have examined public
organizational performance. However, there have been very limited researches that had
examined the misalignment particularly in devolving countries public sector. Thus, this
empirical study in Saudi Arabian public sector will enhance the development of
misalignment models and theories and develop set of interviews questionnaires to
capture the factors that truly affect to IT and business strategy misalignment.

5.2 Practical Contribution

This study tried to contribute preliminary knowledge in the following areas: the factors
influencing IT performance and misalignment between IT strategy and business
strategy by examining Business-IT alignment maturity in public-sector organisations,
as a special case, in Saudi Arab; the operational measures utilised in organisations to
promote alignment and avoid misalignment; the perspectives and attributes of
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misalignment as revealed in a synthesis of the relevant research and academic literature
on business-IT strategy misalignment and its implications for organisational perfor-
mance. Also, our work would help executives and senior managers to improve business
performance.

5.3 Limitations and Future Research

As a qualitative study, the generalisability of the study findings might be limited.
Consequently, research studies with a much larger sample size are required to ensure
appropriate generalisation of this study’s findings. The suggestion for future research is
that subsequent research investigations in the field of business-IT misalignment include
a larger sample size that represents more diverse aspects of the organisation’s opera-
tions. Specifically, future research studies should include employees from all levels of
authority in the organisation and with diverse roles and responsibilities to facilitate a
holistic and whole-of-organisation analysis of business-IT misalignment and its
implications for operations.
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Abstract. Online brand communities not only enhance customer loyalty and
experience but also help in building a closer relationship among brands, sup-
pliers, and other customers, contributing to a healthy and positive identification.
Moreover, the emergence and rapid development of social media have brought
customers to become an indispensable part of brand activities through conver-
sation and co-creation with the brand. Factors that affect customers’ intentions
for continual participation in online brand communities thus present a research
opportunity to be explored as well as a research gap to be filled. Drawing on the
place attachment theory and social media affordances perspectives, which serve
as contextual and instrumental drivers, respectively, this research investigates
the influence of place attachment and social media affordances on online brand
community continuance. In addition, the mediating role of experience and brand
engagement will be addressed in order to build a more holistic model on the
causal relationships. The ultimate goal is to help us build a clearer picture of
customers’ participation behavior in online brand communities.

Keywords: Online brand community � Service experience � Brand engagement
Place attachment � Social media affordances � Continuance intention

1 Introduction

Brand communities not only enhance customer loyalty and experience but also help in
building a closer relationship among brands, suppliers, and other customers, con-
tributing to a healthy and positive identification (Algesheimer et al. 2005; McAlexander
et al. 2002). Prior studies on technology adoption and continuance, however, have
primarily focused on the technology-user view. The role of service experience in
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providing the view of service consumers, however, has been neglected (Kim et al.
2007), and thus presents a research gap to be filled. Service experience is especially
important because online brand communities are not only a technology platform that
provides utilitarian or hedonic value to its members but also a service tool to maintain
close relationship between brands and customers to co-create value through continual
participation. One other important factor that affects the success of online brand
communities is brand engagement. Consumer brand engagement benefits social word-
of-mouth as a form of co-creation activity (Brodie et al. 2011, 2013) in online brand
communities.

Following the logic above, one question emerges: If experience and brand
engagement are two important factors that determine continuance intentions in online
brand communities, what are the antecedents that determine the quality of these two
factors? This study intends to investigate and integrate influences of both context and
instrument. The former refers to the meaning online brand communities have for its
participants, and the latter regards how social media are used to expand and deepen the
influence of online brand communities. The perspectives of place attachment and social
media affordances, respectively, have therefore been adopted as the theoretical foun-
dations that this research draws on.

The concept of place attachment originated from environmental psychology
research. Through a series of events, content sharing, and interactions happening in the
community, participants would endow the space with value. Such interactional process
turns the abstract space into a meaningful place and leads to personal experiences (Goel
et al. 2011) and emotional connections (Hernández et al. 2007; Hidalgo and Hernández
2001) deeply attached to that place. It is through the idea of place attachment that
online brand communities justify its meaning and value and thus create unique expe-
riential value and customer engagement during the interactional process.

Social media affordances represent the instrumental characteristics of the media
platform that brands utilize for online brand communities. Treem and Leonardi (2012)
pointed out that visibility, persistence, editability, and association are four salient
technological properties of social media that afford user communication and interac-
tion. These four properties have been considered instrumental enablers that foster
online brand community experiences on social media. This research thus intends to
examine the link between social media affordances and experiences as well as brand
engagement.

Customers have become an indispensable part of brand activities through conver-
sation and co-creation with the brand. Therefore, how place attachment and social
media affordances affect customers’ intentions for continual participation in online
brand communities presents a research opportunity to be explored as well as a research
gap to be filled. In addition, the mediating role of experience and brand engagement
will be addressed in order to build a more holistic picture of customers’ participation
behavior in online brand communities.
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2 Theoretical Foundation and Literature Review

2.1 Place Attachment Theory

Place attachment is one’s emotional connection with a place (Hidalgo and Hernandez
2001) and requires one’s experience with the place and social interaction (Rubinstein
and Parmelee 1992). Interaction refers to how things existing and occurring in the place
influence people in it (Goel et al. 2011). Being aware of the environment through
sensory inputs, one attends to informational inputs and attaches meanings by engaging
with selective sensory inputs. Such interaction leads to positive emotional connection
with the place (Tuan 1977).

Sense of place emerges when one can distinguish one place from the other or
describe the characteristics pertaining to a particular place (Relph 1976). Sense of place
develops into place attachment in three stages. In the first stage, sense of place emerges
through one’s contact with the place. In the second stage, identification to a place either
intensifies through insideness or weakens because of outsideness. In the third stage,
intensified identification with the place generates place attachment, whereas weakened
identification leads to place detachment (Relph 1976).

Using a lab experiment, Goel et al.’s (2011) study found that cognitive absorption,
jointly determined by social awareness, location awareness, and task awareness,
determines virtual world users’ intentions for returning. Social awareness is defined as
“the perception a person has that she and others in the same space find it easy to
understand and interact in a social sense” (p. 753), meaning that when an interaction is
underway in the online brand community, one can be aware whether other users are
available for socially accepted interactions. Location awareness regards the features of
a virtual environment in which users are aware of where he or she is in relation to
objects in the environment (Baecker et al. 1993; Goel et al. 2011). Task awareness is
defined as “the perception a person has about what she is to do based on instructions,
tools, or the actions of others in a given shared space” (p. 753).

To make members feel attached to an online brand community, it is important that
brand companies need to let members know what the community is for (connection
with the brand), feel the warmth and vitality of the interactions, and be assured that
problems regarding the products and services can be solved effectively. Although brand
communities exist in the virtual environment, activities, interactions, and information
sharing happening in the communities make brand communities a right candidate for
being “a meaningful place” for its members. This research thus draws on the place
attachment theory to investigate the influence of place attachment on brand community
continuance intention, through the mediation of experience and brand engagement.

2.2 Social Media Affordances

The concept of affordances can be traced back to the studies of Gibson (1977, 1979). As
indicated by Treem and Leonardi (2012), “[a]ffordances are unique to the particular
ways in which an actor, or a set of actors, perceives and uses the object” (p. 145).
Norman (1988) regarded affordances as the perceived and actual properties of the object
which suggests how the object could possibly be used. According to Norman (1988),
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affordances provide cues for possible usage of objects, and the very basic features of an
object determine how the object could be used.

Research on affordances provides a different view, in contrast to the traditional
functional and quality features, for researchers to investigate the influence of new
technologies. An example of the new technology under investigation is social media,
which have created new ways of connection, collaboration, and innovation with cus-
tomers (Cisco 2010; Dunn 2010; Wilson et al. 2011).

The four social media affordances proposed by Treem and Leonardi (2012), namely
visibility, persistence, association, and editability, have been widely adopted by social
media researchers. With the affordance of visibility in social media, social media users’
behavior, knowledge, preferences, and connections become visible to others. Social
media, however, improved the visibility of behavior and information (Grudin 2006;
Boyd 2010) and makes user posts, comments, status updates, votes, friend networks,
and pictures available to those who have authorized access. Moreover, because of the
visibility affordance, customers are able to notice, and track, status updates and
ongoing activities related to specific brands they follow.

Persistence allows user-created and published content be available and accessible to
other users, even when the original publisher is offline, and is also known as
reviewability (Clark and Brennan 1991), recordability (Hancock et al. 2007), or per-
manence (Whittaker 2003). Because social media provides the possibility of permanent
access, content and conversations can be searched, browsed, replayed, annotated,
visualized, restructured, and recontextualized (Erickson and Kellogg 2000), thus
enabling communicative actions with lasting influences.

Editability retains user control over communicative content by allowing users to
create, modify, and reproduce content that they post in social media. Hence, the idea of
the editability affordance is similar to rehearsability proposed by Denis et al. (2008),
indicating that social media users are able to conduct purposeful and accurate com-
munication. By employing the editability affordance, social media users become aware
of how other users react to their posts and comments and can manipulate commu-
nicative content in response.

With the affordance of association, social media allows users to build connections
with other users and with content. Connection with other users can be established
through friending, following, or subscribing to others. Connection with content is built
through contributing, tagging or liking (or, for example, “+1” in Google+ and “♡” in
Instagram). The affordance of association allows and supports users to gain access to
other users they have social connection with as well as to content they associate with.

2.3 Service Experience

In contrast to traditional theme parks, which provide recreation values through ticket
selling and entertaining facilities, Disney Parks create experiences deeply connected to
our childhood memories that make visitors easily fall into and become deeply
immersed during visiting. This demonstrates the value-in-use of Disney Parks, where
the visitor and his/her childhood memory constitute part of the unique experience. This
research thus intends to draw on the service-dominant logic perspective to investigate
the role of service experience in continual participation in brand communities.
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Prior studies have indicated service experience as the outcome of the memorable
process of co-creation between customers, service providers, and value creation part-
ners (Kim et al. 2012; Pine and Gilmore 1999; Poulsson and Kale 2004). Besides being
memorable, service experience could occur at any conscious moment in any given
individual (Pine and Gilmore 1999; Poulsson and Kale 2004). According to Pine and
Gilmore (1999), “the newly identified offering of experiences occurs whenever a
company intentionally uses services as the stage and goods as props to engage an
individual” (p. 10). Poulsson and Kale (2004) described commercial experience as “an
engaging act of co-creation between a provider and a consumer wherein the consumer
perceives value in the encounter and in the subsequent memory of that encounter”
(p. 270). An experience is phenomenological in nature (Pine and Gilmore 1999;
Poulsson and Kale 2004; Vargo and Lusch 2008). Wang’s (2015) study justified the
mediating role of service experience in mobile value-added service continuance when
users play duals role of technology users as well as service consumers.

2.4 Brand Engagement

Engagement and involvement are commonly-adopted constructs for the study of
consumer intention and behavior (e.g., Hsieh and Chang 2016; Park et al. 2007). In
contrast to the focus of involvement on personal relevance (Rothschild 1984;
Zaichkowsky 1985), brand engagement is a psychological state, psychological process,
transcendent, interactive experiences, or patterns of engagement activities of customers
that occurs as a result of the interactive experiences with a brand (Brodie et al. 2013).

Brand engagement is a key issue in online brand community research because
online brand communities reflect brand companies’ endeavor to expand and intensify
their influences through the online channel. The aim is to enhance the values of brands,
products, services, and experiences by turning customers into indispensible parts of
brand activities (Füller et al. 2007; Nambisan and Nambisan 2008). Therefore,
researchers have further extended the foundation set forth by earlier research on brand
engagement by considering how brand co-creation engagement, defined as “a persis-
tent, positive affective-motivational state of fulfillment that is characterized by vigor,
dedication, and absorption toward brand co-creation” (p. 15), leads to a strengthened
consumer-brand relationship (Hsieh and Chang 2016).

The conceptualization of brand engagement in literature as a psychological state
captures the cognitive, emotional, and behavioral dimensions of consumer-brand
interactions, including relevant cognitive processing, affection, and activation
(Hollebeek et al. 2014). Researchers have also devoted to the measurement of brand
engagement. Hollebeek et al.’s (2014) work suggested a three-dimensional structure,
which includes the subdimensions of cognitive processing, affection, and activation to
measure consumer brand engagement in social media. Other researchers such as
Erdoğmuş and Tatar (2015), Hollebeek (2011), and Van Doorn et al. (2010) have also
proceeded with the multidimensional attempt to measure brand engagement.
Algesheimer et al. (2005), attempted to measure brand community engagement in
utilitarian, hedonic, and social aspects.
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3 Research Model and Hypotheses

Drawing on the place attachment theory and social media affordances perspectives,
which serve as contextual and instrumental drivers, respectively, this research inves-
tigates whether and how service experience and consumer brand engagement mediate
the influence of place attachment and social media affordances on online brand com-
munity continuance. The model shown in Fig. 1 depicts the integrative attempt and the
associated research hypotheses.

Online brand community participants play the roles of not only technology users
but also service consumers (AlHinai et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2007). Prior research has
emphasized the role of experience in brand management and technology continuance
(e.g., Brakus et al. 2009; Wang 2015). The current research not only echoes the line of
research on technology continuance but also makes significant contribution to IS and
marketing literature by integrating the multidisciplinary perspective into online brand
community research. By incorporating place attachment and social media affordances,
the research model also indicates the mediating role of online brand community
experience and brand engagement on the relationship between both place attachment
and social media affordances and continuance intention for participation in online
brand communities.

4 Research Methodology

Survey approach will be the primary method for data collection. The online mode of
data collection, characterized by its expediency in data collection, ease of data tabu-
lation, and ability to reach a wide population of users (Bhattacherjee 2002), will be
conducted, targeting at Internet users who have experiences in online brand community
participation. The online mode of data collection will reduce the possible bias of
distributing paper questionnaires, which often confines respondents to a smaller group
of people in specific physical locations. Moreover, because the theme of this research is
on continual participation in online brand communities, online survey is deemed
appropriate for the research purpose and context.

H1: Service experience associated with an online brand community positively influences 
community participants’ brand engagement.
H2: Service experience associated with an online brand community positively influences 
community participants’ continuance intention.
H3: Online brand community participants’ brand engagement positively influences participants’ 
continuance intention.
H4: Place attachment awareness positively influences the service experience associated with an 
online brand community.
H5: Place attachment awareness positively influences online brand community participants’ 
brand engagement.
H6: Social media affordances positively influence the service experience associated with an 
online brand community.
H7: Social media affordances positively influence online brand community participants’ brand 
engagement. 
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Fig. 1. Research model
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To ensure the face validity and content validity of the questionnaire, the draft
version will be reviewed by field experts and online brand community participants. The
purpose of this pretest phase is to ensure the appropriateness and readability of the final
questionnaire. Modifications in semantic wording or expression will proceed, following
the suggestions we receive. Based on the comments and suggestions, the questionnaire
will be improved in terms of clarity and readability and adopted for the online survey.
After the questionnaire is finalized, a pilot test will be carried out to test the quality of
the instrument. The identities of the pilot test participants will be recorded and excluded
from the final survey.
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Abstract. This study examines factors that influence an employee’s attitude
and decisions about the information privacy practices of corporations. Using a
survey of 319 employees from different corporations, this study explores indi-
vidual factors, organizational factors and environmental factors affecting attitude
towards personal information privacy. The results show that prior privacy
experience, trust in IT on functionality, trust in IT on predictability, trust in IT
on helpfulness, policy enforcement, top management support and government
regulation are key factors affecting employees’ attitude towards personal
information privacy. The results also show that employees’ concern about
personal information privacy is related to actual punishments for the invasion of
privacy rather than oral warnings.

Keywords: Information security � Personal information privacy
Invasion of privacy

1 Introduction

When personal information has become a valuable asset for personalized services or
products, concerns about invasion of privacy related to consumers always exist (Lee
et al. 2011). In 2016, IBM found that 60% of all IS (information system) attacks were
carried out by insiders. Of these attacks, three-quarters involved malicious intent, and
one-quarter involved inadvertent actors. Among these attacks, health care, manufac-
turing, and financial services are top three industries under attack (Zadelhoff 2016). The
largest risk of privacy invasion exists within the company. The employees who deal
with sensitive personal information of customers are those who are the most possible to
cause privacy invasion. It also means that more than half of IS attacks could be avoided
by regulating appropriate procedures of privacy protection or precautionary measures
of privacy invasion.

In addition, studies show that more and more IT security breaches come from
internal employees rather than external individuals (Rosenblatt 2015; Zadelhoff 2016).
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External individuals generally have to take the advantage of IS breaches to gain the
control of IS and then steal the valuable personal information. Those acts require not
only a lot of knowledge about IT security but also a lot of time to bypass the IS
protection. Compared to external individuals, internal employees can access personal
information easily. Internal employees can legally update, modify, delete, and search
data stored in the company. It is harder to observe which employee or which activity is
harmful to customers’ information privacy. Employees are gatekeepers of customers’
information privacy and executors of privacy regulations in companies.

The attitude of employees is the key to the success of privacy protection. When
external individuals have to be proficient in IT skills to hack an IS, any internal
employee can spread personal information easily. If employees with high privacy
concern understand and recognize the importance of personal information, they will
actively protect personal information. Bélanger and Crossler (2011) mention that most
studies on information privacy discuss the explanation or prediction of behavioral
intention of information privacy, but few studies focus on the formation of employees’
attitude towards personal information privacy. Thus, the research objective of this
study was to develop a research model for understanding employees’ perception
towards personal information privacy.

2 Literature Review and the Theoretical Framework

Personal information privacy has many definitions, but the main concepts are similar.
Bélanger et al. (2002) focus on the control over the potential secondary uses of one’s
personal information. Secondary use refers to the practice that the collected data are
used for purposes other than those originally collected. Smith et al. (1996) use col-
lection, unauthorized secondary use, improper access, and errors to describe four
dimensions of information privacy. Skinner et al. (2006) classify information privacy
into individual, group, and organizational privacy. In this study, personal information
privacy refers to one’s ability to control information about oneself.

While existing studies have identified constructs and relationships, the majority of
the studies did not provide an integrated view of the network of relevant constructs.
Based on the empirical literature reviewed, three categories of variables that impact an
employee’s attitude towards personal information privacy were identified (Fig. 1). The
first category relates to individual differences, the second category relates to organi-
zational factors, and the third category relates to environmental factors. Although
several pioneering studies have examined general privacy risks, few systematic
attempts have been made to discuss the specific nature of privacy concerns among
employees. Thus, these factors influence an employee’s attitude towards the infor-
mation privacy in the organization are discussed in the following sections.

2.1 Individual Factors

Past experiences of privacy, trust in IT on functionality, predictability and helpfulness
are four variables included in individual differences. Privacy issues from past experi-
ences are critically important because vendors may access a large volume of personal
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information. Past victims of personal information abuse have a higher degree of con-
cern about information privacy than they used to be (Xu et al. 2012). Thus, more prior
privacy experience will have a positive impact on the protection of personal data.
Thatcher et al. (2011) pointed out that employees’ trust in IT will affect their attitude of
IT use. Individual’s trust in IT comes from functionality, predictability, and helpful-
ness. Individual will trust IT with more functionality, predictability, and helpfulness
(Thatcher et al. 2011). When employees have high trust in IT, they will have positive
attitude towards personal information privacy.

Therefore, this study proposed:
H1: Employees with more prior privacy experience will have positive attitude towards
personal information privacy.
H2: Employees with high trust in IT on functionality will have positive attitude towards
personal information privacy.
H3: Employees with high trust in IT on predictability will have positive attitude
towards personal information privacy.
H4: Employees with high trust in IT on helpfulness will have positive attitude towards
personal information privacy.

2.2 Organizational Factors

Policy enforcement, culture of personal information privacy, top management support,
sanction severity, and sanction certainty are five variables related to organizational
factors. Their effects on attitude towards personal information privacy are discussed as
follows. Employees’ awareness of organizational IT security issues have positive
effects on the compliance with information security policy in an organization (Bulgurcu
et al. 2010). The result also applies to information privacy. Employees with high
organizational attitude towards personal information privacy will have positive attitude
towards personal information privacy. When organizations implement information
security policy, employees’ understanding about information security will increase
(Kemp and Kemp 2005; Knapp et al. 2006). As organizations adopt the policy of
personal information privacy and let employees know related regulations, employees

Fig. 1. Research model
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will have more positive attitude towards personal information privacy. Organizational
culture will affect employees’ beliefs, and the culture of personal information privacy
affects employees’ beliefs as well (Knapp et al. 2006). The commands and consider-
ations of top management is always put in the first priority by employees (Knapp et al.
2006). If top management is interested in information privacy issues, the priority of
information privacy will be higher. When top management support of personal
information privacy is high, the attitude towards personal information privacy will also
be high.

Sanctions are usually used as a mean to threaten potential offenders. A low level of
sanction certainty has been identified as an important reason for increased frequency of
employee theft (Lau et al. 2003). Employees want to know more about personal
information privacy to avoid being punishment if sanction is certain. In addition, a
certain level of sanction severity is a necessary deterrent to ensure compliance with
information privacy (Li et al. 2014). A high level of perceived sanction severity has
been found to reduce the misuse of IS resources, such as personal information (Li et al.
2014). Therefore, sanction severity and sanction certainty will positively affect the
attitude towards personal information privacy.

Therefore, this study proposed:
H5: Employees with positive perception of policy enforcement will have positive
attitude towards personal information privacy.
H6: Employees with positive culture of personal information privacy will have positive
attitude towards personal information privacy.
H7: Employees with high top management support will have positive attitude towards
personal information privacy.
H8: Employees with high sanction severity will have positive attitude towards personal
information privacy.
H9: Employees with high sanction certainty will have positive attitude towards per-
sonal information privacy.

2.3 Environmental Factors

Government regulation and interpersonal influence are two variables included in
environmental factors. As government enacts relevant regulations on personal infor-
mation privacy to effectively curb the illegal use of personal information, employees’
attitude towards personal information privacy will be more positive (Chang et al.
2006). Interpersonal influence is exerted by a peer group in encouraging a person to
change his/her attitudes and values in order to conform to group norms (Korir and
Kipkemboi 2014; Taylor and Todd 1995).

Therefore, this study proposed:
H10: Strict government regulation will positively affect employees’ attitude

towards personal information privacy.
H11: Interpersonal influence will positively affect employees’ attitude towards

personal information privacy.
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3 Methodology

3.1 Measurement

The purpose of our study was to understand employees’ attitude towards information
privacy and identify the factors that influence employees’ attention towards information
privacy. These factors include individual differences, organizational factors, and
environmental factors. All scales were revised from past studies. These scales were
translated to Chinese and pretested with four professors and three doctoral students.
The Chinese questionnaires were revised according to the suggestions and discussions
with professors and doctoral students. Then, 27 employees were invited to do the pilot
test. Employees’ responses to the recruiting process of participants were used to refine
the survey of this study. In addition, these employees were asked to check if
descriptions of survey items could be understood easily. Both the suggestions of pretest
and pilot test were adopted and used in the following survey.

3.2 Survey Design

Researchers invited alumni who worked in Manufacturing Industry, Service Industry
and Financial Industry to participate in the survey through University Alumni Asso-
ciation and the Alumni Association of Department of Information Management. At the
end of this study, employees from 22 companies responded the invitation. The paper
questionnaires were mailed to each company. Each questionnaire contained the web
address of online survey and some background information about this study without
disclosing too many details. Each participant could fulfill the paper questionnaire and
send it back to the researcher or just fulfill the questionnaire online. Since participation
of the study was completely voluntary, some respondents submitted empty or only
partially filled questionnaires. Those incomplete questionnaires were subsequently
eliminated. In the end 319 responses were usable.

4 Data Analysis and Results

The reliability and validity of the measurement were analyzed. Reliability test showed
that the Cronbach’s a of all constructs are higher than 0.7, except the Prior Privacy
Experience (Cronbach’s a = 0.68). Validity test was assessed by content validity and
construct validity. The responses of pretest and pilot test showed that the questionnaire
achieved content validity. Principle component analysis was used to assess the con-
struct validity. The results showed that all factor loadings of each item was larger than
0.35. Thus, the data had robust construct validity.

Multiple regression analysis was used for assessing the hypotheses. Four assump-
tions of multiple regression, including normality, multicollinearity, homoscedasticity,
independence of the error terms, were examined before assessing the hypotheses. The
results showed that the data satisfied four assumptions of multiple regression.

The background of participants showed that 53% of the responses were women.
The largest group of responses were individuals between 30 and 39 years old.
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Participants’ top three occupations were Medical Industry (26%), Manufacturing
Industry (24%) and Financial Industry (23%). The results of multiple regression
analysis were shown in Table 1. Thus, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H7, and H10 were
supported.

5 Discussion

The enterprise usually owns a large volume of personal information during the contact
with customers. As more and more transactions take place online, the collection of
personal data is easier than before. The enterprise could combine personal data with
other online data to understand customers’ purchasing processes. Reasonable use of
personal data will be able to bring the enterprise a large amount of benefits. As the
result, avoiding the abuse of personal data becomes an important issue.

If the regulation or attitude to protect personal data is incomplete, it increases the
possibility that a company could trade personal information for money with other
companies. Thus, the announcement of Personal Information Privacy Act in Taiwan
responds to the requirements to regulate possible abuse of personal data.

However, the employees are the gatekeepers of personal information of an orga-
nization. Their attitudes towards personal information protection will directly lead to
increase or decrease the intrusion of personal information. Thus, this study aims to
explore factors affecting employees’ attitude towards personal information privacy. The
results are discussed as follows.

5.1 Individual Differences

When employees use organizational IT to complete their jobs, their trust to the orga-
nization IT on functionality, predictability, and helpfulness positively affects their
attitudes towards personal information privacy. It indicates that the protection of per-
sonal information is closely related to the capability of organization IT. It is not easy to

Table 1. Results of regression analysis

Variables Beta
coefficient

Variables Beta
coefficient

Prior privacy
experience

0.196*** Policy enforcement 0.150**

Trust in IT on
functionality

0.118** Culture of personal information
privacy

0.095

Trust in IT on
predictability

0.088* Top management support 0.225***

Trust in IT on
helpfulness

0.094* Sanction severity –0.009

Government regulation 0.088* Sanction certainty 0.022
Interpersonal influence –0.001

***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.05, *: p < 0.1, R-squared = 0.367
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protect customers’ personal information without the support of IT. Sufficient IT sup-
ports in the organization may also provide useful and easy function to protect personal
information.

Prior experiences of privacy positively increase the attitude towards personal
information privacy. People who have personal experiences of invasion of privacy may
suffer financial losses or damage to personal or real property. These experiences along
with other privacy invasion news which are disclosed in public media can form
employees’ beliefs about privacy. The more knowledge and experiences employees
have about privacy, the more emphasis they will put on privacy.

5.2 Organizational Factors

The results show that policy enforcement and top management support significantly
affect the attitude towards personal information privacy. When the organization policy
educates employees about organizational regulations of personal information privacy,
employees will pay more attention to these regulations. Warnings and possible pun-
ishments about violating information privacy makes employees consciously explore
news of information privacy. This then leads employees to have a positive attitude
towards personal information privacy. The influences of top management is similar to
policy enforcement. The attitude and behavior of top management is frequently dis-
cussed and observed by employees. Thus, the top management support can increase
employees’ attitude towards personal information privacy.

Nevertheless, culture of personal information privacy, sanction severity and sanc-
tion certainty do not significantly affect the attitude towards personal information
privacy. One reason may be that employees consider that other employees do not attach
great importance to personal information privacy. In addition, organizations may not be
able to develop complete punishments for the invasion of information privacy. The
methods of invading personal information privacy are evolving with the development
of IT. It is hard to develop complete sanctions for all kinds of invasion of personal
information. Thus, only when organizations and the top management educate
employees the importance of personal information privacy, employees will change
their attitude towards personal information privacy.

5.3 Environmental Factors

For employees, the influences of government regulation are noticeable. The informa-
tion protection regulations announced by the government are published and discussed
over the public media. As employees are aware of these discussions, they will be
cautious about the invasion of personal information privacy and affect their attitude
towards personal information privacy.

Advices from friends are usually persuasive for an individual. Nevertheless, this
study shows that the persuasion of these advices diminishes in the organization.
Employees generally do not adopt their friends’ advices directly because employees
have to consider their companies’ culture and their leaders’ management style. Their
friends are not in the employees’ companies, so they may not fully understand
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employees’ struggles in organizations. This may be one reason why the influences of
friends on employees’ attitude towards personal information privacy is not significant.

6 Conclusions

Privacy issues become critically important as merchants and vendors may access a
large volume of potentially sensitive personal information. For employees of merchants
and vendors, they are gatekeepers for personal information. Their attitude towards
personal information privacy will directly lead to the success or failure of personal
information privacy protection. Thus, this study explores factors affecting employees’
attitude towards personal information privacy. For practitioners, the results of this study
show that managers could remind employees of the importance of personal information
privacy through actual punishments and government regulations. Employees will take
information privacy seriously when they see actual cases of punishments. For
researchers, this study proves that the change of attitude for personal information
privacy is not easy. Factors related to the immediate change of behavior are critical to
formulate the attitude of information privacy protection.
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Abstract. Since online reviews have become an increasingly important infor-
mation source for consumers to evaluate products during online shopping, many
platforms started to adopt review mechanisms to maximize the value of such
massive reviews. In recent years, the review tag function has been adopted in
practices and leading the research of sentiment and opinion extraction tech-
niques. However, the examination of its impact has been largely overlooked. In
this paper, we specifically look into the effect of the tag function on the eval-
uation of highly-rated popular products and helpfulness perception of their
reviews by proposing a framework through the lens of attribution theory.
Experimental methods were utilized to test our hypotheses. Our findings
demonstrate the importance of tag function application as it further increases
consumers’ product evaluation for popular products. We also found that dif-
ferent tag function appearances influence consumers’ cognitive biases in review
helpfulness perception.

Keywords: Online reviews � Review tag � Product evaluation
Perceived bias

1 Introduction

User-generated product reviews are very popular and widely adopted in online markets.
Because of their great value in reducing information asymmetry of the Internet, online
reviews are considered as a facilitating tool for consumers to make purchase decision
[1–3]. Hence, the impact of online reviews is increasingly important and has been
intensively investigated by researchers [4–6].

Many research focuses on the role of product’s average review ratings, as it serves
as a salient signal for potential consumers to learn about the product [7]. Prior research
have found the impact of product ratings on consumers’ perceptual and behavioral
outcomes in the shopping process, such as product evaluation, sales, consumer revisit
intention, and perception of product review information [4, 6, 8, 9].
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However, for consumers, the mere average rating information might not suffice.
The plenty of information embedded in review content is also important in providing
consumers with different opinions on the product [10]. To assist consumers in reading
the massive review content, market platforms introduce new mechanisms to help them
identify the most important or valuable information [1, 11].

The automatic review tagging system is one of such attempts. The automatic tag-
ging system utilizes and extracts the content of consumer-generated reviews to generate
automatically products’ feature-related tags using text-mining technologies. In current
practices, both TripAdvisor.com and Tmall.com have been presenting the most fre-
quently mentioned review content on top of all the reviews. While TripAdvisor only
shows the tag label (shown in Fig. 1), i.e., the most frequent features that people
comment on, Tmall displays the tag labels, the corresponding sentiment as well as the
number of mentions using different colors (shown in Fig. 2).

Thus, besides an average rating, the tags derived from review content also facilitate
consumers to instantly grasp the keywords, or collective opinions from prior con-
sumers. However, as most prior research has focused on examining the impact of
review rating on consumers’ product evaluation or information perception [6, 7, 12],
little is known about how the review tag function would matter.

To understand the role of the review tag function, an intuitive starting point is to
learn how the function is applied. The review tag function is mostly used for popular
products [13] because of two reasons. First, only sufficient texts could afford a basis for
extracting tags. For an unpopular product, its number of reviews could be too small to
produce tags. Second, reviews for hot-pick products are often too numerous to be

Fig. 1. Review tag function on TripAdvisor.com

Fig. 2. Review Tag function on Tmall.com
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processed by humans in an effective way. For such products, the tag function could also
bring the most benefits for their potential consumers.

Our research questions rise naturally from the above discussions. From a practical
aspect, for a highly-rated popular product, its high rating might have already brought a
positive impact on consumers’ perception towards the product and its reviews. It would
be beneficial for managers or sellers to understand how the review tag function would
influence their potential consumers in evaluating the product. In particular, in this
study, we aim at answering the following two questions. First, will the tag function
influence consumers’ evaluation towards highly-rated popular products? Second, will
the presented tags influence consumers’ perception towards product reviews?

To answer the questions, we tested our hypotheses by utilizing online experiments
using mock product webpages. By assigning respondents to conditions of different tag
function settings, we collected data on their responses of product evaluation and review
perception. Our findings revealed that, tag function adoption increase the consumers’
evaluation towards a product. Meanwhile, we found that people would prefer negative
reviews for a popular product when all its tags appear positive, while people’s pref-
erence for positive reviews does not change by the adoption of tag function.

The remaining part of the paper is arranged as follow. We first introduce the current
usage of the review tag function based on data collected from Tmall.com, and present
our theory background. After we propose our hypotheses on the impact of the review
tag function, we present our experiment process as well as the results. In the last
section, we discuss the contributions and limitations of the research.

2 Research Background

2.1 Review Tag Function

Archak, Ghose [10] described a simple version of a tag-generating tool. The tag-
generation process includes and is not limited to feature extraction, sentiment classi-
fication and text summarization based on reviews [13]. As a result, a set of noun
phrases and the respective sentiment are produced, which corresponds to product
features and their evaluation.

Tag function could be presented with different appearances. We take the current tag
function on Tmall.com as our target prototype. Emerged from Taobao.com, Tmall.com
focuses on B2C transactions and provides higher quality and compliances. Current
practice in Tmall.com limits the total number of review tags to ten, so that the function
at most displays the top ten features and their sentiment according to the feature
frequency ranking. On Tmall.com, the positive tags are presented in red color and
negative tags are in green color. Both types of tags display the frequency of the features
being mentioned in reviews. And normally on Tmall.com, if there are negative tags,
they are often placed after all other positive tags, being less noticeable.

To obtain a direct understanding of the review tag function for popular products on
Tmall.com, we selected products from different categories and give an overview of the
tag function usage on Tmall.com.We used the name of each product category as keyword
and randomly selected ten products for each keyword from the top 100 most-sold items
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in the search results. We collected their price, sales, promotion, tag function usage
information and review information from their pages.

In total, we collected information for 340 popular products, and around 67% (228
out of 340) of them were using the tag function. Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics
of the collected data. For those using the tag function, the average number of tags is
9.57. The average numbers of positive and negative tags are 8.12 and 1.45 respectively,
which partially supported that negative reviews are much fewer than positive ones
[3, 14].

As shown, some of the features showed differences between the two subsamples,
with tag function and without tag function. We performed t-tests and found that the
average review rating in Subsample 1 is significantly higher than the rating in Sub-
sample 2 (M = 4.812 vs 4.598, t (338) = 3.19, p = 0.0015). Also, the average ratings
for Subsample 1 products are above 4.4, indicating that products using the tag function
are highly rated.

In Subsample 1, price is marginally lower than the price in Subsample 2
(M = 223.522 vs 376.267, t (338) = 1.95, p = 0.052). The sales and the number of
reviews did not show significant differences across the two subsamples.

With the above being shown, we identify a typical appearance of the review tag
function for popular products on Tmall.com. The typical appearance consists of nine or
ten tags, including one or two negative tags and eight or nine positive tags.

For popular products, an all-positive appearance of the review tag function provides
a strong support to the product from prior buyers, which intuitively could be an ideal
situation for sellers to promote their products. Therefore, besides a typical review tag
appearance, we are also interested in the all-positive appearance, so that to understand
their difference in affecting consumers’ perceptions towards the product as well as its
reviews.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of review tag function usage on Tmall.com

N = 340 Subsample 1: with tag function Subsample 2: without tag function

Product
features

N Mean Std. dev. Min Max N Mean Std. dev. Min Max

price 228 223.52 618.17 0.43 5,299 112 376.27 789.18 1 3,999
sales 228 16,953.61 23,516.47 17 160,436 112 13,301.85 25,433.46 1 115,150

# of reviews 228 51,860.64 84,039.34 61 480,625 112 39,075.18 78,821.53 0 410,389
average rating 228 4.81 0.08 4.40 5 112 4.60 1.01 0 5
# of tags 228 9.57 1.85 2 10 112 n/a n/a n/a n/a

# of positive
tags

228 8.12 1.65 2 10 112 n/a n/a n/a n/a

# of negative
tags

228 1.45 0.93 0 4 112 n/a n/a n/a n/a
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2.2 Attribution Theory

Attribution theory was developed in the field of social psychology for understanding
how people perceive and evaluate the behaviors of others [15]. Attribution refers to the
perception or the inference of cause. Attribution research is concerned with all aspects
of causal inferences.

There are three assumptions in the theory [16]. The first one is that people interpret
behavior in terms of its causes and that these interpretations play an important role in
determining reactions to the behavior [15, 17]. The second assumption is that people
are generally motivated to gain a realistic understanding of the causes that have led to
different events in their personal domain [15]. Third, it is assumed that a causal
understanding serves the function of attaining personal goals and survival [18].

At first, when Heider proposed the attribution theory in his book [15], he distin-
guished causes of actions into two basic types, personal or internal causes, and situ-
ational or external causes. For example, if Tom recommends a movie to others, his
action might be due to his internal taste for this movie, or to other external factors, e.g.
every audience of the movie on that day is given a voucher.

Later, Kelley extended and elaborated on how individuals infer causes [19, 20].
According to his topology of person–stimulus–circumstances, general attributions
could be made to the person (Tom’s taste for the movie), the stimulus (the movie
quality), and circumstances (special gifts for the audiences).

Information is used to facilitate an observer’s attribution of a behavior. One
important piece of information is consensus information. Kelley [20] proposed that
when people make attribution to an actor’s behavior, they would take into consider-
ation how others behave in the same situation. The term, consensus information, is used
to refer to the way in which other people respond to the stimulus. Take Tom’s rec-
ommending the movie as an example. If everyone who has watched the movie rec-
ommends it, we would observe high consensus. In the meantime, when most others
behave in a similar way to Tom, i.e., there is high consensus, we, as observers, tend to
attribute to product-related causes, which are external to Tom. But as consensus
decreases, our attribution would be more internal to him [21].

The impact of consensus varies with a number of mediating factors, such as the
salience of the consensus, representativeness of the sample, relevance of the consensus
and so on [22]. Among them, sample representativeness seems to be of greater
importance. As noted in Kassin [22], one of the most severe limitations of consensus is
that, the consensus is based on the observation of a limited sample. The consensus
utilization requires observers’ beliefs in the sample representativeness [23], otherwise,
the validity of consensus would be violated.

The theoretical development of attribution theory had enabled consumer research to
explore a variety of studies, specifically the research line which examines the process
by which individuals assign causal agency to outcomes experienced by others [24].
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3 Hypotheses Development

Our context of online reviews readily fits into the principle proposed by Kelley. When
making a purchase decision, individuals would observe others’ product experience
expressed in reviews. When processing the review information, they would attribute
the review content to either product-related features or reviewers’ characteristics.

There have been studies using attribution theory within the context. For example,
Chen and Lurie [25] studied the effect of temporary contiguity on reviews’ causal
attribution. They found that when reviews’ writing closely follows consumption,
positive reviews would be more attributed to products and hence be more valued. In
examining the review dispersion, He and Bond [24] found that consumers taste sim-
ilarity moderates the relationship between review dispersion and the attribution to
reviewers.

In online markets, potential consumers obtain consensus on product evaluation
from two sources, the overall rating and the summarized review tags. The overall rating
represents the average numeric evaluation towards the product, reflecting a simple
holistic assessment of the product. As for review tags, each of the tags represents a set
of product-related features and the respective sentiment, either positive or negative.
Since review tags demonstrate the evaluation of the most frequent features, they can
also be regarded as high consensus information.

According to the attribution theory, the consensus information affords a basis for
confidence in one’s judgment [20]. If a product has a high rating, potential consumers
tend to attribute the consensus to product-related causes, prevailing confidence in a
positive product evaluation.

Similarly, if a popular product is shown with all-positive tags or typical tag
appearance, the dominant positive consensus would be further strengthened, yielding a
higher evaluation towards the product comparing to the situation when only overall
rating is shown. Therefore, we hypothesize the following.

Hypothesis 1. When the highly-rated popular product is shown with all-positive tags
or typical tag appearance, consumers’ product evaluation is more likely to be higher
comparing to when there is no tag function.

Other than affecting product evaluation, the presence of the review tag function
could also influence consumers’ utilizing review information.

For review systems without tag function, consensus comes from the overall rating
information. Suppose a popular product is highly-rated, its high overall rating could
result in consumers’ tendency of favoring positive reviews, as positive reviews are
more likely to be attributed to product-related causes. On the other hand, a consumer
might tend to attribute negative reviews to reviewer-attributed causes, and perceive
them as less helpful in reflecting the product’s true evaluation. Therefore, a positive
bias could be yielded.

For review system with tag function, besides a high rating, if all tags for a product
are positive, consumers’ preference for positive reviews would be further strengthened
due to the more salient positive consensus. But in terms of the negative reviews, since
negative evaluation is not included in consensus information, consumers tend to regard
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negative reviews as attributable to reviewers and perceive them as less helpful. So, we
hypothesize the following.

Hypothesis 2a. When a highly-rated popular product is shown with all positive tags,
consumers are more likely to perceive positive reviews as helpful comparing to when
there is no tag function.

Hypothesis 2b. When a highly-rated popular product is shown with all positive tags,
consumers are less likely to perceive negative reviews as helpful comparing to when
there is no tag function.

However, different from all-positive tag appearance, a typical tag appearance might
draw consumers’ attention to the negative tag and lessen their confidence in the high
product evaluation. Therefore, the preference for positive reviews would be reduced,
but the preference for negative reviews prevail due to its value in reflecting product-
related information. We hypothesize the following.

Hypothesis 3a. When a highly-rated popular product is shown with typical tag
appearance, consumers are less likely to perceive positive reviews as helpful comparing
to when there is no tag function.

Hypothesis 3b. When a highly-rated popular product is shown with typical tag
appearance, consumers are more likely to perceive negative reviews as helpful com-
paring to when there is no tag function.

However, the above discussion neglects the role of the consensus’ perceived validity
[23]. As shown in Sect. 2.1, a typical appearance of tag function contains not only
positive, but also negative tags. When a product is shown with only positive tags,
potential consumers would assume the consensus sample to be positively biased. In
such cases, the effect of high positive consensus might perish. Consumers might be
willing to obtain negative opinions of the product, so as to acquire more non-biased
views derived from product-related reflection. Therefore, a negativity bias in reviews
could emerge for popular products with all-positive tag function appearance. So,
contradicting Hypothesis 2b, we also hypothesize the following.

Hypothesis 4. When a highly-rated popular product is shown with all positive tags,
consumers are more likely to perceive negative reviews as helpful comparing to when
there is no tag function.

4 Methodology

We first utilized an online experiment in order to test our hypotheses on the review tag
function. We manipulated the tag function appearances with a between-subjects design.

4.1 Manipulation

We selected a computer product as our manipulation target for the experiment.
Computer is a common product among students. As we would use student sample to
conduct our survey, we expected the selected product to be a possible choice con-
sidered by the sample group.
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A computer product with the tag function from Tmall.com was selected as our
prototype to create our mock pages for manipulation. The experimental manipulation
used in the study was developed according to the above overview of the randomly
collected products in Table 1. To test our hypotheses, we used two appearances of the
tag function. The first one, the appearance with ten positive tags (we call it 10PT and
thereafter), and the second one, the typical appearance with nine positive tags and one
negative tag (we call it 9PT1NT). Also, as a control, we create an extra group with no
tag function shown in the webpages.

For each group, we kept every element the same except for the tag appearances.
The product descriptions were copied from the prototype’s webpage, while eliminating
irrelevant information such as recommended products offered by the seller.

In terms of the product reviews, we first decided the number of reviews we would
use for the mock page. Since normally, people would not read all the reviews for a
popular product. As each page of reviews contains only 20 pieces of reviews, con-
sumers would not try to click through all the pages to obtain information. We arbitrarily
decided to collect around 200 reviews from the prototype webpage, which would
induce at least nine or ten times of clicks to finish reading all the reviews.

Tag function had been used in our prototype webpage. It contained ten positive tag
labels. For each tag in the prototype webpage, we collected the proportional number of
reviews. So, in our mock webpage, the frequency of each review tag showed the
number of reviews collected from the corresponding review tag.

Besides the reviews from all the positive tags, we created a negative tag. To avoid
bias for any specific product feature, the negative tag was made with a general label on
purpose. After considering the normality of review tag frequency distribution and
comparing the current frequencies of positive tags, we set the frequency of the only
negative tag as the same as the second lowest frequency of positive tags collected
above. And the reviews for the negative tags were selected manually. Two coders
independently judged whether the selected reviews matched with the negative tag and
their evaluations were consistent.

Therefore, 210 reviews for a total of eleven tags were prepared. They were all
displayed in each of the three groups. But in 10PT group, only ten positive tags were
shown in the tag function area, while in 9PT1NT, nine positive tags and a negative tag
were shown.

4.2 Stimulus Preparation

In preparation of the stimuli for our experiment, we needed to identify the sentiment of
the text reviews. First, we randomly selected 60 reviews from the prototype’s Tmall
webpage, with the intention of selecting five from them as our stimulus reviews.

To assess the sentiment of the reviews, we recruit two coders to evaluate the
sentiment of the reviews. The coders were unaware of the study’s purpose. Each coder
was presented review texts and were asked to rate whether the review is positive,
negative or neutral. To prevent potential biases, we did not present any description of
the computer product. Second, to prevent ordering bias, each coder received a different
random order of reviews. We also made sure the two coders complete the tasks
independently.
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For the reliability of the coded review sentiment, two reliability scores were cal-
culated for each of the product reviews [26]. We obtained 0.8208 on Krippendorff’s
alpha, which exceeded the recommended value 0.70 [27]. We also had 96.67% on
Cohen’s kappa which also exceeded the recommendation value of 0.80 [28].

As the sentiment coding is deemed reliable, we dropped the two reviews with
coders’ disagreed evaluation, and grouped the remaining ones by their sentiment. Then
we randomly selected two from positive reviews, one from neutral reviews and two
from negative reviews as our stimulus.

4.3 Experiment Procedure

Participants were recruited from an IS course at a Chinese university. Participants
received extra credit for their participation, and they were randomly assigned to three
experimental conditions.

First, after giving their consent, participants were instructed to read the product
information from a webpage of Tmall.com for at least three minutes. All participants
were able to read Chinese to participate in the survey. They were free to browse all the
descriptions or reviews, or to read selected reviews by clicking each review tag of the
product. Next, we used an attention test to ensure whether participants did read the
product information.

After that, participants received the survey questions, followed by demographic
items. They were first asked to state their overall evaluation of the product. Next,
positing randomly in the sequence, five stimulus reviews are presented to participants,
one at a time. By reading each review, participants were asked to report their per-
ceptions of the review helpfulness. The helpfulness perception was measured by using
three items adapted from Sen and Lerman [29] and Yin, Bond [30] All items are of
9-point semantic differential-scale, as presented in Table 2. Also, to understand the
participants’ causal attribution, we asked an additional question measured by a 9-point
semantic differential scale: “To what extent are the contents of the consumer review
based on the product?”

Table 2. Measurement items

Variable Items

Product
evaluation

PE1 How do you think of the product reviewed? [Very good/Very bad]
PE2 How do you think of the product reviewed? [Very desirable/Not at

all desirable]
Helpfulness
perception

HP1 How do you think of the review? [Very useful/Not at all useful]
HP2 How do you think of the review? [Very accurate/Not at all

accurate]
HP3 Assuming that you were thinking of buying this product, how

likely would you be to use the above consumer review in your
decision-making? [Very likely/Very unlikely]

Note: The measurements are developed based on the prior work of Sen and Lerman [29] and Yin,
Bond [30]. All items are of 9-point semantic differential-scale.
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Also, to understand the participants’ causal attribution, we asked an additional
question measured by a 9-point semantic differential scale: “To what extent are the
contents of the consumer review based on the product?”

5 Results

In total, 101 participants completed the experiment. Before we conducted further
analyses, we dropped four responses that failed to answer correctly in the attention test.
We also dropped five responses for that their response duration was less than three
minutes. After removing all the invalid responses, we had a total of 92 complete
responses. Demographics of the participants are shown in the Table 3.

Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics and correlation matrix of constructs.

5.1 Measurement Reliability and Validity

For exploratory factor analysis, we used principal components analysis with both
varimax and oblimin rotations [31]. The result consistently provided two factors. All
our items loaded as expected on their focal factors and loaded less than 0.4 on the other
factor. Therefore, we retained all indicators.

Next, we conducted confirmatory factor analysis to examine the reliability and
validity of the two constructs in the study. Cronbach’s alpha for product evaluation was

Table 3. Demographics

Participants Items Percentage Participants Items Percentage

Gender Male 63.04% Age 19–20 21.74%
Female 36.96% 21–22 65.22%

23–24 13.04%
Monthly
expense

Less than
500 rmb

1.09% Years of using
Taobao.com

Less than
1 year

1.09%

500–999
rmb

25.00% Around 3
years

45.65%

1000–1499
rmb

53.26% Around 4
years

27.17%

1500–1999
rmb

11.96% Around 5
years

13.04%

2000–2499
rmb

4.35% Around 6
years

6.52%

2500–2999
rmb

1.09% Around 7
years

4.35%

3000 rmb
or more

3.26% Around 8
years

1.09%

10 years
or more

1.09%
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0.734 and that for perceived helpfulness was 0.935. Also, the composite rho values for
the two constructs were 0.882 and 0.958 respectively, indicating sufficient internal
consistency and reliability [32, 33]. To establish convergent validity, we tested the
average variances extracted (AVEs) for the two constructs, yielding 0.789 and 0.885,
which were well above 0.5 and demonstrated convergent validity [33]. Finally, the data
also passed the Fornell and Larcker’s test, indicating discriminant validity [34].

5.2 Hypotheses Testing

Our first hypothesis is whether product evaluation varies between with- and without-
tag-function groups. A t-test was performed to examine the difference in product
evaluations across different conditions.

In line with our hypotheses, the result showed that the difference in product
evaluation between with-tag-function group and control group was significant
(M = 6.775 vs 6.172, t (90) = 2.12, p = 0.037). Evaluation to product shown with tag
function is significantly higher than the evaluation to product shown without tag
function, despite that all the other information is the same in both conditions.

Next, we inspected the three groups with more details. We did separate t-tests to
examine the two with-tag-function groups comparing to the control group. For the
10PT group, we found that the product evaluation is higher than the evaluation in
control group with marginal significance (M = 6.722 vs 6.172, t (57) = 1.545,
p = 0.064). In the 9PT1NT group, the product evaluation is significantly higher than
that in control group (M = 6.818 vs 6.172, t (63) = 1.997, p = 0.025). Figure 3 shows
the difference in product evaluation at with 95% confidence intervals.

Therefore, we conclude that our Hypothesis 1 is supported. When product is shown
with the two types of tag function, it is evaluated higher comparing with when it is
shown without tag function.

To test our hypotheses on tag function’s impact on reviews, we converted our data
into review level. First of all, we tested whether the positivity bias or negativity bias
exist. We performed an ANOVA test to investigate the difference in perception level
across positive, neutral and negative sentiment. The results confirmed that both two
biases exist (Mpositive = 4.780 vs Mneutral = 2.554 vs Mnegative = 6.350, F (2, 457) =
132.43, p < 0.001). Reviews’ helpfulness perception increases when reviews are either

Table 4. Descriptive statistics and correlation matrices

Mean (Std.Dev) PE PE1 PE2 HP HP1 HP2 HP3

PE 6.57 (1.32) 1
PE1 6.88 (1.41) 0.88 1
PE2 6.25 (1.56) 0.90 0.58 1
HP 4.97 (2.30) 0.14 0.13 0.12 1
HP1 5.33 (2.50) 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.94 1
HP2 4.69 (2.28) 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.94 0.83 1
HP3 4.88 (2.56) 0.10 0.11 0.06 0.94 0.83 0.83 1
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positive or negative comparing to when reviews are neutral. Figure 4 shows the dif-
ferences at with 95% confidence intervals.

The responses to our supplementary question on participants’ causal attribution also
supported our assumption that the more the reviews are attributed to product features,
the more they are perceived as helpful. Review helpfulness and the causal attribution
were highly correlated and an additional ANOVA test reported significant and con-
sistent increases in helpfulness perception across different attribution level.

In order to test Hypotheses 2a and 3a together, we selected the responses for positive
stimulus reviews. As each participant responded to more than one positive review, a
repeated-measure ANOVA was performed to examine the helpfulness perception across
the three groups. The results showed that the helpfulness perception for positive reviews
is not significantly different between 10PT and control groups (Mcontrol = 4.771,
M10PT = 5.08, F (1,115) = 0.47, p = 0.6255), or between 9P1NT and control groups
(Mcontrol = 4.771, M9PT1NT = 4.571, F (1,127) = 0.49, p = 0.6135). Thus, Hypothe-
ses 2a and 3a are rejected, yet we still see the difference in their marginal effect as shown

Fig. 3. Product evaluation

Fig. 4. Positivity bias & negativity bias
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in Fig. 5 – helpfulness perception for positive reviews is slightly higher (but insignifi-
cant) for products shown with all positive tags.

We use the responses for negative stimulus reviews to test Hypotheses 2b, 3b and 4
simultaneously. Again, we performed a repeated-measure ANOVA. The results showed
the helpfulness perception for negative reviews is significantly different across the three
versions (Mcontrol = 6.307, M9PT1NT = 6.071, M10PT = 6.741, F (2,180) = 3.16,
p = 0.045). Two separate t-tests were performed to examine the two with-tag-function
groups comparing to the control group. Results showed that in 10PT group, the help-
fulness perception is significantly higher than that in control group (t (116) = 1.8026,
p = 0.037). And it showed no difference for helpfulness perception in between the
9PT1NT group and the control group (t (128) = 0.8995, p = 0.815). Figure 6 shows the
differences in helpfulness perception at with 95% confidence intervals.

Therefore, Hypotheses 2b and 3b are rejected, but Hypothesis 4 is supported. The
helpfulness perception for negative reviews did not show difference between a typical
review tag setting and no-tag-function setting. In contrast, when review tags are shown
and all positive, negativity bias is larger comparing to it is in no-tag-function setting.

Fig. 5. Helpfulness perception for positive reviews

Fig. 6. Helpfulness perception for negative reviews
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We also tested on the neutral reviews. Results of an ANOVA test showed no
significant difference in helpfulness perception among three groups (Mcontrol = 2.885,
M9PT1NT = 2.172, M10PT = 2.630, F (2,89) = 1.47, p = 0.236).

6 Discussion

6.1 Key Findings and Contributions

By directly manipulating the tag function usage, we provide evidence supporting part
of our hypotheses. The research has three major findings. First, in general, participants
give higher product evaluation when tag function is shown. Second, for positive
reviews, tag function does not lead to significant difference in reviews’ helpfulness
perception. Third, for negative reviews, overwhelming positivity in tags leads to a
higher negativity bias comparing to typical tag function appearance (nine positive tags
and one negative tag) and no-tag-function situation.

Our study makes the following contributions. First, we fill in the research gap of
investigating the impact of the review tag function in online markets. Prior studies on
tag function largely focused on algorithms and techniques for review summarization
[13, 35], our research contributes to the understanding of the its role in online markets
and shows its impact on product evaluation as well as product review’s helpfulness
perception.

Second, our findings add value to the current understanding of consumers’ product
and review perception during review consumption. As IS scholars have increasingly
recognized the important impact of review texts [10, 36, 37], tag function, as a tool
integrating the textual power in reviews, shows its effectiveness in influencing con-
sumers information consumption. Also, our conclusions of helpfulness perception
supplement the existing research on the role of review variance. As prior studies reach
inconclusive results on the impact of review variance on review helpfulness perception,
we found that sellers could benefit from a slight variance of product opinions.

Third, by adapting the attribution theory, our research provided a new theoretical
lens to understand the role of tags function in online marketing. While previous studies
in the domain are largely focusing on examining online reviews, our paper took both
product evaluation and reviews into consideration under the context of tag functions.

6.2 Practical Implications

Though the review tag function is not popularly used in current online markets, our
findings provide insights for sellers or platforms in deciding its adoption on popular
products. A tag function can not only eliminate information overload and inform sellers
of consumers opinions in an aggregated level, but also has the potential of offering
consumers the most important aspects for considering a product, which might in turn
influence the product evaluation and purchase intention.

More specifically, a typical tag function appearance will produce the best perfor-
mance of product reviews, enhancing product evaluation and preventing overreaction
to the positive or negative reviews. As consumers have the tendency of looking for
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negative comments even with all positive situations, sellers shall not concern too much
about a few negative comments on unimportant features or attributes. To the contrary,
they should avoid presenting only positive tags on their product pages, in case their
mere negative comments would backfire on the good product reputation.

In addition, various empirical results have found the helpfulness perception of
reviews are influenced by many factors [6, 14, 25]. Supplementing their research, our
findings focus on tag function, which is a promisingly useful application in online
markets. Since we found that the adoption of tag function would bring higher nega-
tivity bias when all tags are positive, practitioners are encouraged to reconsider their
adoption decision, so that they would not be backfired by their well-managed positive
reviews.

6.3 Limitations

Our study is not without limitations. Although we studied two appearances of the
review tag function in online markets which are more commonly seen in online
markets, other appearances could also be common and worth examining. Based on our
result, it is interesting to learn how an increased portion of negative review tags
influence the consumers’ product and review perceptions comparing to no-tag-function
situation.

In studying the impact of consensus information in consumers’ causal attribution on
product reviews, we emphasized only on the sample representativeness for consensus,
leaving other possible elements being unexamined, such as the magnitude and rele-
vance of consensus [22].

Also, our target prototype is the review tag function for a computer product on
Tmall.com. Generalizability issue of the research could be raised due to the differences
existing in product type [38], culture and languages as well as in shopping conventions.
Future research could draw on the function usage on other products or platforms to
explore its role in perceptual and behavioral outcomes of consumers.
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Abstract. E-commerce firms now compete intensively on mobile applications
(apps). The transparency of digital environment has made customers and
competitors as major external driving forces of app updates. However, app-
related studies mainly focus on how to succeed in the hyper-competitive app
market and how platform governance influence app evolution, overlooking the
interaction among customers, competitors, and focal firm that shapes continuous
app updates. Moreover, extant studies on app updates has drawn inconsistent
conclusions regarding the impact of update frequency on market performance.
We, therefore, proposed an integrated research framework to explore ante-
cedents and consequences of app updates. We empirically test it by tracking
customer reviews, updating notes, and ranks of 20 iOS apps within travel cat-
egory in China for 60 months. The results indicate that the extreme sentiment
expressed by customers will urge focal firm to update frequently and the focal
firm will incorporate useful customer feedbacks to release a major update.
Interestingly, we find that focal firm is reluctant to release superfluous updates
and perform major updates if there are more high-ranking competitors update
earlier. Our findings also testify the dual role of the number of total apps focal
firm owns in facilitating update frequency and volume, as well as constraining
days between two subsequent releases. Lastly, frequent updates will induce a
higher degree of rank volatility, while long update intervals will decrease ranks.
Our study has important implications for firms to succeed in the fierce com-
petition in mobile commerce.

Keywords: Mobile commerce � Mobile apps � Competition � App updates
Digital business strategy

1 Introduction

Mobile commerce has become one of the dominant strategies for most firms currently.
The volume of mobile transactions has surpassed that of PC-based online shopping1.
Mobile applications (shortened as apps hereafter), the primary facilitator of mobile
transactions, therefore are important intermediaries for e-commerce firms to retain

1 Data from State of Mobile Commerce: http://www.criteo.com/media/5333/criteo-mobilecommerce
report-h12016-us.pdf.
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customers and thus gain profits. Besides, the low developing costs and easy entry to
app markets have resulted in hyper-competition among e-commerce firms as for apps.
Proper app update (i.e., releasing a new version of an existing app) which carries out
focal firm’s business strategy envisions represents a natural way to thrive in such
hyper-competitive environment. However, apart from the focal firm itself that deter-
mines frequency or volume of app updates, the transparency of digital environment has
amplified the effects of customers and competitors on focal firm’s app updates. For
example, the focal firm could incorporate customers’ feedbacks which are critical
demand-side knowledge to introduce new functionalities. Those functionalities may not
be introduced without the endeavor of responding to customers’ feedbacks. Further-
more, there is a paradox of how frequently to update since the consequences of app
updates are not clear. On the one hand, the focal firm needs to update frequently to keep
up with its rivals and gain temporal competitive advantages. On the other hand, overly
frequent updates would induce negative responses of customers [1]. Therefore, it is
important for e-commerce firms to understand how proactively react to customers and
competitors impact the updates of their apps and the consequences of such updates.

A mobile app is application software that can be installed and run on portable
digital devices such as smartphones and tablets [2]. Prior studies on software man-
agement predominantly focus on initial stages of system’s lifecycle (e.g., IT strategy
formulation, implementation, adoption, etc.) and less on system evolution [3]. Costs
and complexity related to software maintenance increase as the system evolves. Thus,
researchers dedicated to studying how to reduce costs regarding software upgrades,
such as optimal patch-release/update cycle [4], expected time to perform major
upgrades [5, 6]. App updates are also a particular phenomenon of system evolution
[1, 7]. Nevertheless, digital technologies enable developers to update their apps that
introduce new features with low costs and efforts [8]. Moreover, compared with tra-
ditional systems that are normally large-scale and proprietary, apps mostly are micro
applications and market-oriented [9]. The market-oriented nature and the transparency
of digital environment have amplified the impact of customers and competitors on focal
app’s update. Therefore, app updates offer us a unique opportunity to understand how
customers, competitors, and focal firm jointly influence the evolution of apps.

Moreover, app markets are epitomized by a high degree of competition and skewed
outcome of app success. Therefore, much of attention in prior app-related studies has
been drawn on determinants of the market performance of apps [10–12], and market
strategies (e.g., price formulation and freemium strategy) [2, 13]. Although these
studies help developers or firms to achieve better performance in app markets, there is a
paucity of studies that have investigated the antecedents of app updates. Recently,
viewing apps as essential components to software platforms (e.g., Firefox), some
scholars have investigated how platform governance influence app evolution [14, 15].
However, given the market-oriented nature of apps for e-commerce firms and intense
interaction with customers and competitors induced by the transparency of digital
environment, focusing on the higher level of platform ecosystem masks such
interaction.

Furthermore, extant studies on app updates have drawn inconsistent conclusions
regarding the impact of update frequency on market performance. The majority holds
that update more frequently would significantly improve apps’ market performance,
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e.g., downloads [11, 16], user ratings [15, 17], survivals in app markets [12, 18].
However, some recent studies have found the negative impact of frequent updates
[1, 14]. For example, Feorderer and Heinzl [1] found that feature update would attract
new consumers to increase app downloads while alienate existing ones to post more
negative ratings. These inconsistent results could not give e-commerce firms adequate
evidence on the rate at which and the extent to which should they update their apps to
gain superior market performance.

Therefore, in this study, we explore two research questions to address above
research gaps: (1) how do customers, competitors, and focal firm jointly affect app
updates, and (2) what is the consequence of such updates on app performance?

Drawing on literature from the online review, Red Queen Competition, software
management as our theoretical foundations, we proposed an integrated research
framework to investigate the antecedents and consequences of app updates. In terms of
the antecedents, we first conceptualize customer effect as customers’ sentiment and
feedbacks, competitor effect as competitors’ move and performance. And we posit that
while focal firm proactively responds to customers and competitors, the total apps focal
firm owns acts as an indicator of resource facilitator and resource constraints that
pushing forward and holding back those responses. Moreover, we use update rates and
update volume to characterize app updates. Regarding the consequences of app
updates, rank and rank volatility are proposed to better capture the multi-dimensional
nature of app performance.

We further conduct a two-stage empirical study with a panel dataset collected from
Apple’s App Store and econometric analyses. The dataset consists of 495712 customer
reviews, updating notes of each version, the total number of apps provided by the same
firm, feature history on App Store, and daily rank for 20 apps within travel category in
China. And the observation window ranges from January 1, 2012, to December 31,
2016, i.e., 60 months in total. Then, Poisson model, negative binomial (NB) model for
panel data, and OLS regression with panel-corrected standard error are justified in the
estimation procedure.

Our empirical analysis yields four key findings. First, the extreme sentiment
expressed by customers will urge focal firm to update frequently and the focal firm will
incorporate useful customer feedbacks to release a major update. Second, interestingly,
we find that if there are more high-ranking competitors update early, the focal firm is
reluctant to update frequently and perform major updates, suggesting competitive
inertia under hyper-competitive environment. Third, the number of total apps focal firm
owns facilitates update frequency and volume, while it will constrain days between two
subsequent releases. Fourth, frequent updates will induce higher volatility of ranks,
while long update intervals will decrease ranks.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We begin by articulating theoretical
foundation, proposing hypotheses and our research framework. We then elaborate our
data, variables, and econometric analysis. A summary of results follows. In the end, we
present our conclusions and discussions.
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2 Theoretical Foundations and Research Framework

In this section, we draw literature on the online review, Red Queen competition and
software management to shed light on our theoretical foundation, propose our
hypotheses and research framework as shown in Fig. 1.

App updates are related to decisions on update rate and update volume (i.e., how
much features added in each update [4–6]). We define app performance as the overall
ranking and rank volatility in app markets. Rank is a comprehensive indicator of the
market performance of an app since it reflects customers’ reaction to app update by
incorporating multiple dimensions such as downloads, active usage etc.

On the one hand, the faster update of an app indicates quick responses to market
opportunities, thus focal firm could potentially better meet a known customers’ needs
and discover unmet ones [15], resulting enhancements of its overall ranking. On the
other hand, the faster update of an app may bring about inconsiderate new function-
alities and inadequate pretests which would harm customers’ use experiences. Thus,
frequent updates would induce a higher degree of rank volatility.

Moreover, update volume represents the extent to which changes introduced with
an update. More functionalities introduced or enhanced within each new version would
attract more customers and retain existing ones, resulting in better ranking. However,
more changes made to an update would lead to more additional cognitive resources
required for customers to adapt to those changes, which would increase customers’
learning costs. If the costs exceed utility, high update volume would potentially induce
customers’ negative responses, resulting high ranking volatility. Based on above dis-
cussion, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 1a(Update Rate): Faster update of an app would improve its overall
ranking, while instigating higher degree of rank volatility.
Hypothesis 1b(Update Volume): More functionalities introduced or enhanced
within an app update would improve its overall ranking and instigate higher degree
of rank volatility.

Fig. 1. The integrated research framework of app updates
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Customer effect lies twofold: customers’ sentiment and feedbacks. First, we posit
that extreme sentiment expressed by customers about the app would stimulate focal
firm to update faster and introduce more functionalities within an app update. A posi-
tive sentiment such as praises or identification of existing features would lead spirals
upward and motivate firms to provide a better version and more features. On the
contrast, firms tend to respond to negative sentiment more quickly because of the
negative bias [19]. Secondly, customer feedback on the app are the critical source of
demand-side knowledge [20]. Those feedbacks are valuable for focal firms to further
improve their apps. However, if more feature requests provided by users, the focal firm
takes time to figure out the original idea of users and what should be satisfied first.
Thus, it would constrain the rate of updates while helps focal firm provide more
functionalities by incorporating demand-side knowledge. Based on above discussion,
we make the following conjecture:

Hypothesis 2: Customers’ sentiment and feedbacks would have a significant impact
on focal firm’s app updates.
Hypothesis 2a(Customer Sentiment): More extreme sentiment expressed by cus-
tomers would lead to faster app updates and more functionalities introduced within
an app update.
Hypothesis 2b(Customer Feedbacks): More feedbacks provided by customers
would reduce the rate of app updates while instigating more functionalities
introduced within an app update.

Competitor effect on focal firm’s app updates lies twofold: competitors’ early
updates and better visibility. The hyper-competitive nature of app market results in Red
Queen competition [3, 21, 22] among apps. If competitor updates its app earlier,
customers can potentially enjoy enhanced services and achieve better user experience.
Thus, competing apps might rank better and gain favorable visibility to customers,
causing competitive pressures to the focal firm. Thus, if there are more competitors
update their apps and gain better performance, the focal firm would update its app more
frequently, and introduce with more functionalities to catch up with its cohorts of
rivals. We, therefore, hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 3a(Competitors’ Move): Competitors’ early app updates would stimu-
late focal firm update more frequently, and introduce more functionalities within an
app update.
Hypothesis 3b(Competitors’ Performance): Competitors’ better performance would
stimulate focal firm update more frequently, and introduce more functionalities
within an app update.

While focal firm proactively responds to customer feedbacks and competitors’
move, the number of total apps focal firm owns play a role in holding back or pushing
forward those responses. It is an indicator of firm’s mobile strategy. On the one hand,
plausibly speaking, the more apps a firm owns at the same time, the more investment
focal firm makes in the app market. Thus, it would facilitate more functionalities
introduced within each update. On the other hand, owing to resource scarcity, the more
apps focal firm owns would increase the likelihood of internal competition of
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resources, constraining rate of updates (i.e., decrease update frequency and lengthen
interval of days between two subsequent releases). Accordingly, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 4a(Facilitating Effect): The more apps focal firm owns would facilitate
more functionalities introduced within an app update.
Hypothesis 4b(Constraining Effect): The more apps focal firm owns would con-
strain the rate of updates.

3 Data and Methods

To empirically test above research framework, we choose online travel industry in
China as our research context. 20 online travel apps from Apple’s App Store are
selected based on an explicit sampling strategy. Then, we provide an overview of our
dataset, describe variables and measurements. Model specification and econometric
models are discussed in the end.

3.1 Data Collection

We choose online travel industry in China as our research context. Most of the online
and traditional travel agencies have started to develop their apps since 2012 and
updated their apps frequently to compete fiercely within the industry. Moreover, 78.3%
transactions are achieved through mobile in 20162. The intense usage and review
mechanism provided by app markets leave a large volume of app reviews which
enables us to capture customers’ sentiment and feedbacks on a certain app. And firms
in this industry attach much importance to those reviews and proactively respond to
customers’ feedbacks.

We further restrict our data analysis to 20 iOS apps in travel category over a period
from January 2012 to December 2016, i.e., 60 months in total. The market share of
iPhone in China remains top 3 from 2011 to 20153. And App Store that serves as an
online market for mobile apps compatible with the iOS platform has been the second
largest one worldwide and provides more than 2.2 million apps as of March 20174.
Moreover, considering the inaccessibility of Google Play and no standard way of
distributing Android app in China, App Store offers a unified distribution channel for
app releasing and downloads. Detailed app information, customer reviews, and ranks
are also available on App Store.

To ensure comprehensiveness and representativeness of apps, we selected apps that
rank top 100 on the free chart within travel category for at least 50 times out of 60
months. Then, since we focus on apps with commerce features, we eliminated info-
mediary apps, travel-assistant apps, apps removed from App Store, and unrelated ones.
Accordingly, we got 20 apps as our sample. This sampling strategy satisfies the

2 https://www.analysys.cn/analysis/22/detail/1000268/
3 http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prAP41028416
4 Data from Statista 2017: https://www.statista.com/statistics/276623/number-of-apps-available-in-
leading-app-stores/
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criterion of resource similarity and market commonality established in competitive
dynamics [23] and the argument that apps compete within the same category in digital
innovation literature [8, 12].

Subsequently, we collected data from Apple’s App Store on 20 sample apps
between January 1, 2012, and December 31, 2016, and constructed a panel dataset for
analysis. Specifically, our data collection consists of three aspects. Firstly, we obtained
495712 unique reviews on our sample apps. The data involves reviewer’s ID, review
date, review title, review content, and rating. The rating scheme presented in App Store
is some “stars” from 1 up to 5. Secondly, app details including app name, description,
initial release date and updating notes of each version, number of apps provided by the
same firm and feature history on App Store were collected. Also, we collected daily top
free rankings within travel category in China.

3.2 Variables and Measurements

Dependent Variables. We have two primary dependent variables (DV): app updates
and app performance. App updates include: (1) Update Rate. It’s measured by two
metrics, i.e., update frequency and update interval. Update frequency is measured by
the number of updates for app i at month t. Update interval is measured by the interval
of days between subsequent release; (2) Update Volume. Since updating notes would
list updating content, we calculated the number of updating functionalities to measure it
for app i at month t. If update volume is large, it indicates that a lot of functionalities
has been enhanced or introduced within this version.
App performance is estimated in two complementary ways: (1) Rank is computed on a
monthly basis. Lower rank means better performance. We then inverted it to give us
intuitional judgments, marked as Inversed Rank in the result table; (2) Rank Volatility
which is measured by standard deviation of ranks for app i at month t. Apple’s App
Store ranking is a comprehensive indicator of market performance for an individual
app. Despite the fact that the ranking algorithm remains a black box to the public,
determinants include downloads [12, 24], factors, such as active usage, app searches,
rating, and reviews, etc. [2] since 20115. Moreover, rank has been assumed to be a
valid proxy for app demand in prior studies [11, 12, 25].

Independent Variables. We construct three sets of independent variables:
(1) customer-related, (2) competitor-related, and (3) focal-firm-related variables. And
we dynamically calculated all variables for app i at month t.

Customer reviews on app often contain feedbacks valuable both for firms to
improve user experience and other customers’ decision on downloading the app. Such
feedback regularly includes feature requests, bug reports, praises or complaints [7]. We
then adopt well-established metrics (i.e., rating variance, valence, positive and negative
review volume) [26, 27] to characterize sentiment of customer reviews on the app and
average review length as a text-based feature to reflect information abundance of
customer feedbacks. (1) Rating Variance: standard deviation of rating. It’s a measure of

5 http://www.adweek.com/digital/apple-app-store-ranking-changes/?red=im
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dispersion in opinions. (2) Valence: average ratings of posted reviews. (3) Average
Review Length: average length of reviews by words. (4) Positive Review Volume:
number of reviews with a rating higher than three and those lesser are calculated as
(5) Negative Review Volume.

Competitor-related variables encompass two variables. (1) Competitors’ Move
reflects competitors’ move on app updates, which is operationalized by the number of
competitors that release a new app version before the focal app. (2) Competitors’
Performance is better performance of competing apps, which is operationalized by the
number of competitors that rank ahead of the focal app.

The focal-firm-related variable is Number of Total Apps. Number of Total Apps are
apps offered by the same firm. We calculated Number of Total Apps a firm owns across
different platform (e.g., iOS, Google Play, etc.) and different publisher account.

Control Variables. We also controlled four variables that can influence app ranks:
(1) App Age: number of days passed after app i was released. (2) Bug Fix: whether
current version involves bug fixing (1) or not (0). (3) Promotion: whether latest version
includes promotion, discount, bonus (1) or not (0). (4) Features on App Store: whether
focal app in the current month is featured by app store (1) or not (0).

3.3 Econometric Analysis

Since our study involves two sets of dependent variables (i.e., app updates and app
performance), we conduct model specification and construct econometric models
respectively.

App Updates
Model Specification. All of our dependent variables regarding app updates are count
variables which are discrete and nonnegative, making traditional ordinary least square
(OLS) regression inappropriate. Poisson regression and negative binomial regression
are common methods used to estimate such model [28]. Moreover, except update
frequency data, we observed over-dispersion in two other DV data. Therefore, we
apply Poisson regression for update frequency (labeled as Model 1) and negative
binomial regression for update interval, and update volume (labeled as Model 2, 3
respectively).

Besides, our panel data enables us to use fixed effects (FE) or random effects
(RE) models to address unobserved individual-specific effects (e.g., firm’s management
policy, culture etc.). Those effects may account for endogeneity issues [29]. However,
RE model relies on a restrictive assumption that independent variables are uncorrelated
with individual effects. Hausman [30] specification test checks the hypothesis that FE
and RE model produce consistent estimators. In our case, Hausman test was
insignificant for Model 1, 2 and was significant for Model 3. Accordingly, we adopted
RE for Model 1, 2 and FE for Model 3.

Econometric Models. We controlled ranks in the previous month for the focal app and
estimate the following model using corresponding econometric techniques.
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Yi;t ¼ aþ bCustomeri;t�1 þ cCompetitori;t�1 þ dFocali;t þ qControli;t�1 þ ui þ ei;t ð1Þ

where < i, t > represents app-month combination, Y represents a vector of app update
variables (i.e., Update Frequency, Update Interval, and Update Volume), Customer
represents a vector of lagged variables related to customer review (i.e., Rating Vari-
ance, Valence, Average Review Length, Positive Review Volume, and Negative Review
Volume), Competitor represents a vector of lagged variables related to competitor effect
(i.e., Competitors’ Move and Competitors’ Performance), Focal represents focal-firm-
related variable (i.e., Number of Total Apps), Control represents the control variable for
ranks, ui denotes the unobserved individual effect, ei;t denotes the remaining stochastic
disturbance term, and a; b; c; d are the regression model coefficients.

App Performance
Model Specification. We executed OLS regression with panel-corrected standard error
to examine the relationship between four sets of independent variables and app per-
formance. Recall that we inversed Rank (labeled as Model 4) to give us intuitional
justification of effects on app performance and we calculated the standard deviation of
ranks to measure Rank Volatility (labeled as Model 5). Thus, the DVs are transformed
into continuous ones, indicating OLS regression is suitable. Besides, we performed
Wooldridge tests to check whether there is the serial correlation [29], Wald tests to
check the existence of heteroscedasticity [31], and Breusch-Pagan LM test to examine
the dependence between panel units. The results indicate the existence of group-wise
heteroscedasticity and cross-sectional correlation in our data. We, therefore, followed
the prescription of Beck and Katz [32] and conducted panel-corrected standard error to
address above issues.

Econometric Models. Despite the effects of app updates on performance, customer
sentiment and feedbacks, competitors’ move, and Number of Total Apps focal firm
owns could also affect app performance. We, therefore, controlled customer-related
variables for WOM effects and competitor-related variables for competition effects and
Number of Total Apps for individual heterogeneity. We then estimate the following FE
model.

Yi;tþ 1 ¼ aþuUpdatei;t þ gControli;t þ kui þ ei;t ð2Þ

where < i, t > represents app-month combination, Y represents a vector of app per-
formance variables (i.e., Inversed Rank, and Rank Volatility), Update represents a
vector of lagged variables related to app update,Control represents a vector lagged
control variables (i.e., review-related variables, competitor-related variables, Number
of Total Apps, and other control variables: App Age, Bug Fix, Promotion and Fea-
tures), ui denotes app dummies to control the unobserved individual effect, eit denotes
the remaining stochastic disturbance term, and a;u; g are the regression model
coefficients.
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4 Results

Table 1 summarizes the descriptive statistics for all variables. Furthermore, we com-
puted the variance inflation factors (VIF) to test for any possible multicollinearity. The
VIFs for all variables are less than the critical value of 10 (the highest is 2.25),
eliminating potential multicollinearity problems.

Table 2 presents panel regression for models of app updates. As we can see from
Table 2, customer-related variables have significant effects on app update frequency,
update interval and update volume. Specifically, coefficients of rating variance are
positive and statistically significant on update frequency and update volume, sug-
gesting that firms tend to perform frequent updates with more updating items provided
if there are incongruent opinions about the quality of the last version. Coefficients of
valence are positive and statistically significant on update frequency, interval, and
volume. This finding indicates that all else being equal, the high average rating given
by customers on the last version will motivate the focal firm to update frequently with
more updating functionalities provided while increasing days between two subsequent
releases. Coefficients of positive review volume are negative and statistically significant
on update frequency and interval, while coefficients of negative review volume are
statistically positive on update frequency, negative on update interval. This finding
indicates negative bias on app reviews, i.e., firms proactively response to negative

Table 1. Descriptive statistics

Variables Observations* Mean Std. Dev Min Max

1. Rating variance 1162 1.13 0.49 0 2
2. Valence 1162 3.93 1.08 1 5
3. Average review length 1162 22.08 18.71 1.5 479.5
4. Positive review volume 1162 390.9 1457 0 27040
5. Negative review volume 1162 36.37 103.5 0 1367
6. Competitors’ move 1181 8.34 5.36 0 77
7. Competitiors’ performance 1181 9.35 5.71 0 19
8. Update frequency 1181 0.98 0.80 0 5
9. Update interval 842 335.2 3516 1 42357
10. Update volume 1181 3.83 3.99 0 28
11. Number of total apps 1181 10.37 13.56 0 61
12. App age 1181 1233 2081 0 40933
13. Bugfix 842 0.36 0.48 0 1
14. Promotion 842 0.39 0.49 0 1
15. Features 1181 0.39 0.24 0 1
16. Rank 1181 28.87 23.21 1 201.2
17. Rank volatility 1181 4.81 4.68 0 38.79

*Note: The observations are not identical due to lack of observation in certain
months and inconsistency of multiple data sources.
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reviews by update more frequently and decreases days between two subsequent
releases. Accordingly, hypothesis 2a is supported.

Coefficients of average review length are positive and statistically significant on
update interval and volume, suggesting that firms take time to digest rich information
on the last version revealed by customers and consider that to perform a major update.
Therefore, hypothesis 2b is supported.

Interestingly, competitor-related variables are significant but negative, rejecting
hypothesis 3a and 3b. This result suggests that if more high-ranking competing apps
update earlier, the focal firm is reluctant to update frequently and perform major
updates. This finding suggests the competitive inertia in a hyper-competitive envi-
ronment which is consistent to the “crowding out” effects with intense competition [8].

Number of Total Apps is positive and significant on update volume. Thus,
hypothesis 4a is supported, suggesting the facilitating effect. However, the number of
total apps has a significantly positive effect on update frequency while the significantly
negative effect on update interval, indicating hypothesis 4b is partially supported.

Table 2. Results of panel regression for app updates

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Update
frequency

Update
interval

Update
volume

Control variables Inversed rankt-1 0.26
(0.17)

0.40
(0.32)

0.44*
(0.26)

Customer-related
variables

Rating variance 0.14**
(0.06)

–0.11
(0.09)

0.25***
(0.07)

Valence 0.11***
(0.03)

0.10**
(0.05)

0.17***
(0.04)

Average review
length

0.002
(0.002)

0.007**
(0.003)

0.002**
(0.001)

Positive review
volume

–2.28e-05*
(1.27e-05)

–

0.00018***
(5.02e-05)

–2.76e-05
(2.19e-05)

Negative review
volume

0.0004*
(0.0002)

–0.002***
(0.0005)

5.79e-05
(0.0003)

Competitor-related
variables

Competitors’ move –0.07***
(0.007)

0.008
(0.006)

–0.08***
(0.006)

Competitors’
performance

–0.01**
(0.005)

–0.03***
(0.009)

–0.02***
(0.008)

Focal-firm-related
variables

Number of total
apps

0.006***
(0.001)

–0.02***
(0.003)

0.01***
(0.003)

Constant –0.10
(0.18)

–0.26
(0.28)

–0.05
(0.25)

Observations 1158 837 1158
Log likelihood –1289.41 –4454.86 -2658.03

Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table 3 presents PCSE estimation results for models of app performance. Our
preliminary results show that update frequency is positive and significant on rank
volatility, while we didn’t find statistically significant evidence on rank. This result is a
contrast to the intuition that frequent updates lead to superior ranks, indicating that
update frequently will raise the fluctuation of ranks and might diminish customer’s
experience. Besides, the coefficient of update interval is negative and statistically
significant in rank, suggesting that firms should shorten days between two releases to
increase app visibility and keep customers engaged. Therefore, hypothesis 1a is sup-
ported. Moreover, update volume doesn’t have significant effects on rank and rank
volatility, rejecting hypothesis 1b.

5 Conclusions and Discussions

We provided an integrated research framework to study the antecedents and conse-
quences of app updates. We firstly investigated how customers’ sentiment and feed-
backs, competitors’ move and performance, as well as the number of total apps focal
firm owns, affect app updates (i.e., update rate and volume). And we subsequently
examined the consequences of app updates on corresponding performance (i.e., rank
and rank volatility). Those relationships are validated using a panel data and
responding econometric analysis.

Overall, customers’ sentiment and feedbacks have significant effects on app
updates. In particular, the overall valence of customer feedback on the current version
will urge focal firm to update quickly. More feedbacks provided by customers will
drive the focal firm to perform a major update, introducing more functionalities within

Table 3. PCSE estimation for app performance

Model 5.1 Model 6.1 Model 5.2 Model 6.2

Variables Inversed rank Rank volatility Inversed rank Rank volatility
App Updates
Update frequency 0.01

(0.01)
0.45**
(0.22)

Update interval –1.05e-06*
(5.66e-07)

–3.28e-05
(3.77e-05)

Update volume –0.002
(0.001)

–0.03
(0.04)

Controls YES YES YES YES
Constant 0.13***

(0.02)
4.5***
(1.53)

0.12***
(0.03)

3.61**
(1.57)

Observations 842 842 842 842
R-squared 0.78 0.44 0.76 0.44

Note: Panel-corrected standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05,
* p < 0.1
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that update. Interestingly, we found that focal firm is reluctant to update regularly and
perform major updates if more high-ranking competitors update earlier. This finding
suggests competitive inertia under hyper-competitive environment, which is consistent
with the “crowding out” effect of intense competition [8]. Besides, the number of total
apps plays a dual role in that it contributes to updating frequency and volume, while it
will constrain days between two subsequent releases. Lastly, in contrast to the intuition
that frequent updates lead to superior performance, our results indicate that update
frequently will raise rank volatility and thus might diminish customers’ experience. We
also found that the long interval of days between two subsequent releases will decrease
app’s rank, suggesting firms should shorten update intervals to increase app visibility
and keep the customer engaged. However, we didn’t find any significant effects of
update volume on app performance.

This paper contributes to the literature in two ways. First, based on the market-
oriented nature of apps for e-commerce firms, we proposed an integrated research
framework for antecedents and consequences of app updates by explicitly incorpo-
rating the impacts of customers and competitors on app updates. Previous app-related
studies mainly focus on how to succeed in app markets [10, 11], market strategies [13],
and how platform governance affect app evolution [14, 15], overlooking the intense
interaction with customers and competitors which are crucial to explaining the con-
tinuous app evolution. Drawing on literature on online reviews and Red Queen
Competition, we conceptualize customer effect as customers’ sentiment and feedbacks,
and competitor effect as competitors’ move and performance and further empirically
justify how those factors and total apps focal firm owns jointly affect app updates. And
our findings shed new light on drivers of app evolution apart from platform
governance.

Second, we use rank and rank volatility to better capture the multi-dimensional
nature of app performance. Although the coefficient is positive, we did not find a
significant impact of update frequency on rank. However, our finding indicates that
frequent updates will induce a higher degree of rank volatility. Since rank is a com-
prehensive indicator of downloads and usages, the results suggest that frequent updates
could not significantly improve the market performance but could increase the
dynamics of its market performance. These findings complement extant studies on app
updates that have drawn inconsistent conclusions regarding the impact of update fre-
quency on market performance.
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Abstract. Planning and advising for financial investment used to be the domain
dominated by highly specialized financial analysts. However technological
advancements seem to have disrupted this market to a point where free financial
investment advice is now available on a variety of web and social media plat-
forms such as amateur investors forums and specialized equity review websites.
Since contributors on these platforms vary in terms of their motivation and
expertise, we are yet to understand the value of free financial advice available on
these platforms. In this research, we focus on the largest equity review website
in the US and examine the value of free financial advice available on this
platform. Our results simulate the investment using contributors’ ideas on S&P
500 listed companies. Our results show that trading based on free financial
advice yields good returns on investment.

Keywords: Equity review � Social media � Free content � Stock market

1 Introduction

Technology advancements in recent years have democratized the content generation
and dissemination via a range of online channels and platforms, such as YouTube,
social media platforms, and crowd-sourced online communities. These platforms
provide a broad range of advice/recommendations, from as simple as buying a car to
making financial investments. A plethora of content providers and a large number of
content consumers have given rise to a range of business models. To attract eyeballs,
many platforms provide plenty of free content and hope to convert visitors into paying
customers over time. However, we do not know the value of the free content provided
via these platforms. It is true that not all the free content can be monetized. Therefore,
we only focus on the free content that can be monetized, in particular, the content
related to financial investments. In this research, we focus on platforms that provide
advice for financial investments and examine the value of free content or advice given
on these platforms.

Personal investment advice has been dominated by investment banks, such as
Goldman Sachs, for over 150 years. However, networks like Bloomberg established
themselves as independent sources of financial news over the last decade. Filling in the
void were rapidly growing social media services such as Seeking Alpha [1].

Retail investors solicit information from different sources including financial ana-
lyst reports, conventional media like newspapers and social media because studies have
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shown that analyst report, news articles [2], social media [3] can predict the stock
market to some extent. In the past, investors relied on traditional information sources
such as financial analyst reports, news articles and earnings releases. However, Web
2.0 technologies have facilitated new information structures since last decade [4] and
catapulted social media platforms into one of most important information sources.

There is a rich literature on the effect of traditional news media [5–7] and social
media on financial markets [8–12]. In addition, different types of social media plat-
forms have been studied, including stock discussion forums and equity review
websites.

Social media platforms vary based on the type of contributors. For instance, the
contributors on stock discussion forums, such as HotCopper.com and StockTwits.com,
can be amateur investors, stock enthusiasts or analysts. There is no clear clue on the
identity of these contributors. On the contrary, the contributors of equity review
website are stock analysts, traders, economists, academics, financial advisors and
industry experts.

Prior studies have established the correlation between stock prices and market
sentiments, such as Bullishness Index, generated from social media platforms.
Although these studies have shown the correlation between media posts and the market
performance, such as stock returns, short sale, etc., it is not clear if investors can trust
and invest based on investment advice given on these platforms. Further, we don’t
know the return on trades made on the basis of these recommendations. In this
research, we focus on a social media platform, more specifically an equity review
website, Seeking Alpha (https://seekingalpha.com/, SA). Seeking Alpha provides both
free and paid content. Since our goal to evaluate the value of free content, we try to
simulate investment based on free stock recommendation disclosure in Seeking Alpha
and hold it with six different holding periods (30 days to 180 days). By doing this, we
answer the research question: What is the value of free content on equity review
platforms?

We find that if we had traded based on the free content (articles) from Seeking
Alpha, and held the position for 180 days, we would have made money on 71.43% of
the stocks which were discussed in SA, whose tickers were among the S&P 500 list
during the studied period.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related liter-
ature. Section 3 describes our data collection. We discuss results in Sect. 4 and con-
clude in Sect. 5 with direction for future research.

2 Literature Review

Many researchers have shown that traditional media and social media can predict the
stock market prices. Tumarkin and Whitelaw [4] are among the first to conduct research
on the relationship between social media and stock market and show that changes in
investor opinions on the stock discussion forum (RagingBull) are correlated with
abnormal industry-adjusted returns on days with abnormally high message activity.
Another study also focuses on the stock discussion forum (Yahoo Finance and Rag-
ingBull) and finds that stock messages help predict market volatility [9]. Bollen et al.
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[3] argue that public mood on Twitter can forecast the Dow Jones Industrial Average.
Chen et al. [10] demonstrate that views expressed in both articles and commentaries
from an equity review website (seeking alpha) predict future stock returns and earnings
surprises. Das and Chen [11] argue that tech-sector postings are related to stock index
levels, and to volumes and volatility by using the data from Yahoo’s message board.
Luo, Zhang, and Duan [13] show that social media metrics are significant indicators of
company equity value.

This stream of research is very popular, which attracted researchers’ attentions from
many disciplines, including marketing, information systems, economics and many
other domains. Many studies have shown that consumers’ social media interactions and
activities have an impact on their buying behaviors, which will ultimately affect firms’
sales [14–16]. As we can see that a large number of studies confirm some value in the
information provided on a variety of media platforms. However, we don’t yet under-
stand which piece of information is valuable and which one is not. In this research, we
attempt to examine the value of free content (articles) posted on an equity review
website.

Scholars have been intrigued why users contribute to social media platforms? The
general notion is that by providing free access, content gain recognition and associated
benefits. In fact, a recent study, using data from Seeking Alpha, has empirically shown
that contributors gain utility from attention and recognition from contributing articles
[10]. Similar research in academic publishing has shown that open access to the
research literature can possibly quicken recognition and dispersal of research discov-
eries [17], and more highly cited articles, and more recent articles, are significantly
more likely to be free online [18]. Further, it has been shown that articles whose
authors have made their final draft free online are cited a lot more than articles in the
same journal and year that have not been made free [19].

On social media and other web platforms, users often do not know opinion leaders
or expert providing the advice, and so scholars have questioned why do users trust
investment advice from strangers when there is no guarantee on the quality of infor-
mation available on these platforms? Although source credibility has been demon-
strated as a major influence on consumer decisions in offline situations [20–22],
consumers in online settings rarely attempt to make assumptions about a source based
on the information displayed on his/her online profile (e.g., helpful votes received by a
reviewer or the number of reviews published), because they do not find them to be
critical to assessing the quality of a product or service [23]. Instead, information quality
and base-rate data (rankings and customer ratings) apply a more grounded effect on
buyers’ appraisal of product quality. We argue that social media platforms allow users
to interact with each other and allow publicly visible feedback on the author’s con-
tributions. These features enable users to collectively improve the quality of the
content.

Since there is a lot of free content available on social media platform, we need to
understand the value of this free content. Different people on social media represent
different user groups and have different levels of credibility and informativeness.
Goldenberg, Han, Lehmann, and Hong [24] find that influential people are considered
to have three characteristics: (1) they are convincing; (2) they are experts who know a
lot; (3) they have a large number of social ties. In our context, SA’s contributors fit in
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these characteristics quite well. Therefore, we argue that content produced by these
contributors is certainly valuable.

Two recent papers studied on SA. Chen et al. [10] show that the percentage of
negative words in articles and comments are significantly correlated with subsequent
abnormal return with different holding periods. Wang et al. [1] contrast the perfor-
mance of SA and StockTwits and show that analysis in SA provides more positive
correlation with stock performance than user-generated content from StockTwits, even
though the correlation is weak. However, it is still not clear whether these trading ideas
based on free articles will be profitable if investors trade based on them, as most of the
articles don’t tell when to buy or sell and when to close the position. In this research,
we have tested these concerns by simulating trades.

3 Data

We developed a data collection engine to collect data from one of top equity review
websites, Seeking Alpha. In comparison with other equity review websites, contribu-
tions on Seeking Alpha come from a broad base of investors and industry experts (buy
side) rather than sell side. As of February 2014, the Seeking Alpha had 3 million
registered users, and 8 million unique viewers per month [25]. An equity review
website is different from stock discussion forums in many ways. First, stock discussion
forums often have a limit on the length of a message, and the content is full of slang
and abbreviations because contributors are mostly amateur investors. Second, con-
tributors can stay anonymous, and there is no guarantee of quality of the content
because these stock discussion forums are open communities with no formal man-
agement structure. On the contrary, equity review websites attract contributions (arti-
cles) from industry experts and reputed analysts who use formal language and articles
do not have a limit on length. Therefore, the quality of the content available on equity
review websites is likely to be better than on free flowing stock forums.

Similar to any equity review platform, Seeking Alpha also offers free and pro
articles. Pro articles are considered to have more value and users have to pay a sub-
scription fee (USD 2500 per year) to access pro articles. Since our focus is examining
the value of free content on these equity websites, we have only focused on free
articles. We only focus on those articles that recommend stocks included in Standard &
Poor’s 500 Index. We have collected data on articles published during 2016-01-01 and
2016-12-31. To avoid using confounding information, we only focus on articles which
have disclosure/recommendation for one stock ticker. Table 1 shows the histogram for
the number of tickers discussed in an article.

Stock daily prices are collected from Quandl (https://www.quandl.com/) and saved
in our database.

4 Simulator for Assessing ROI

We have developed a backtesting system to simulate the real time trading. Our
approach is described below:
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1. Each stock is considered separately, which means we simulate the trading for each
stock separately. For instance, let’s consider AAPL.

2. We get a list of Adjusted Closing price data points of AAPL on a daily frequency
from Quandl.

3. We use the disclosure of collected articles on AAPL as the trading strategy to
generate trading signals.
a. All the trading signals are set to 0 at the start, where 0 represents No Trading.
b. If the disclosure is “Long”, the trading signal on that date will be updated by +1,

which means we buy the discussed stock.
c. If the disclosure is “Short”, the trading signal on that date will be updated by −1,

which means we sell the discussed stock.
d. If the disclosure is “No Position”, then we do not update the trading signal.

If there is any article about AAPL that is posted on a non-trading date, then the trading
signal will be postponed to the following trading date [10]. We will close the position
with different holding periods (30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 120 days, 150 days and
180 days). If the trading signal is updated +1/−1 based on articles’ disclosure/
recommendation, then we will update the trading signals by −1/+ 1 after the predefined
holding dates.
4. We use the trading signals to generate a sequence of positions. Each date’s signal is

multiplied by 100 to get the corresponding position. For instance, if the signal for
AAPL on 2016-01-07 is +1, then the position for that day is +100, which means we
buy 100 shares of AAPL on that date. Of course, we need to sell 100 shares AAPL
accordingly on 2016-02-06 if the holding period is 30 days.

5. We set our initial capital as $100,000.
6. On a daily basis, we do the following:

a. The positions on each day for AAPL are multiplied by the corresponding stock’s
adjusted close price on that day to get the daily investment-amount. The
investment-amount for each day is the money we use to buy (spend a positive
amount of money) or money we get from selling (spend a negative amount of
money) stocks on that day.

b. Accumulated daily investment-amount from first investment day are calculated
and are subtracted from the initial capital to get the remaining cash on each day.

c. Accumulated positions are multiplied by adjusted close price to get the value of
the stock we have on each day.

d. Remaining cash and value of the stock are added together to get the total asset
value.

Table 1. Number of articles published for each stock ticker

Number of articles published Number of tickers

Between 0 and 40 473
Between 40 and 80 15
Between 80 and 120 10
Between 120 and 160 1
Between 160 and 200 0
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For instance, if we have 5 continuous trading days and initial capital on the first day is
$100000, which

Daily positions are [100, −200, −100, 0, 200].
Adjust close prices are [155, 156, 153, 152, 158]
Daily Investment-amount are [15500, −31200, −15300, 0, 31600]
Daily remaining cash are [84500, 115700, 131000, 131000, 99400]
Accumulated positions are [100, −100, −200, −200, 0]
Daily values of stock are [15500, −15600, −30600, −30400, 0]
Daily total assets are [100000, 100100, 100400, 100600, 99400]

7. Returns are calculated at the end of last trade, when all positions are closed.

5 Results

After we have simulated the trading using Seeking Alpha’s disclosures, we find that
returns on 179 stocks were positive, 108 stocks lost money, with 213 stocks stayed
neutral for 30 holding days. The stocks stayed neutral because there were no articles
about them based our article selection criteria.

The results for all different holding date are shown in Table 2 as follows:

We find that, in general, the number of stocks that return positive ROI goes up with
an increase in holding period. When the holding days are 180, 71.43% of the traded
stocks made money among the stocks discussed is SA and were in the S&P 500 list.
Therefore, this preliminary study shows that even the free content on Seeking Alpha is
a valuable resource for investors. However, we suggest that looking for the historical
performance of the contributors is important before following their recommendation.

Based on our strategy, Table 3 shows the percentage of return.

Table 2. Number of stocks made money/lost money/neutral with different holding days

Holding
days

Number of stocks made
money

Number of stocks lost
money

Number of stocks stayed
neutral

30 179 108 213
60 195 92 213
90 193 94 213

120 197 90 213
150 198 89 213

Table 3. Number of stock in each percentage of return interval.

Percentage of return Number of stocks

0–10% 181
10%–20% 11

20%–30% 4
30%–100% 5
100%–500% 4
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6 Conclusion

Of all the free content available on web and social media platforms, advice on financial
investments is most valuable. Understanding this market need, there are a plethora of
services for consumers to obtain free information on financial investment. However,
acting on faulty financial advice can lead to big financial losses. Therefore, it is critical
for us to understand the value of free advice pandered on web and social media
platforms.

In this paper, we examine the value of free content provided on an equity review
website, Seeking Alpha. Our results demonstrate that this free content is really valu-
able. 71.43% of the traded stocks made money which were discussed is SA and were in
the S&P 500 list.

Future research will investigate the value of paid content over the free content
available on these platforms and later compare the value of free/paid content from
experts and retail investors.
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Abstract. Mobile games have produced almost half of total mobile application
revenue. Freemium strategy is commonly used for monetizing methods of
mobile games recently. It is getting more attention of game developers to
investigate the key factors affecting users’ purchase virtual items. Although
researchers start to investigate this salient topic, there is still insufficient aca-
demic research on the intention to in-app purchase so far. Therefore, the purpose
of this study is to investigate the key factors affecting the intention to in-app
purchase in freemium mobile games. We evaluate the effects of psychological
needs (i.e. autonomy, competence, and relatedness) and promotion (i.e. free
item) on the intention to in-app purchase based on key tenets of self-
determination theory and self-perception theory. We conduct an online survey
and use Partial least squares modeling for our analysis. The results show that
autonomy and relatedness needs are positively related to purchase intention
while competence need is negatively related to the intention to in-app purchase.
Moreover, the direct and meditating effect of free-item promotion are positively
related to purchase intention. Interestingly, although competence need is neg-
atively related to purchase intention, free-item experience positively meditates
the effect of competence need to purchase intention. In addition, the effect size
of purchase experience on purchase intention is the most significant among the
suggested factors. This result shows that game companies need to more carefully
consider more seriously about the characteristics of paying users. We expect that
the findings of this research will deliver significant research insights and
actionable implications for researchers as well as practitioners.

Keywords: Freemium mobile games � Partial Least Squares � PLS
Intention to purchase � In-app purchase

1 Introduction

The global market size of the game industry has reached $108.9 billion in 2017, and
mobile games solely took over 40% of the market [9]. In this competitive market,
mobile game developers eagerly try to attract people to play their games using various
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methods. Freemium (‘free’ & ‘premium’) strategy is commonly used for this because
many mobile application (app) users want to check the app free at first whether it is
worth to use or not, and purchase in-app contents if they are satisfied. However, this
strategy does not assure gaining a profit because only a few users purchase in-app
contents, normally far below five percentages of total players in mobile games [12]. In
this regard, it is important for game developers to figure out the factors affecting in-app
purchase in mobile games. Despite starting to shed light on this salient topic [1, 10, 11],
there is still insufficient academic research on the intention to in-app purchase.
Therefore, we aim to analyze key factors affecting the intention to in-app purchase.
Furthermore, we examine the effect of promotion (i.e. free item) on the intention to in-
app purchase. Game developers normally offer free items as a sales promotion of in-app
contents. For example, they give newcomers welcome-free items for users’ easy
adaptation or special items to loyal users as a reward. Bawa and Shoemaker [2] present
that the effect of free samples on product sales is a blended, which is mixed from
acceleration, cannibalization, and expansion. In this sense, we investigate the net effect
of items given for free to players whether offering free items cannibalizes or boosts in-
app purchase in mobile game context. As such, we aim to answer the following
research questions:

• What are the key factors to affect purchase intention in mobile games?
• How do the factors affect purchase intention in mobile games?
• Does offering free-item promote purchase intention in mobile games?

We employ two theories that can help elucidate users’ intention to purchase in-app
contents: self-determination theory [7] and self-perception theory [3]. The key tenets of
self-determination theory are employed to explain the effects of psychological needs on
in-app purchase, and self-perception theory concerns the effect of free contents on in-
app purchase. We conduct an online survey of players in a leading mobile game and
implement structural equation modeling for testing our model. We expect that our
findings can deliver significant research insights and actionable implications for
researchers and practitioners.

2 Theoretical Backgrounds and Research Hypotheses

2.1 Psychological Needs in Games

Self-determination theory (SDT) categorizes extrinsic and intrinsic factors that either
promote or reduce motivation. Extrinsic motivation relates to the performance of a
goal-driven activity that leads to achievements or rewards outside of the activity (e.g.,
salary of work). Intrinsic motivation, in contrast, focuses on the pleasure of being
involved in an activity. Intrinsic motivation can be encouraged by three basic needs—
autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Autonomy refers to being able fully to control
one’s actions and feeling volitional. Competence refers to feeling effective and capable
challenged. Lastly, relatedness refers to the feeling meaningful connection to others.
Satisfaction of these three needs is important in intrinsic motivation [7].
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In the game context, intrinsic motivation is essential. Obviously, players play
games because they consider games are enjoyable and amusable. Intrinsic motivation
can be promoted by satisfying three psychological needs [13]. For example, interesting
options in the game can boost the sense of autonomy of players. The needs of com-
petence can be satisfied by elaborated specific, difficult but achievable goals. Lastly,
players can feel relatedness by interacting with other players. In addition, game
developers offer various types of virtual items to entice users to keep playing by
effectively reducing users’ boredom [6, 15]. Accordingly, if players feel deficient in
autonomy, competence, and relatedness needs when they think the game is enjoyable,
they are willing to purchase in-app contents to fulfill them. Therefore, the hypotheses
are formulated as follows:

• Hypothesis 1: The autonomy need is positively related to intention to purchase in a
mobile game.

• Hypothesis 2: The competence need is positively related to intention to purchase in
a mobile game.

• Hypothesis 3: The relatedness need is positively related to intention to purchase in a
mobile game.

2.2 Self-perception in Games

Self-perception theory explains the process of developing self-perceptions about one’s
behavior [3]. According to this theory, customers can realize the value and influence of
product after using it. Furthermore, the customer may be considered as a potential tester
once accepting free-sample product, and (s)he can be counted as a potential buyer when
the purchase opportunity is given. Once the customer accepts to receive sample
products first, (s)he is more likely to accept purchase requests later.

The process of making self-perception can be applied well to game context since in-
app contents are a kind of experience goods [14]. While customers can know the value
of information goods when the information is carried, they cannot realize the value of
experience goods until consumed. In this sense, players cannot know the usefulness of
in-app contents unless they use. They can build self-perception of items through
consuming free items as well as purchased items. As such, we hypothesize:

• Hypothesis 4: Purchase experience is positively related to intention to purchase in a
mobile game.

• Hypothesis 5: Free-item experience is positively related to intention to purchase in a
mobile game.

Game developers normally offer free items as one of promotion strategies. They
provide free items to make players realize what they need exactly. Regarding autonomy
needs, the developers offer various options through free items, which players can
choose such as trial costumes, trial hint items, etc. In terms of competence needs, the
developers give to newcomers welcome-free items for helping easy adaptation. Lastly,
regarding relatedness needs, the developers encourage players’ social interaction by
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providing free items. For example, players can get free items after introducing the game
to their friends. Accordingly, this leads us to formulate the following hypotheses:

• Hypothesis 6: The autonomy need is positively related to free-item experience in a
mobile game.

• Hypothesis 7: The competence need is positively related to free-item experience in a
mobile game.

• Hypothesis 8: The relatedness need is positively related to free-item experience in a
mobile game.

Therefore, our conceptual model is presented in Fig. 1.

3 Method

Our research model is tested with online survey data from a leading freemium mobile
game in Korea. This game is a kind of simple puzzle game. Players can move to a next
stage after finding all pairs of the same patterns during a certain time. We obtain 4,556
qualified responses after deleting 229 invalid responses. Table 1 shows the demo-
graphic information about the respondents.

Partial least squares (PLS) modeling is conducted in SmartPLS 3.0 to evaluate the
proposed model and hypothesized relationships among constructs. We decide to use
PLS because of our data characteristic (i.e. our hypothesized relationships are com-
plicated and few bases have been established) and specific advantages of PLS (i.e.
minimal restrictions on measurement scales, sample distribution, and sample size).

The adequacy of the measurement model is examined based on the criteria of
reliability and validity. Reliability is tested based on the composite reliability
(CR) values. All values of CR are above 0.804. The convergent validity of the scales is
evaluated by criteria [5, 8]. All of the items indicate a loading higher than 0.7 on their
respective constructs, and all of the AVEs range from 0.507 to 0.861. This result shows
that both criteria for convergent validity are acceptable and the measurement items
converge on the same latent construct. To examine discriminant validity, we investigate
the values of the cross-factor loadings and the square root of the AVE. Based on these
test, the research model has the reliability and validity of the constructs.

Fig. 1. Conceptual model
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4 Result and Discussion

Path coefficients and R2 values are obtained by running the PLS algorithm to assess the
predictive performance of the structural model. The model accounts for 1.8% of the
variance in free-item experience, and the model accounts for 30.8% of the variance in
general purchase intention of players. Thus, over 30% of the intention to in-app pur-
chase in mobile game is explained by suggested factors: psychological needs and self-
perception. In addition, the results present strong support for all relationships of the
research model in Fig. 2.

In this study, we observe several significant findings. First, in terms of psycho-
logical needs, the needs of autonomy and relatedness are positively related to intention
to in-app purchase. This result explains that players who have want more options to
play and more friends in game are likely to purchase in-app contents. However,
interestingly, competence need is negatively related to intention to in-app purchase.
This result shows that players who want to get a high score or move to the next stage in
a short time with less trial are not likely to purchase in-app contents. This implies that
the players may want to obtain their achievement in the game without additional cost.
Furthermore, the mediating effects of free-item experience with psychological needs are

Table 1. Demographic information about the respondents (N = 4,556)

Measure Items Frequency Percent

Gender Male 639 14
Female 3917 86

Marital status Single 2518 55.3
Married 2038 44.7

Age <19 91 2
19–24 902 19.8
25–29 846 18.6
30–35 1279 28.1
35< 1438 31.6

Education High school # 710 15.6
University # 2920 64.1
Graduate school # 926 20.3

Income (per month, KRW) <1,000,000 1557 34.2
1,000,000–1,999,999 1242 27.3
2,000,000–2,999,999 1012 22.2
3,000,000–3,999,999 394 8.6
4,000,000–4,999,999 166 3.6
5,000,000–9,999,999 136 3
9,999,999 < 49 1.1

Mobile OS Android 3005 66.0
iOS 1503 33.0
Other 48 1.1
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positively related to intention to in-app purchase. While competence need is negatively
related to purchase intention, free-item experience positively meditates the effect of
competence need to purchase intention. Therefore, for practical implications, our
results suggest that the promotion of offering free items is effective to increase intention
to in-app purchase for players with autonomy, competence and relatedness needs.
Furthermore, game developers need to consider the importance of paying users since
the effect size of purchase experience on purchase intention is the biggest among
suggested factors. For free users, it would be effective aggressively to offer free items
for shaping self-perception.

5 Conclusion and Research Plan

The purpose of this study is to examine key factors affecting in-app purchase and
examines the effect of free-item promotion. We explain the effects of psychological
needs on in-app purchase with the key tenets of self-determination theory and the effect
of free contents on in-app purchase deliberated by self-perception perspective. As a
result, we find that psychological needs of autonomy and relatedness are positively
related to in-app purchase, while competence need is negatively related to in-app
purchase. Moreover, free-item promotion is positively related to in-app purchase.

Although useful implications of our results, the study still requires further refine-
ments. First, this study conducts online survey of players in a suggested game only, so
it is hard to figure out the effect differences of the key factors with other game genre. In
addition, as with most online surveys, participation of our survey is based on self-
selection and the participants are not expected to be representative of all mobile
gamers. Furthermore, we provide free items to players who participate in our survey as
a reward so it can be possible to exaggerate the propensity of players who want to get
free items. Therefore, it can be another research opportunity to conduct additional
analysis by comparing our result to secondary data. Consequently, our research will be
strengthened and elaborated after considering the above-mentioned limitations.

Fig. 2. The research model with empirical results
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a theory of information biases generated by
online physicians/doctors who work on healthcare platforms. We find that the
private information that originates from the expertise of the physicians and their
professional investigations on patients’ reports/messages would induce a per-
sistent bias on diagnostic reports. This information bias would further influence
the demand of online healthcare services in two ways. First, the more skeptical
the rational patients are towards the potentially biased diagnostic information,
the less likely their decision would rely on the diagnostic reports generated by
the physicians. Second, the information bias would make certain types of
diagnosis (medical reports) come up more often than others. We also find that
the private information gives online physicians more incentive to bias their
reports if their return of career concern depends on the reputation of being
providers of accurate diagnostic reports. For the healthcare platform, we find
that the bias can be reduced by restricting the discretion allowed to physicians,
but the platform’s profit would be increased if more bias is allowed. We also
present a variety of testable predictions related to the registration fee charged by
healthcare platforms.

Keywords: Healthcare platform � Information bias � Information provider
Online physicians � Asymmetric information � Bayesian update
Perfect bayesian equilibrium

1 Introduction

In the last few years, healthcare industry has also been influenced by the powerful
Internet. This industry today has experienced numerous challenges, and the most
important one is the rising cost of healthcare. According to CMS (Centers for Medicare
& Medicaid Services) in 2016, the United States spends $3.4 trillion annually on
healthcare which is almost 17% of the country’s GDP, and is currently around twice the
OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) per capita average
(Einav and Levin 2015). People argue that the lack of effective coordination mecha-
nism and information sharing could be the key factors to raise the cost. Therefore, the
Internet and health information technology (HIT) which are treated as effective ways to
address these challenges have been integrated to the healthcare sector. Previous
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researches notice that the adoption of the Internet and HIT can reduce medical errors,
lower healthcare costs, and improve overall quality (e.g., Ayal and Seidman 2009;
Jack and Powers 2004; Khoumbati et al. 2006; Peng et al. 2014). Meanwhile, on the
supply side, companies all over the world are trying to create new online healthcare
platforms or telemedicine, such as Amwell and Zocdoc in the United States, Hao Dai
Fu (“good doctor” in Chinese) in mainland China, and Practo Health in India, to more
effectively connect patients and physicians/doctors so as to reduce the huge cost in
healthcare industry.

However, on the demand side, patients have concerns about the credibility and
quality of online healthcare platforms as well as privacy protection when using these
platforms (Kraschnewski and Gabbay 2013; Zahedi et al. 2016). Meanwhile, anecdotal
evidence also tells us that online healthcare platforms have the same issue as other
online platform, i.e., information asymmetry, which induces market inefficiency. For
instance, according to Oliver Kharraz, founder of Zocdoc (online physician finder and
appointment booker), the lack of trust has hindered physician ratings. Although we
have not obtained any direct empirical evidence to support the conjecture of the
existence of information asymmetry, some studies1 have noticed that patients consider
that online review sites are “very important” or “somewhat important” for picking a
physician. These studies imply that patients are skeptical towards the diagnosis/
information provided by online physicians who work on healthcare platforms. In our
view, this skepticism is generated by information asymmetry between patients and
online physicians. Otherwise, patients would not rely so much on the online reviews to
choose their online physicians.

Therefore, in this paper, we develop a theoretical model to study healthcare plat-
form’s equilibrium discretion strategy (i.e., strategy that grants freedom and flexibility
to online physicians to produce diagnostic reports) and online physicians’ reporting
strategy when there is information asymmetry between patients and online physicians.
We start from a simple assumption: Both the healthcare platform and physicians want
to build a reputation as provider of accurate information. A good reputation would help
the healthcare platform to expand the market demand for their services, i.e., attract
more patients to register and purchase their services. Physicians who work for the
platform would use this reputation for their future career concerns. If the quality of
diagnosis information is difficult to be observed or verified, then patients’ beliefs about
quality of diagnosis information will be largely based on the prior2, i.e., initial belief,
on the platform or physicians. The platform and physicians will then both have an
incentive to alter the diagnostic report in whatever ways that will be most likely to
maximize their profit and improve their reputation in the market.

Our analysis derives several notable results. Our first main result shows that the
platform will tend to set up discretion to allow physicians to distort diagnostic infor-
mation to make it conform with patients’ prior. This is because, an inaccurate or noisy

1 For instance, a study (Hanauer et al. 2014) surveys 2,000 adults in the U.S. and tries to find the
importance of online physician reviews.

2 In reality, this belief could be formed in many different ways. For instance, patients might form this
belief based on the online review on physicians or platforms.
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health description is more likely to generate a diagnostic report that contradicts the
truth. A patient who has a strong prior belief about his true health state will therefore
expect inaccurate diagnostic reports, more often than accurate ones, to contradict that
belief, i.e., patients are skeptical towards reports provided by the platform or physi-
cians. Suppose, for example, a physician reports that a patient who is 31 years old has a
very high risk to get type 2 diabetes. However, if the patient believes this to be highly
unlikely, he will rationally infer that this physician probably has poor expertise in his
field. A platform and physicians who concern about their reputation for accuracy and
profit will therefore tolerate a biased diagnostic report to be consistent with patients’
prior, even if they believe that the evidence is true. In other words, tolerating biases on
diagnostic reports is consistent with profit maximization in equilibrium.

However, if they do not value the rewards of market reputation, or the rewards are
too small, then the platform would not grant any freedom to the physicians’ diagnostic
reports, i.e., no biased reports would be generated in equilibrium. The intuition is that,
when the future reward is small, the physicians’ future benefit from being a good
physician would be small. Therefore, the platform has to pay more to hire physicians,
i.e., the platform’s profit would be decreased. In optimal, we find that the platform’s
registration fee for patients is decreasing with the granted discretion, then the platform
has an incentive to decrease the discretion so as to increase the registration fee which
would further cancel out the increased cost from hiring physicians.

Our second main result is that, when the platform tolerates biases, it has to lower its
registration fee, i.e., the registration fee and biases are negatively correlated. This is
because patients’ skepticism about the possible biases on the diagnostic reports induces
the healthcare platform to set a lower price for its advanced services, and a profit-
maximizing healthcare platform would tolerate biases when it gains more on the supply
side, e.g., lower registration fee, than it loses on the demand side, i.e., market reduction
caused by the equilibrium biased diagnostic reports. In other words, the biased reports
in equilibrium decrease the market demand on the platform’s services. To cancel out
the potential market reduction caused by biased reports, the platform has to lower the
registration fee. We also find that, the registration fee would be decreasing with
patients’ initial belief. This is because strong skepticism on the demand side (i.e.,
patients) would lower the market demand. Therefore, in order to maximize profit, the
platform has to lower the registration fee to attract these skeptical patients.

Thirdly, we present a set of testable predictions (i.e., equilibrium results) on the
optimal registration fee charged by the platform:

(1) It is decreasing with the platform’s marginal revenue from advertising. This is
because, an increase in the marginal revenue of advertising gives the platform an
incentive to increase demand, which further induces the platform to decrease the
registration fee.

(2) It is increasing with patients’ potential loss from a bad health condition and
patients’ marginal cost of taking a precaution. This is because, a high loss from a
bad health condition gives patients an incentive to take advanced consultation to
get more information on whether a precaution or other actions should be taken.
This makes the diagnostic reports from online physicians more valuable. Thus the
platform would charge more from these patients to maximize profit.
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(3) It is increasing with physicians’ expertise and their wage from the platform. First,
more sophisticated physicians usually can identify the true state of patients’ health
condition more often than other physicians. These physicians are more demanded
than others. Therefore, a platform with more sophisticated physicians would
charge more. Second, when physicians’ wage increases, the platform’s cost would
increase. Thus, to offset the increased cost, the platform would charge more from
patients who intend to take advanced consultation.

(4) It is increasing with patients’ potential loss from a bad health condition and
patients’ marginal cost of taking a precaution. This is because, when the cost of
taking a precaution is high, a physician’s report would be more valuable to
patients. Thus the platform would charge more.

Our fourth set of results tells us that, the platform’s optimal profit is increasing with
patients’ marginal cost of taking a precaution and decreasing with patients’ prior of
being in a bad health condition. This is because, when the average marginal cost of
taking a precaution increases, the diagnostic report would be more valuable even if it is
biased; therefore, the registration fee and demand would increase, and the profit would
also increase. However, when a patient initially believes that he is in a bad health
condition with high probability, the value of getting a diagnostic report from a
physician decreases, which further reduces both the registration fee and market
demand. Thus the total profit would decrease accordingly.

The analysis of revenue from advertising derives our last result. The profit is
decreasing with patients’ potential loss from a bad health condition when the marginal
revenue from advertising is large; and is increasing with the loss when the marginal
revenue from advertising is small. This is because, previous result tells us that, high
loss from a bad health condition would induce a high registration fee, which would
further reduce the market demand. When the marginal revenue from advertising is
large, the reduced market demand would reduce revenue from advertising. Then the
total profit would decrease accordingly. However, when the marginal revenue from
advertising is small, the loss from reduced advertising revenue is smaller than the
increased revenue from high price. Then the total profit would increase.

2 Literature Review

The growing importance of healthcare platforms has recently attracted academic
attention. However, there has been a significant lack of relevant research on healthcare
platform per se. To the best of our knowledge, our research is the first analytical paper
to analyze the market incentives of healthcare platforms. Our research is generally
related to three streams of literature.

First, our study is related to the literature of healthcare information technology
(HIT) (e.g., Agarwal et al. 2010; Bhargava and Mishra 2014; Goh et al. 2011; Menon
et al. 2000; Miller and Tucker 2013). Many researchers in this field studied the impact
of digitization of healthcare industry. For instance, Anderson and Agarwal (2011)
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studied under what circumstances patients will be willing to disclose identified personal
health information and allow it to be digitized. Aron et al. (2011) examined how
incremental automation over time and across multiple wards impacts the rate of
medical errors. Kohli and Tan (2016) investigated how Electronic health records
(EHRs) facilitate the integration of patients’ health history for their treatment.

In addition to the impact of digitization of healthcare industry, the impact of the
Internet on healthcare has also attracted significant attention recently. For instance, Yan
and Tan (2014) investigated whether social support exchanged in an online healthcare
community benefits patients’ mental health. Yan et al. (2015) explored the driving
forces to patients’ online social network formation and evolution.

However, most of these previous studies have either focused on factors related to
the supply side of the healthcare market, such as the impact of the adoption of digital
health records on healthcare provider (e.g., Ozdemir et al. 2011), or the demand side of
healthcare market, such as the impact of using telemedicine on patients (e.g., Rajan
et al. 2013). They have overlooked the market of healthcare platforms itself. Thus, our
research differs from prior literature by investigating how market incentives affect
healthcare platforms and online physicians’ actions. Our model can be the building
blocks for future research on the healthcare platform market.

Second, our study is related to the growing literature on peer-to-peer markets. The
goal of healthcare platforms is to facilitate efficient interactions between a large number
of patients and physicians. This requires solving several problems which are typical in
peer-to-peer markets. The most important one is to lower the transaction cost, such as
the cost induced by information asymmetry between patients and online physicians.
A recent literature has asked whether intermediaries, i.e., online platforms, have an
incentive to present search results in ways that lower the transaction cost so as to create
maximal benefits for users. These studies point out that platform incentives may not
align fully with consumers, especially if platforms can obtain higher revenue if a buyer
chooses a special seller (Armstrong and Zhou 2011; Eliaz and Spiegler 2011; Hagiu
and Jullien 2011). This can happen if certain sellers pay higher fees, or are vertically
integrated with the platform (Cornière and Taylor 2014). Our paper has the similar
finding that, the intermediary, i.e., healthcare platform, has an incentive to give online
physicians discretion to bias the diagnostic reports which may not be the best for
patients.

Third, our work is also closely related to the economics literature on herding on the
priors. This literature studies how an agent’s actions depend on prior beliefs of factors
that may determine the agent’s utility. Prendergast (1993) found that this dependence
could drive workers to bias the reports to match the information that managers have
received, and valuable information could be lost in equilibrium. Moreover, Branden-
burger and Polak (1996) studied how shareholders’ priors affect managers’ decisions
which may affect stock prices. In contrast to this literature, the interaction we model
here in turn generates an inefficient equilibrium, and biased information could be
sustained by rational healthcare platforms and online physicians.
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3 Theoretical Issues: Information in the Market
of Healthcare Platforms

The most important aspect that our model considers is the information asymmetry3 in
the market of healthcare platforms. In our view, the market of healthcare platforms has
private information about:

(1) The true health condition of patients who register on the platform, especially for
patients who have chronic diseases4, such as type 2 diabetes.

(2) The ability or the expertise of the physicians who register on the platform.
(3) The reporting strategy of physicians when they generate diagnostic reports.

Let us consider a world with two states, and each state represents the true health
condition of each patient. Therefore, if patients value their own health condition, their
utility would depend on these states. Meanwhile, patients also have information about
which state of the world will be realized more likely if they do not take any actions. If
patients honestly report their health condition to the physicians, then physicians would
also have private information about the world. In general, physicians’ information
would be more reliable than that from patients, and the accuracy of the information
would depend on physicians’ ability or expertise, and how they report it. For instance,
given a chronic disease, e.g., type 2 diabetes, a senior physician usually has more
knowledge about the possible complications of this disease than a junior physician who
is new in the career, especially for chronic diseases. A patient may believe that he is
going to die if a surgery is not taken; however, a senior physician’s experience might
indicate otherwise.

In our model, we assume that information provided by physicians is not verifiable.
In other words, information provided by physicians cannot be credibly revealed to the
patients5. We still use type 2 diabetes as our example to demonstrate the idea. A pa-
tient’s high blood level could be triggered by several causes such as unhealthy diet.
However, at the beginning, the online physician cannot convince the patient that his
problem is caused by unhealthy diet. The physician could spend more time with

3 The existence of information asymmetry between patients and physicians has been recognized in the
economics literature for a long time. For instance in Arrow (1963), he points out that: “…physician is
using his knowledge to the best advantage… the patient does not, at least in his belief, know as much
as the physician…”

4 Previous research, e.g., Jemal et al. (2005), has noticed that chronic diseases are a major factor which
causes mortality and disability in the United States. Studies (e.g., Thorpe et al. 2004) also find that
chronic diseases might be the main part of the 18% of the GDP in the United States which is the total
healthcare spending in the United States. According to Johns Hopkins University (2004), about 140
million Americans have at least one chronic condition, and an estimated value indicates that nearly
50% of Americans will have at least one by 2030.

5 In economics, especially in the literature of contract theory, e.g., Tirole (1986), this information is
also called soft information which is different from the definition of soft information in the IS
literature.
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follow-up tests to provide further evidence to convince the patient, but the result of
such further effort would be subject to the initial belief (prior) of the patient.

This assumption could induce physicians on the platform to choose the following
equilibrium predictions. If an online physician’s experience tells him that the patient’s
true health condition is not consistent with the patient’s belief, the physician could
truthfully report the observed information or misreport it by following patient’s beliefs
despite what he observes. If the observed information is consistent with patient’s belief,
the physician could truthfully report the information to follow patient’s belief or go
against it by misreporting the information.

Furthermore, the feature of non-verifiability of information and the benefit from
advanced services give online physicians incentives to bias information, i.e., the moral
hazard problem, in another dimension, i.e., encourage patients to purchase advanced
services using the diagnostic reports. For instance, after reading a patient’s health
description, an online physician could generate a report:

“…The patient is experiencing high risk to [early stage of] type 2 diabetes, and we suggest the
patient take an advanced service from our online platform to do a follow-up treatment/testing
or get further physical examination from the recommended medical center…”

From this report, it is hard for patients or any other professional medical centers to
verify if the information provided here represents the truth. Patients usually update their
beliefs on their true heath condition based on this report and decide whether to take
further actions, such as an advanced service from the platform, which would be ben-
eficial to online physicians and the platform.

All these specifications on the information structure on the market reflect the fact
that, the uncertainty on the market of healthcare platforms comes from:

(1) the system (the state of patients’ true health condition is not realized);
(2) online physicians’ private expertise (adverse selection);
(3) the platform’s hidden action during information reporting (moral hazard).

Noteworthy, we also emphasize that information is the key to drive the equilibrium
actions of patients, online physicians and the healthcare platform.

4 The Model

Let us consider a market with a continuum of patients, one online healthcare platform,
and a finite number of physicians6 who work on the healthcare platform. A Patient may
use the healthcare platform to get health service through consulting with an online
physician. The patient may choose a costly action, which will be specified later, after

6 This setup induces that the number of patients is larger than the number of physicians in the market.
We use this setup to capture the fact that physician is scare resource in the market.
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consulting with the physician. In the consultation, patients will honestly7 send detailed
information8 (messages) on their health condition to online physicians.

The patients are assumed to be rational in the sense that:

(1) They update their beliefs on the health condition of themselves by the Bayes’ rule
after observing diagnostic reports from a physician.

(2) They optimally choose their actions given the beliefs. Patients who register for the
advanced service will base their actions on the diagnostic report, and those who
do not register will base their actions on their prior information.

The platform sets up price or registration fee for advanced consultation9 and dis-
cretion10 for physicians to maximize the profit. Here, we consider the discretion as a
part of the reputation of the platform. We also allow the platform to get profit from
advertising which is positively related to the number of patients who register for
advanced consultation. For physicians, they could observe private information on each
patient’s true health condition by analyzing the message provided by them. This private
information and the discretion granted by the online platform provide an opportunity to
physicians to bias the diagnostic report.

We assume that all physicians who work on the same platform are homogeneous11

in terms of their expertise. Therefore, each patient gets the same service across all
physicians from the platform. We also assume that the diagnostic reports generated by
physicians are demanded by patients and can be used by the patients for their further
decisions. This assumption induces that patients will endogenously become informed
on their true health condition by registering on the healthcare platform or remain
uninformed by not registering.

We use Fig. 1 to illustrate the interactions among patients, online physicians, and
the healthcare platform.

7 The goal of this paper is to analyze the bias generated by online healthcare platforms, so we assume
that patients always truthfully report information about their health condition to physicians. This
assumption would simplify our analysis but does not influence the main results.

8 For instance, patients and physicians could communicate through online chatting functions provided
by the platform (see Hao Dai Fu in the Chinese market as an example). However in this paper, we do
not model the details of this communication process, but simply assume that, at the end of a
communication, an honest message will always be sent from a patient to a physician.

9 In reality, there might be two consultations across different platforms. In the first one, which is
usually free, patients communicate with online physicians to get general information about each
other. If a patient wants to have a further and more professional consultation, he needs to make a
payment. The amount of payment is usually determined by the platform. In this model, we do not
consider the difference between the two consultations.

10 Here, we borrow the word “discretion” from the economics literature, e.g., Kydland and Prescott
(1977), to describe the freedom or flexibility of online physicians’ actions. More discretion implies
that online physicians face lower restriction on the contents of diagnostic reports. In a very extreme
case (i.e., highest discretion), physicians could write whatever they want to write. Less discretion
implies higher restriction on the contents of the diagnostic reports. For instance, the platform may
put strong moral standards on physicians’ actions and does not allow them to write any information
which does not consistent with the verifiable evidence.

11 We could extend this to a setting with heterogeneous physicians. However, main results still hold
and no new insights would be generated through this complicated extension.
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4.1 Information Structure

We assume that the true health condition of each patient is described by a binary state
x 2 X ¼ B,Gf g, where B is bad state indicating that a patient is in a bad health
condition and would have some loss if no action is taken, and G is a good state
indicating that the patient is healthy or any other conditions which would not induce
any loss if no action is taken. The prior distribution of the state is Prob(B) = p0 2
ð0; 1Þ. Physicians from the online healthcare platform can use their expertise to analyze
the information reported by patients and obtain information about the true state. After
the analysis, the physician privately observes a noisy signal s 2 b;/f g which is
related to the true state. The relation between the signal and the true state is described
by the following probability distribution:

Prob s ¼ bjx ¼ Bð Þ ¼ q 2 ð0; 1Þ and Prob s ¼ bjx ¼ Gð Þ ¼ 0.
Here, we explain the parameter q as a measure of the average level of physicians’

expertise on this healthcare platform12. Higher q indicates that, on average, physicians
are more sophisticated in their fields. This information structure implicitly assume that:
If a patient is healthy, the physician would never observe a signal indicating that the
patient is in a bad health condition. This assumption is used to simplify the analysis13.
We also assume that, for the physicians, the cost of diagnosis (i.e., the analysis on the
information provided patients) is normalized to zero.

Based on the s, the physician generates a diagnostic report to the patient. The
strategy of the physician is a diagnostic report conditional on the observed signal. In
general, we would consider a mixed strategy, i.e.,

rðsÞ ¼ Prob(r ¼ bjsÞ 2 ð0; 1Þ

where r 2 b;/f g is the action (i.e., a report) of a physician. We assume that if the
diagnosis shows that the patient is in a bad condition, the physician would always tells

Fig. 1. Interactions among Patients, Online Physicians, and the Healthcare Platform

12 Since we assume that physicians are homogeneous in terms of their expertise, we can also use q to
measure a representative physician’s expertise.

13 In general, we could consider a more general case under which, with positive probability, the
physicians could observe a signal indicating that the patient is in a bad condition. This
generalization would only complicate our analysis, but would not affect the main results and no new
insights would be generated.
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the truth, i.e., we would focus on the equilibrium under which rðbÞ ¼ 114. To simplify
the notation, we let r � rð/Þ This means that, given that a physician observes s ¼ /,
he truthfully reports r ¼ / with probability 1� r, and with probability r, he biases the
report as r ¼ b. As will be shown below, in equilibrium, physicians will choose to fully
exercise the discretion granted by the platform.

4.2 Patients’ Preference

In this paper, we assume that patients have a demand for diagnostic reports that can
improve their health condition or make them believe that they are healthy. We assume
that, each patient has a utility function15 as follow:

uðdjBÞ ¼ bðd � 1Þ�a½bðd � 1Þ2 � cdb;

if he has a bad health condition and chooses an action d 2 0; 1f g. Here a 2 ½0;A� is
a measure of patients’ risk aversion; and b[ 0 is the loss of a patient, if he has a bad
health condition and does not take any treatment. If he is healthy, then there is no loss.
We use d 2 0; 1f g to indicate the patient’s action, where 0 means that no treatment is
taken, and 1 means that a treatment is taken. If he takes a treatment, he has to pay a
total cost of cb, where c 2 ½1; 1þAbÞ16 is the marginal cost of taking a treatment.
Here, we also assume that if the patient takes a treatment, the total cost would depend
on his health condition, which is modeled to be cb. High value of b indicates serious
health issue which requires high cost.

Under this preference, the decision on whether to take a treatment is not necessarily
connected with whether to register for advanced services on the healthcare platform.
This means that, if patients do not engage into the communication with online
physicians, they still could choose whether to take a treatment based on their current
information. The key difference between a treatment after observing a diagnostic report
and a treatment without it is whether to pay the registration fee to the platform.

We assume that patients are differentiated by the risk aversion parameter a, which is
uniformly distributed on ½0;A�. Here, patients with high risk aversion are more willing
to take a treatment, whereas patients with low risk aversion are more willing to bear the
risk of getting a worse health condition. For instance, the bad state could be that a
patient is getting type 2 diabetes, a high risk aversion patient would be willing to take a
treatment and a low risk aversion patient would not.

14 It can be proved that this is an equilibrium strategy for the physician. If we use the more general
setup here, we have to deal with the issue of multiple equilibria which only complicates the analysis
with no new insights.

15 To be more precise, the utility defined here is the utility before paying the registration fee F.
16 This assumption is purely for technical reason. If c > 1 + Ab, then no patient would act even if

he/she is in a bad condition. If c < 1, each patient would act no matter what report is generated,
which means there is no demand for health reports.
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4.3 Timing

The sequence of interactions in the model is as follow:

(1) Nature determines the state of the world, i.e., the true health condition of patients.
(2) The online healthcare platform sets up the discretion or the standard, r, to online

physicians, and hire physicians from the labor market by paying a wage w[ 0 to
each of them.

(3) Physicians choose to accept or reject the offer.
(4) The online health platform sets up a price F for advanced consultation which is

publicly observed.
(5) If patients decide to pay and engage in the advanced consultation, they honestly

send information about their health condition to physicians.
(6) Physicians privately observe a signal s 2 b;/f g by analyzing the information

provided by patients and strategically generate a diagnostic report r 2 b;/f g to
each patient;

(7) After observing the reports, patients update beliefs and choose further decisions:
Whether to take a treatment or not.

We use perfect Bayesian equilibrium to solve the game.

5 Main Results

Due to the limit of space, we only list main results in this section.

Proposition 1:

(1) pb [ p0 if r 2 ð0; 1Þ, and pb ¼ 1 if r ¼ 0.
(2) pb is decreasing with r and increasing with q.
(3) P/ is decreasing with q and p/\p0.
(4) Prob(r ¼ bÞ is increasing with r.

Proposition 2: Patients would always choose d ¼ 0 if a 2 ½0; aL�, and always choose
d ¼ 1 if a 2 ½aH ;A�, no matter whether or not they pay for advanced consultation to
get diagnostic reports from physicians.

Proposition 3:

(1) Patients would pay for advanced consultation if a 2 ðaL; aHÞ.
(2) The market demand for advanced consultation is decreasing with the fee charged

by the platform, and is decreasing with the bias.
(3) Patients’ expected surplus is increasing with q and decreasing with r. Meanwhile,

the expected surplus is increasing with a when a 2 ðaL; aMÞ and decreasing with
a when a 2 ðaM ; aHÞ.
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Proposition 4: The optimal fee charged by the platform for advanced consultation, F�,
is

(1) decreasing with the discretion r, patients’ initial belief p0, and the marginal
revenue from advertising m; and

(2) increasing with patients’ potential loss from a bad health condition b, patients’
marginal cost of taking a precaution c, physicians’ expertise q, and physicians’
wage from the platform w.

Proposition 5: The platform’s optimal profit is increasing with patients’ marginal cost
of taking a precaution C and decreasing with patients’ prior of being in a bad health
condition. Meanwhile, it is decreasing with patients’ potential loss from a bad health
condition b when the marginal revenue from advertising m is large; and is increasing
with the loss when the marginal revenue from advertising m is small.

Proposition 6: The optimal contract offered by the platform, ðw; rÞ, to online
physicians has the following properties:

1) The optimal discretion would be r� ¼ 0 if R is small or r� 2 ð0; rUÞ if R is
large.

(2) When q > 3/4 and the revenue from advertising is large, the optimal discretion
would be r� ¼ 0.

(3) In optimal, online physicians would fully exercise the discretion granted by the
platform, i.e.,r� ¼ r�.

(4) The optimal wage w� is decreasing with the discretion allowed by the platform.

6 Policy Implications

In this paper, we argue that the following factors would play key roles in determining
the optimal diagnostic reporting strategy of the healthcare platform and physicians,
including the non-verifiability of diagnostic reports, patients’ initial belief on their
health condition and the future rewards of being a good platform or physician. We next
highlight two policy implications based on our equilibrium results.

First, the inefficiency, i.e., biased diagnostic report, of the market of healthcare
platforms is caused by the non-verifiability of the diagnostic reports generated by
physicians. This is mainly caused by the expertise of physicians which has been
noticed by both researchers (e.g., Arrow 1963) and the media (e.g., The New York
Times 2010) for a long time. The market of healthcare platforms could reduce patients’
searching cost; however, based on our analysis, the transaction cost induced by
information asymmetry, especially the unverifiable information provided by physi-
cians, still cannot be reduced by the Internet or other HIT. Proposition 6 proposed one
possible solution to alleviate the problem, i.e., increasing the platform’s revenue from
advertising. Because the high revenue from advertising would lower the platform’s and
physicians’ incentives to bias diagnostic reports. Thus, the government or regulator
could encourage healthcare platforms to get high revenue from advertising by reducing
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the tax rate on the income of advertising; or they can subsidize firms or organizations
which want to advertise on healthcare platforms.

The second implication also comes from Proposition 6 which indicates that,
reducing physicians’ outside option could alleviate the bias. For instance, the gov-
ernment or regulator could increase the supply of physicians who are qualified to work
online. This would increase the competition of the labor market of online physicians.
It would further lower their outside option when they sign contract with the platform.
According to our prediction, low outside option would reduce the platform’s cost of
hiring physicians which would further decrease the registration fee. However, this
gives the platform an incentive to reduce the discretion to increase the profit, which has
been predicted in Proposition 4.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new model to study the healthcare platform’s equilibrium
discretion strategy (i.e., restriction to online physicians’ diagnostic reports) and online
physicians’ reporting strategy when there is information asymmetry between patients
and online physicians. The most interesting result we find is that truthfully reporting
may not happen in equilibrium. This result does not arise from patients’ preferences on
diagnostic reports. Instead, it arises as an equilibrium result because rational healthcare
platforms and physicians have desire to stay on the market for the long-term returns of
reputation. When the platform tolerates biases, it has to lower its registration fee to
maintain profit. However, if they do not value the market reputation, the platform
would not grant any freedom to physicians’ diagnostic reports, i.e., no biased report
would be generated in equilibrium.

Healthcare platforms are a product of innovation in the healthcare market. The
outcome of innovation strongly depends on the government’s preferences and actions.
Therefore, in another extension, we could also consider more government behaviors in
the model. Overall, our model can be the basic building blocks for future studies.
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Abstract. Organizations continue to invest in marketing strategies through
various social media platforms in order to enhance engagement. Building
engagement is said to help companies to gain more profit and contribute to their
social responsibility (Du et al. 2010). Users follow companies for access to
coupons, deals and events. Users like, retweet and share posts, and can rec-
ommend the company to family or friends via WOM. Understanding the drivers,
process and importance of social media engagement behavior is highly relevant
for social media managers. Their inferences are critical for the establishment of
effective customer relationship, which directly affect the company’s revenue. In
this study, we examine the effect of user’s comments, and the sentiment of these
comments, on firms’ social media content strategies. Previous research has
demonstrated that engagement can be stimulated by firm strategies, however we
consider a more dynamic relationship through the exploration of how firm
strategy can be driven by social media engagement, and more specifically user
comments. In doing so, this model contributes to a deeper understanding of the
dyadic relationship between firm social media strategy and social media
engagement.

Keywords: Social media � Content strategy � User engagement
User influence

1 Introduction

Social media (SM) can provide value to businesses by enabling the formation of online
customer communities to support branding, sales, customer service, and product
development (Culnan et al. 2010). Recent reports demonstrate that SM influences
businesses’ bottom line and brand image, and firms should strategise their social media
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presence to align it with their business strategies (Wessel 2011), because recent digital
transformations have altered the role of customers from passive to active users. Active
users can raise complaints or compliments publicly to a large audience in real time.
Traditional customer relationship management (CRM) was designed to build and
maintain profitable customer relationship by providing higher customer value and
satisfaction (Sen and Sinha 2011), however social media platforms have changed the
way firms build and maintain relationships with their customers. For example, SM
enables customers to spread their thoughts and feelings to the vast amount of users,
which can often be negative, and organizations have difficulties aligning their response
strategies in such a dynamic, fast-moving environment (Schultz et al. 2012).

While, previous research has demonstrated that engagement can be stimulated by
firm strategies (Dolan et al. 2016), in this study we consider a more dynamic rela-
tionship through the exploration of how firm strategy can be driven by social media
engagement and more specifically user comments. As such, the proposed model
contributes to a deeper understanding of the dyadic relationship between firm social
media strategy and social media engagement.

This study aims to fill the gap in the literature about the dynamic nature of inter-
action with customers and firms by this research question: “How is firms’ social
media strategy influenced by user engagement behavior?”. Through investigating this
question, we focus on the fundamental aspects of users’ reverberate power provided by
social media. The core idea is to examine the effect of social media engagement on firm
content generation. We will analyze users fan page activities in one period and see the
related effect on fan page content strategy including the frequency, format and tape of
the posts on the following period.

2 Social Media Engagement

The conceptualization and definition of engagement varies across multiple disciplines
and contexts. For example, organizational behavior literature suggests that engagement
is physically, emotionally or cognitively expressed through task behaviors (Bowden
2009). By comparison, in the discipline of social psychology, engagement is described
as an initiative and adequate response to social stimuli (Jennings and Stoker 2004).
Within marketing and information system literature, engagement has been characterized
as an ongoing emotional, cognitive and behavioral activation state (Brodie et al. 2011).

Scholars argue that customer engagement on social media platforms is the future of
customer-firm interactions (Bijmolt et al. 2010). These newly minted active users raise
complaints or compliments about firms on social media platforms and it has been
shown that firm behavior or actions affect customer engagement on firm social media
pages, and the engagement effect is stronger for loyal customers (Rishika et al. 2013).
We posit the flip side and ask if increase in engagement leads to changes in firms’
strategy. Answering this question helps social media researchers and marketers to find
the missing link of the user and firm interaction dynamics. We want to investigate
about the effect and power of users in leading social media content generation process.

Since social media entices both positive and negative sentiments/comments from
the users, it is a double-edged sword for businesses (Gu and Ye 2014). Therefore,
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understanding user behavior and strategies employed in user-firm interactions would
help firms in developing effective social media strategies. Researchers have categorized
users based on their observed behavior and interaction with other users. It has been
shown that users with high levels of engagement in company fan page have high level
of engagement with the firm’s product and brands (McAlexander et al. 2002).

User comments on the firms’ social media content have the potential to be positive
or negative for the firm, based on the valence of the content (Van Doorn et al. 2010).
Positively-valenced engagement behavior is reflected in favourable or affirmative
behaviors, whereas negatively-valenced engagement behavior is exhibited through
unfavorable behaviors (Hollebeek and Chen 2014). Positively-valenced behaviors often
reflect heightened levels of customer engagement and include activities such as
‘sharing’ a brand post to a friend with a recommendation to experience the offer (Van
Doorn et al. 2010). We propose that this will have different effects on firm social media
strategy. Remember that the model is all about comments and sentiment and the effect
of this.

While the nature of social media influences the degree to which customers engage
with the organization (Malthouse et al. 2013), little research has investigated how
engagement, in particular the sentiment of this engagement may affect the organiza-
tional level decisions.

3 Social Media Content Strategy

Researchers agree that relevant, appropriate and valuable content is critical for social
media engagement on fan pages. However, one needs to understand how customers
value content and why do they even engage with fan pages. Extant literature suggests
four main reasons for customer engagement- social interactions (Ashley and Tuten
2015; Park et al. 2009), informational needs (Cvijikj and Michahelles 2013), enter-
tainment needs (De Vries et al. 2012) and monetary incentives. Social interaction in fan
pages refers to writing comments, feedback, propagating information by sharing, liking
and etc.

Customers engage with fan page if content provided there fulfills their information
needs. Therefore, the message might address functional appeals, experiential appeal or
comparative appeal (Ashley and Tuten 2015). The information might be about product
deals, availability, price and product related aspects. Therefore, content categories
including educational, functional and employee brand posts fit to the informational
message strategy. Interactional content emphasis on the consumer-brand interactions
that materialize in social media channels. For instance, contents related to current
events, personal, brand community and customer relationship is considered interac-
tional content. Other content categories such as emotional, experiential, brand reso-
nance and social causes address transformational content strategy (Tafesse and Wien
2017). We group all these 12 content categories in three broader message strategy (i.e.,
transformational, informational and interactional), we plan to study the effect consumer
engagement behavior on each type of the related content that will be generated on the
next period.
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This study offers a detailed exploration of which type of content is more favorable
from the user point of view and does this attraction has any effect on the firm content
strategy. The conceptual model extends the work of recent scholars (De Vries et al.
2012; Dolan et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2013) to include twelve brand post strategies Tafesse
and Wien (2017). In the current models in the literature, social media content is studied
in more general categories. But in this research for increasing the research accuracy,
precision and reliability, we analyses social media content in more detail level and then
combine the result of first stage in three broader categories.

Content Freshness
Freshness (recency) (Lewandowski 2008) is the amount of firm activity on its own fan
page and captures the recency of a new content. Chung et al. (2014) address this
strategy as the influence duration in their studies. Freshness is calculated by the average
time gap between two successive posts by a firm in a given period (e.g., every fort-
night). A few recent studies like Chung et al. (2014) have argued that the amount of
firm social media activities has direct effect on social media engagement. In this sit-
uation they could earn considerable respect and could imagine corresponding returns in
the future (Kankanhalli et al. 2005; Wasko and Faraj 2005).

In this research we focus on the content freshness. In this research we will con-
centrate on firm proactive content generation role of firms on their fan pages. In future
studies we can include firms’ passive role in terms of responding to users in the
conceptual model.

4 Theory, Methodology, and Research Design

Customers and firms flock to social media platforms, often with different objectives.
For example, while customers may engage with firms on social media platforms to
complain or complement about products/services, aftersales and information about
promotions and vouchers, firms may solicit customers to increase brand awareness,
advertising and learn about their market and competition. Therefore, we argue that
customers and firms may find themselves misaligned in terms of content strategy on fan
pages. Indeed, recent studies have shown how firms and customers tend to focus on
different topics on social media platforms (Shahbaznezhad 2016a; b).

User on social media platforms are heterogeneous not only in their preferences for
content but also in their engagement (Shahbaznezhad and Tripathi 2015), hence, it is
often challenging for firms to understand the myriad of user engagement strategies
from different user types and translate that into their social media content strategies.
Therefore, we posit, that investigating the effect of user engagement on firms’ social
media content strategies is anything but trivial.

We draw from Actor-network theory (ANT) in order to explore our conceptual
model. ANT introduces actor-network as the heterogeneous network of aligned inter-
ests, including people, organizations and standards that interacting in the context of
technological artefacts (Walsham 1997). ANT concentrates on the infrastructure of
actor-networks and try to answer how they are formed, how they can fall apart not
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attempt to explain why a network exists. Through relying on this theory we can justify
why social media engagement behavior that are represented by users (human) is an
important to be addressed as the driver of this study and conceptual model. Actors
operate in the context of rules and strategies that are designed by fan page owners
(companies). Actors’ perceptions and interactions are guided by rules. Within social
media platforms, Actors such as fans share perceptions, problem-agendas, norms,
preferences, etc. They tell similar stories of their past and future in a network.

In addition, social rule system theory guides the development on the conceptual
model. Burns and Flam (1987) attempt to analyze the dynamic relationships between
actors and structure. In this theory human agency, strategic behavior and struggles are
important but situated in the context of wider structures. Actors interact within the
constraints and opportunities of existing structures and they restructure these systems
simultaneously. The added value of this dynamic interaction is that the ‘rules of the
game’ are not fixed, but may change during the game, over time. The notion of ‘playing
games’ also highlights that social (inter)action is not necessarily harmonious. The
consequence of these multiple games is that elements of these systems co-evolve
(Geels 2004).

We take the concept of users as game changers (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010) to
employ the aforementioned theories to scrutinize the dynamic relationship between
users and firms in social media fan pages. We investigate the signals from users and
explore the way in which firms may change their approach on their fan pages as a
result. As such, we have collected data from four pacific airlines and three platforms
including Facebook, twitter and Instagram over a 12 month period. The dataset was
split into two sections and we will study the effect of social media engagement in the
first period on the firms’ content strategy on the second time period. Figure 1 provides
the conceptual model of the proposed relationships between social media engagement
behavior and firms content strategy.

Fig. 1. Proposed conceptual model
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Social media engagement behavior includes the number of comments, positiveness
and negativeness of comments, number of likes, and number of shares for each post. In
this research we concentrate on the active engagement behavior that is commenting. As
it discussed former, comment sentiment can be important that we take into consider-
ation in our research design. Social media content strategy includes two overarching
elements; content type and freshness. Content type is categorized into three main
categories as informational, interactional, and transformational. These categories covers
12 specific brand post elements as conceptualized by Tafesse and Wien (2017). The
research will influence of communication on social media engagement behavior and
demonstrates how social media engagement behavior (shown in H1–H5) may influence
social media content strategy. Figure 1 demonstrates the hypothesized relationships
between these constructs.

The Main Hypotheses Are:
Firstly, it is hypothesized that when specific types of content (i.e. informational,
interactional, and transformational) receive an increased number of comments, firms
will be likely to alter their social media content strategy in the form of increasing the
use of the type of informational, interactional, or transformational content. As such, we
predict:

H1. The number of comments made on informational content is significantly and
positively related to an increase in informational content use.
H2. The number of comments made on interactional content is significantly and
positively related to an increase in interactional content use.
H3. The number of comments made on transformational content is significantly and
positively related to an increase in transformational content use.

Additionally, a significant relationship is expected to occur between the number of
comments and the frequency at which new content is posted by the firm. An increase in
the number of comments is hypothesized to increase content freshness (i.e. more
frequent posting). Comparatively, a decrease in the number of comments may cause a
firm to post content less frequently, hence reducing content freshness. As such, we
predict:

H4. The number of comments made on each type of content is significantly and
positively related to content freshness

H4a. An increase in the number of comments for each type of content will
increase content freshness
H4b. A decrease in the number of comments for each type of content will reduce
content freshness

Finally, our research considers the moderating role of content sentiment on the
relationship between the number of comments and the firm’s social media content
strategy. Firms that receive negative comments on specific types of content may
decrease their use of that content, whereas positive comments are likely to result in an
increase of related content, hence significantly impacting on social media content
strategy. Therefore, we predict:
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H5. The relationship between the number of comments and each social media
content type is positively (negatively) moderated by the positiveness (negativeness)
of comments.

Empirical research is being conducted to apply the model to a dataset collected
from four major Pacific airlines; Air New Zealand, Jetstar, Qantas and Virgin Australia.
We selected airline industry with limited service to control for homogeneity of product
type and controlling the indirect effect of social media behavior. This study uses a
novel approach to data collection, through Facebook, and Instagram API to extract data
from airline industry. This process generated 8 sub-sets of data (4 airlines on 2 plat-
forms), allowing analysis of social media engagement behavior and brand post strategy
across and between brands and platforms. In this study, we employ multivariate
analysis of variance to perform data analysis and find the significance relationship
between different variables in our theoretical model.

In this study we measure user engagement by the number of users comments for
content categories (informational, interactional, and transformational), however, rich
social media technologies allow for a wide range of measures to capture user
engagement, such as measuring the temporal nature of user engagement, depth and
breadth of user engagement, diversity of user base, etc. Further, the dynamic and
temporal nature of these engagements may require longitudinal models to examine the
effect of user engagement on firms’ social media content strategies.

5 Results and Expected Outcomes

Theoretical and practical outputs from this research are expected. The key theoretical
result of the complete paper is to contribute to the social media literature by proposing a
model covering the overlooked areas in the firm decision making process in social
media environment. Uncovering existing behavioral and technological patterns in the
commercial-based communication is an expected result. This result provides an
ontology of the underlying components of customers and firm relationship from a
socio-technical point of view. Therefore, by discovering types of user’s engagement in
firm’s social media fan page we will create the chance of contributing to motivational
and behavioral aspects of online customers from a sociology and marketing perspec-
tive. Recognizing the factors affecting and predicting firms’ behavior to continue or
change their engagement strategy over time is the anticipated result. As a product of
answering these two questions, online behavioral learning would be our contribution to
the literature.

Furthermore, the projected research has potential for practical entailments for social
commerce environment partners. At the end, firms can find better intuition about the
different types of problems, market strategies, ways of applying different mechanisms
and platforms, and different types of customer intentions.
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6 Conclusion

Social media users can produce immediately huge waves of outrage that is called online
firestorms (Huber et al. 2012). These firestorms impose new challenges to the firms. In
this way, roles of the firms in social media bring new concerns for companies’
strategists. As Culnan et al. (2010) discussed, in the absence of the capability to outline
and measure the results of social media strategies, it is challenging that firms align their
fan page initiatives with organizational goals and generate business value. This
research will investigate the effect of the current users comments (both positive and
negative in sentiment) on the firms future actions, specifically, their social media
content strategy. Therefore, we conceptualized the potential effects of social media
engagement- comments on fan page content strategy over time. The main assumption
of this research is that firms as active actors consistently monitor their social media fan
pages and following their observation they readjust firms’ strategies.
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Abstract. In this paper, we develop a framework to generally char-
acterize the equilibrium trial and pricing strategies of oligopoly soft-
ware market, when there exist competition, network effects (external-
ities), uncertainty on software functionality, network maintaining cost
and compatibility issues. We find that, in equilibrium, the restriction on
network effects is decreasing with network effects, but increasing with
consumers’ basic willingness to pay. Meanwhile, the restriction on func-
tionality is increasing with the posterior on the functionality after trial.
The equilibrium price has a non-linear relation with the equilibrium net-
work effects in a monopoly market and a market with completely incom-
patible software. However, the equilibrium price is set to maintaining
cost in a market with completely compatible software. Moreover, we find
that incompatibility could generate an equilibrium under which identical
firms choose different trial and pricing strategies, and all consumers who
want to purchase software are divided by firms on the market.

Keywords: Software trial · Pricing · Market competition
Network effects · Compatibility

1 Introduction

Different free trial strategies (policies) have been adopted by software firms to
promote their products in the last two decades, and they have become increas-
ingly popular. Current research on software trial, in terms of both empirical
studies (e.g., Lee and Tan (2013)) and theoretical studies (e.g., Cheng and Tang
(2010), Cheng and Liu (2012), Niculescu and Wu (2014)) pointed out that, there
are two general forms of software trial on market: time-locked free trial and free
“demo”. However, one critical limitation of these studies is that they only focused
on a monopoly market. We thus develop an oligopoly model to analyze optimal
trial and pricing strategies, when there are both competition and network effects
on software market. Our model differs from previous research in three ways: (1)
we have two competing firms that produce software with the same functionality
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2018
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but may have different network effects; (2) we address the issue of “compat-
ibility” or“standardization” on information goods; (3) we characterize a more
general trial strategy.

Our model differs from previous research in three ways:

1. We have two software firms competing on the market. They produce software
with the same functionality but may have different network effects.

2. We consider the issue of “compatibility” or“standardization” on information
goods.

3. We seek to find the trial strategies in a more general way, rather than only
focus on one specified trial strategy, e.g., time-locked free trial or free “demo”
version with limited functionality.

Our paper mainly contributes to the research on product (software) trial and
sampling in the information systems and marketing literature. Previous theoret-
ical research on sampling, such as Goering (1985), Heiman et al. (2001), focused
on consumer learning on physical products during trial process. Their results
provided insights on the optimal sampling effect of a firm over time and the
dynamic of product diffusion. Bawa and Shoemaker (2004) studied the effect of
free sampling of physical goods, and found that free samples can really influence
the firms’ sales in the long term. Amir Heiman (1996) studied the optimal demon-
stration time of physical goods, such as motor vehicle and computer hardware.
This is related to time-locked trials which are popular in the software industry.

Recent theoretical research by Dey et al. (2013) addressed the software free
trial issue specifically. They focused on the time-locked trail of software, and
studied the optimal time-locked trial from the view of consumer learning. In
our view, the studies by Cheng and Tang (2010), Cheng and Liu (2012), are
perhaps the most relevant ones to our research. Their results indicated that the
monopolist’s optimal trial strategies are closely related to the network effects.
Empirical research on software trial is still limited. Lee and Tan (2013) used
data from Download.com to study what factors make free-trial software more
attractive than others. They found that user ratings influence the performance
of software free trial through a diffusion process.

One critical limitation of these studies is that they assume the market is
occupied by a monopolist. This could simplify the analysis. However, we can-
not figure out how the market power would influence the market equilibrium
and social welfare. Meanwhile, previous research, e.g., Brynjolfsson and Kemerer
(1996), Economides and Katsamakas (2006), Sen (2007), has noticed that soft-
ware market competition could largely influence equilibrium price, sales, prof-
itability, and social welfare. Our paper thus differs from previous research on
software trial by introducing market competition. We find that, the competition
would induce multiple equilibria, extending the set of optimal trial and pricing
strategies. Therefore, our results have more implications.
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2 Model

2.1 Firms

Let us consider an environment with two software firms (oligopoly), and each of
them only produces one software. The software is perfectly substitute to each
other on the functionality, i.e., they have the same functionality, but may not
be compatible to each other. The compatibility issue will be explained later. We
assume that the full functionality is only privately observed by each firm, but
not by consumers. Therefore, each firm has incentive to signal their common
functionality to consumers through a proper designed trial strategy. Formally,
we assume the full functionality s̃ ∈ {s, 0} is a random variable.

Each firm i ∈ {1, 2} simultaneously (i.e., independently) develops its own
software, and releases it to a market with its own trial strategy1 (Ai, Bi) ∈
[0, 1] × [0, 1] and price pi > 0. Here, the free trials would put restrictions on
both software functionality and network effects. After consumers’ free trial and
purchase, all firms simultaneously choose their network size of their software
y = (y1, y2) to match the consumers’ expectation on the size of network.

To simplify analysis, we normalize the fixed cost, such as the development
cost, to zero. But the firm has to pay a network maintaining cost cyi > 0. Here,
the marginal maintaining cost, c, is assumed to be the same across firms on the
market. Therefore, each firm i chooses price and network size to maximize profit:

max
pi,yi

πi ≡ (pi − c)yi

given the constraints from the consumer side which will be specified subsequently.

2.2 Consumers

We have a continuum number of consumers who treat software as a durable
good. Without loss of generality, we normalize the total consumer on the market
to a unit interval [0, 1]. They are assumed to be heterogeneous on their value of
software network effects after trial, but are homogeneous on their evaluations of
software network effects and functionality.

The consumers are divided into two types, θ2 > θ1 > 0, according to their
value on the network effects. They are assumed to be distributed according
to (probability) (θ1, θ2) ∼ (r1, r2), where r1 > r2 > 0, r1 + r2 = 1. To simplify

analysis, but without loss of generality, we further assume that r1− 1
2

=
1
2

−r2 =

Δ > 0. Specifically, consumers of type θj ∈ {θ1, θ2} have a utility defined as

uj(d) = d
(
θjAi + kye

i + βBis − pi

)
+ (1 − d)

∑
i

(A2
i kye

i + B2
i s)

1 More precisely, from the language of game theory, the strategies Ai(·) and Bi(·)
should be functions of history, which is null here. To simplify notation, we simply
use Ai and Bi.
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Here, pi > 0 is the price charged by firm i. Consumers choose d ∈ {0, 1} to
maximize their utilities, and d = 1 means purchasing a copy of software from
firm i, and d = 0 means no purchase. In this preference, we first assume that
consumers value network effects of software. Second, because the software is
perfectly substitute on functionality, we assume that each consumer would only
try and purchase from one firm.

We assume that the willingness to pay for the software after free trial is

θjAi + kye
i + βBis

where θj characterizes the type of consumers’ marginal value on network effects.
In order to connect results in this paper to future empirical test, we explain this
type θj as the correlation between full network effects and consumers’ profession.
The full functionality s can be experienced if the consumer purchases it. Each
firm’s trial strategy profile is defined as a tuple (Ai, Bi) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1], where Ai

is the part applying to the network effects, and Bi is the part applying to the
full functionality. In this setup, we also assume that there is no income effect.

2.3 Timing

1. Software firms release their software with trial strategies (Ai, Bi) and price
pi, for i = 1, 2. Consumers form a common prior on the functionality of the
software on the market.

2. Each consumer chooses only one software from the market and forms expecta-
tion on the size of network, ye = (ye

1, y
e
2). They try it without paying anything

and decide whether to pay for it according to the price pi after the trial. The
posterior on functionality is formed after trial, and it is publicly realized.

3. After consumers’ purchase, the network size(s) (outputs), y = (y1, y2), is
realized according to consumers’ purchase volume.

We do not explicitly model the expectation forming process here. However, fol-
lowing Katz and Shapiro (1985) we would require that in equilibrium the con-
sumers’ expectations are fulfilled. Meanwhile, we also assume that:

Assumption 1. For any type of consumers, they have identical expectation on
the network size.

In order to make the decision problem well defined and avoid tedious technical
problems, such as negative price or probability in equilibria, we further assume
that:

Assumption 2.
θ2 < kr2
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2.4 Equilibrium

The solution concept we are using here is Subgame Perfect Equilibrium with Ful-
filled Expectations on network size2 (SPEwFE). Formally, SPEwFE is a strategy
profile (

(A∗
i , B

∗
i , p∗

i , y
∗
i ), (d

∗
j , y

e
j )

)

such that for every firm i ∈ {1, 2} and every consumer of type θj ∈ {1, 2}:

1. d∗
j maximizes type θj consumers’ utility, for any firms’ strategies (history),

(Ai, Bi, pi, yi), and ye
j = y∗

i ;
2. (A∗

i , B
∗
i , p∗

i , y
∗
i ) maximizes firm i’s profit, given consumers’ d∗

j and ye
j = y∗

i .

3 Analysis

In this section, we would characterize the equilibria. Following backward induc-
tion, we first go through consumer’s optimal purchase decision. This would fur-
ther help us determine the network size of each software. For any consumers of
type θj , where j ∈ {1, 2}, they would purchase the software i ∈ {1, 2}, if and
only if the purchase gives them at least as much as they can get from keeping
the free trial, i.e., uj(d = 1) ≥ uj(d = 0). This induces that, in order to get
type θj consumers to purchase this software, the market price charged by firm i
should satisfy

0 < pi ≤ θjAi + kye
i + βBs − 1

2
A2

i kye − 1
2
B2

i s

We now define pi(θj , ye
i ) ≡ θjAi + kye

i + βBis − 1
2
A2

i kye
i − 1

2
B2

i s.

3.1 Benchmark (Monopolist)

We first consider a market with a monopolist and characterize the optimal trial
strategy and price. The time line is the same as the one specified before, but we
only replace the two firms with one firm. Following backward induction, given
the consumers’ optimal decisions, the monopolist’s optimal decision problem is
to solveo

max
A,B,ye

(
θjA + kye + βBs − 1

2
A2kye − 1

2
B2s − c

)
ye

Because we only have one firm on the market, the subscript has been removed. In
the above optimal decision problem, the firm only needs to choose trial strategy
(A,B) and the network size ye. The next result characterizes the monopolist’s
optimal decision.

2 See Katz and Shapiro (1985) for the definition of Fulfilled Expectation Cournot Equi-
librium. Ours is based on their equilibrium solution concept.
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Proposition 1. In the monopoly case, if it is true that

θ22 > θ21 + 2k2r1r2 + 2k2r1 + 2kr1(
1
2
β2s − c)

the monopolist would set

(Am, Bm) = (
θ2
kr2

, β) and pm = p∗(θ2, r2) =
1
2

θ22
kr2

+ kr2 +
1
2
β2s

and the equilibrium network size is y∗ = r2. Otherwise, it would set

(Am, Bm) = (
θ1
k

, β) and pm = p∗(θ1, 1) =
1
2

θ21
k

+ k +
1
2
β2s

then all consumers purchase the software, and network size is y∗ = 1.

Due to page limit, we would only explain intuition of the results. All proofs are
available upon request. This result implies that: when the difference of BWTP
between the two types of consumers is not large enough, which is measured by
θ22 − θ21, the monopolist would prefer a large network size to a small one, i.e.,
targets all the consumers on the market. Meanwhile, a stingy trial strategy is
released in the trial period to lower the cost generated by demand cannibal-
ization. The key point here is that, θ1 consumers occupy a large share in the
population. Then, a large demand cannibalization would also be generated by
these consumers. Therefore, firm would choose to limit the functionality or net-
work effects to encourage θ1 consumers to purchase after trial. In the meantime,
a higher price still can be generated through the large network size.

Now, we would consider two different markets: (1) a market with completely
compatible software, and (2) a market with completely incompatible software,
respectively. Following the literature, e.g., Katz and Shapiro (1985), Economides
(1996), the key difference between these two markets is on the formation of
networks:

1. In a market with completely compatible software, the network would be shared
among all software firms, i.e., ye

i = y1 + y2.
2. In a market with completely incompatible software, the network would not be

shared among all software firms, and each software exclusively has its own
network, i.e., ye

i = yi.

3.2 Market with Completely Compatible Software

If a software market has more than one firm, then each firm’s decision would also
be based on the competitor’s strategies. Firms would trade off between match-
ing the competitor’s trial strategy, network effects and price or trying something
different. The following results show that, if the software on the market is com-
patible with each other, then in (pure strategy) equilibrium, each firm would
choose the same market price. However, they might use different trial strategies.
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Proposition 2. In equilibrium:

1. For each firm, the optimal trial strategies would be determined by

θjA
∗
i + k + βBis − 1

2
A∗2

i k − 1
2
B∗2

i s = c

and price equal the marginal maintaining cost, i.e., p∗
i = c, where i ∈ {1, 2}.

2. Given firms’ strategies, all consumers try both software with equal chance and
purchase after trial.

3. Two firms divide the two types of consumers equally, i.e., y∗
1 = y∗

2 =
1
2
. Then

the network size is y∗ ≡ ye
1 = ye

2 = 1.

In this equilibrium, two firms divide the market equally and charge the same
price which is just enough to cover the marginal maintaining cost c. The intuition
is as follows: software on the market is completely compatible with each other;
therefore, consumers would perfectly share the network effects. This induces
that two software on the market are completely substitute to each other on both
functionality and network effects. Then the argument here would be similar to
the classical Bertrand model, and the equilibrium price of each firm would be
equal to the marginal maintaining cost.

3.3 Market with Completely Incompatible Software

In this section, we consider the case in which the software from two firms are
completely incompatible with each other. If it is completely incompatible, the
network size would be different if firms target different types of consumers. Firms
and consumers will not share the aggregate network size any more. This generates
a new trade-off: given the competition on the market, on the one hand, a firm
could try to exclusively attract a large share of consumers on the market, so as
to charge a high price through high willingness to pay. However, it has to pay
a high maintaining cost. On the other hand, firms could share the market with
the competitor and get a small network size, but only a low maintaining cost
would be paid.

In the next result, we find that, given the same parameter space, there exist
multiple equilbria if the software is completely incompatible. This result would
never be true if the software is completely compatible with each other.

Proposition 3. If it is true that

1 <
θ2
θ1

<
(1 + r1)

2r1

or

θ22 > max
{

(1 + r1)2

4r21
θ21, θ21 + 2kr1

(
k(1 + r2) +

1
2
β2s − c

)}
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there exists an equilibrium (non-symmetric) under which:

1. Firm i sets (A∗
i , B

∗
i ) = (

θ1
kr1

, β), and p∗
i =

1
2

θ21
kr1

+ kr1 +
1
2
β2s. Firm j sets

(A∗
j , B

∗
j ) = (

θ2
kr2

, β), and p∗
j =

1
2

θ22
kr2

+ kr2 +
1
2
β2s, where i, j ∈ {1, 2} and

i �= j.
2. Consumers of type θ1 try software i and purchase it after trial; consumers of

type θ2 try software j and purchase it after trial.
3. Firm i chooses y∗

i = r1, and firm j chooses y∗
j = r2.

The above results demonstrate how the market competition would influence
the equilibrium price and trial strategy:

1. If the difference between θ2 and θ1 is not large enough or the proportion of θ1
consumers is large, then θ1 consumers may not accept a larger network size,
because the marginal payment for them to get the additional network effects
is too high.

2. Meanwhile, when the difference between θ2 and θ1 is large enough or the pro-
portion of θ1 consumers is small, the firm would have no incentive to attract
more consumers from the competitor, because additional benefit from high
price is not enough to cover the maintaining cost generated from large net-
work size. Therefore, firms would prefer to segment the market with different
trial and pricing strategies.

We have another two equilibria under which two firms choose the same trial
strategy and price in equilibrium. It is similar to the market with completely
compatible software.

Proposition 4. If

θ22 > θ21 + 2k(r1 − r2
2

)(k
r1 + 1

2
+

1
2
β2s − c)

there exists an equilibrium (symmetric) under which:

1. Both firms set (A∗
i , B

∗
i ) = (

2θ2
kr2

, β), and p∗
i (θ1, r2/2) =

θ22
kr2

+
kr2
2

+
1
2
β2s,

where i ∈ {1, 2}.
2. Only consumers of type θ2 try and purchase the two software with the same

probability.
3. Both firms choose y∗

1 = y∗
2 =

r2
2

, the market is equally divided by these two
firms.

The intuition of this result is as follows. When the share of the consumers with
high BWTP is large, these consumers would have no incentive to try different
software, given the same functionality. The reason is that the deviation would
induce a lower price, but this benefit is not large enough to cover the lost from
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the decreased network effects. On the firm side, a deviation would generate a
large network size, which would further induce a higher price. However, the
cost of demand cannibalization would increase more than the profit from price
increasing. Therefore, firm has no incentive to deviate.

Proposition 5. Given that θ2 > θ1 > 0, there exists another equilibrium (sym-
metric) under which:

1. Both firms set (A∗
i , B

∗
i ) = (

2θ1
k

, β), and p∗
i (θ1, 1/2) =

θ21
k

+
k

2
+

1
2
β2s, where

i ∈ {1, 2}.
2. All consumers on the market try and purchase the two software with the same

probability.

3. Both firms choose y∗
1 = y∗

2 =
1
2
, the market is equally divided by these two

firms.

In this result, both firms have incentive to attract as many consumers as
possible. The reason is: larger network effects would be generated from a large
base of consumers, then a higher price could be induced from the network effects
through firm’s trial strategy. This price premium would be larger than the cost
of demand cannibalization. Therefore, both firms have incentive to attract all
the consumers on the market.

4 Comparative Statics

The general optimal strategies of firms have been characterized in the above
sections. We still seek to understand how market competition and consumers’
preference, e.g., the posterior on functionality after free trial, would affect firms’
optimal strategies and social welfare.

Proposition 6. In the monopoly market and completely compatible market:

1. The equilibrium price is monotonic increasing with functionality.
2. There exists a k∗ > 0, such that, for any k ∈ (0, k∗], the market price is

monotonic decreasing with the equilibrium network effects ky∗. For any k ∈
(k∗, k̄], the market price is monotonic increasing with the equilibrium network
effects ky∗.

The intuition of this result is as follows. First, consumers always prefer more
functionality, therefore, firms would charge more for more functionality. The
second observation is that market price has a non-linear relation with network
effects. In particular, price would decrease first when the network effects are
small, whereas it would increase after a cut-off value.

4.1 Monopoly vs Completely Compatible Market

Comparing Propositions 1 and 2, it is easy to check that, in the case of completely
compatible market, the price paid by consumers is no more than the one in the
monopoly case. We have the following result:
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Proposition 7. On the market with completely compatible software, the com-
petition would induce the following results:

1. Each firm sets the same price which is no more than the monopoly price and
gets zero profit.

2. Equilibrium network effects are no less than those of the monopoly market.
3. Consumer surplus is more than that of the monopoly market.

4.2 Monopoly vs Completely Incompatible Market with Two Firms

If we have a market with completely incompatible software, the equilibrium
results are quite different from those of the market with completely compati-
ble software. The key difference is generated by the non-symmetric equilibria
described in Proposition 3. Comparing Propositions 1 and 3, we find that there
exist conditions under which the competition could induce a lower price to part
of the consumers on the market, given that the software is completely incompat-
ible with each other. This result is consistent with the classical theory on market
competition, even if we have network effects here. We have the following result:

Proposition 8. On the market with completely incompatible software, the com-
petition would induce the following results:

1. For some parameter values, each firm would choose different optimal trial
strategy and price, and all consumers can purchase software from one of the
firms. The consumer surplus would be improved by competition. Meanwhile,
the monopoly profit would be unequally divided between the two firms.

2. For some other parameter values, firms still equally divide the market, but the
optimal trial strategies and price would be different from those of the monopoly
market.

3. Firms get more profit than that of the completely compatible market.

5 Put Optimal Trial Strategies to Work

In this section, we try to make the equilibrium strategies work and use our
equilibrium results to explain the real trial strategies from different software
firms.

5.1 Time-Locked Free Trial

Time-locked free trial is a very popular trial strategy which has been adopted by
many software firms. We are going to demonstrate that the time-locked free trial
is a special case of our results. In all the equilibria we have characterized in this

paper, the optimal trial strategies (Ai, Bi) have the following form: A∗
i =

θ′
j

ky∗
i

and B∗
i = β. The price is p∗

i =
θjθ

′
j

2ky∗ +ky∗ +
1
2
β2s, where θ′

j , θj ∈ {θ1, θ2}, and

y∗ is the equilibrium network size.
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5.1.1 Full Network Effects and Full Functionality in Trial

In any of the above equilibrium trial strategies, if we have
θ′
j

ky∗
i

= β and let μ1 ≡

A∗
i = B∗

i , then consumers’ utility from trial can be transferred to
1
2
μ2
1(ky∗ + s),

where y∗ is the equilibrium network size. To implement this trial strategy, we
can do the follows. First of all, during the trial period, the full network effects
and functionality can be experienced by the consumers. Second, we only let
consumers experience the full functionality and network during part of the life
time, i.e., μ1. Therefore, μ1 here is exactly the time-locked free trial in reality.
Based on the above results, we know that, time-locked free trial could be the
optimal trial strategy in both the monopoly case and oligopoly case, no matter
if the software on the market is compatible with each other.

5.1.2 Full Network Effects and Partial Functionality in Trial

If we have
θ′
j

ky∗
i

> β and let μ2 ≡ B∗
i /A∗

i ∈ (0, 1). Then consumers’ utility from

trial is
1
2
A∗2

i (ky∗ + μ2
2s). In this optimal trial strategy, consumers experience

full network effects during trial time, but only part of the full functionality.
To implement this trial strategy, we let the full network effects be experienced
during the trial period, but the functionality be limited. Meanwhile, the same
as the previous case, we only let consumers experience in part of the life cycle,
i.e., A∗

i .

5.1.3 Partial Network Effects and Full Functionality in Trial

If we have
θ′
j

ky∗
i

< β, and let μ3 ≡ A∗
i /B∗

i ∈ (0, 1), then consumers’ utility

from trial can be transferred to
1
2
B∗2

i (μ2
3ky∗ + s). In this optimal trial strat-

egy, consumers experience part of the network effects during trial, but get full
functionality of the software. To implement this trial strategy, we can give par-
tial network effects to consumers during the trial period, but full functionality.
Meanwhile, we only let consumers experience these in part of the software’s life
cycle, i.e., B∗

i .

6 Conclusion

We develop here a model to generally characterize the equilibrium trial and pric-
ing strategies of software firms, when there exist competition, network effects,
uncertainty on software functionality, network maintaining cost, and compati-
bility issues. Four questions in such setup are: (1) how would the network effects
affect the equilibrium outcomes, e.g., trial and pricing strategies, sales, profits
and consumer surplus; (2) whether the optimal trial strategy and price would
change compared to the monopoly case; (3) whether consumer surplus would be
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improved after introducing competition; and (4) how would compatibility issues
affect market equilibrium.

Our analysis first characterizes market equilibria under three different mar-
ket structures: (1) a monopoly market, (2) a market with completely compatible
software, and (3) a market with completely incompatible software. We find that:
for any market structure, in optimal, the restriction on network effects is decreas-
ing with network effects, but increasing with basic willing to pay. However, the
restriction on functionality is increasing with the posterior on the functional-
ity after trial. We also find that incompatibility could generate equilibria under
which all consumers who want to purchase software are divided by firms on
the market. However, this equilibrium does not exist in the other two market
structures.

This paper focuses on static competition. However, in reality, software firms’
trial and pricing strategies could be sequentially interacted. We could observe
one incumbent releases a software with certain trial strategy and price; and sub-
sequently, new entrant releases a software with similar functionality and chooses
its own trial strategy and price. It is obvious that the incumbent’s optimal deci-
sions depend on the decisions of the follower. Additionally, consumers also face
a dynamic decision problem. The basic trade-off for the consumers is to try and
purchase before the new product or try until the new software is released. Facing
this constraint, the firms’ optimal trial and pricing strategies would also change
accordingly. The results might be different from our results here. Meanwhile,
the dynamic analysis could also help us refine the multiple equilibria we have
characterized in this static setup. This might bring us more insights and testable
results.
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